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Abstract 
 

 

Critics have observed that in early Stuart England, the broad, socially significant concept of 

melancholy was recoded as a specifically medical phenomenon—a disease rather than a fashion. 

This recoding made melancholy seem less a social attitude than a private ailment. However, I 

argue that at the Stuart universities, this recoded melancholy became a covert expression of the 

disillusionment, disappointment, and frustration produced by pressures there—the overcrowding 

and competition which left many men “disappointed” in preferment, alongside James I‟s 

unprecedented royal involvement in the universities. My argument has implications for Jürgen 

Habermas‟s account of the emergence of the public sphere, which he claims did not occur until 

the eighteenth-century. I argue that although the university was increasingly subordinated to the 

crown‟s authority, a lingering sense of autonomy persisted there, a residue of the medieval 

university‟s relative autonomy from the crown; politicized by the encroaching Stuart presence, 

an alienated community at the university formed a kind of public in private from authority within 

that authority‟s midst. The audience for the printed book, a sphere apart from court or university, 

represented a forum in which the publicity at the universities could be consolidated, especially in 

seemingly “private” literary forms such as the treatise on melancholy. I argue that Robert 

Burton‟s exaggerated performance of melancholy in The Anatomy of Melancholy, which gains 

him license to say almost anything, resembles the performed melancholy that the student-prince 

Hamlet uses to frustrate his uncle‟s attempts to surveil him. After tracing melancholy‟s evolving 

literary function through Hamlet, I go on to discuss James‟s interventions into the universities. I 

conclude by considering two printed (and widely circulated) books by university men:  the 

aforementioned The Anatomy of Melancholy by Burton, an Oxford cleric, and The Temple by 
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George Herbert, who left a career as Cambridge‟s public orator to become a country parson. I 

examine how each of these books uses the affective pattern of courtly-scholarly 

disappointment—transumed by Burton as melancholy, and by Herbert as holy affliction—to 

develop an empathic form of publicity among its readership which is in tacit opposition to the 

Stuart court.       
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 

In writing his early Latin play Philosophaster (or The False Philosopher), the young 

Robert Burton seems to have indulged a temptation to play to the crowd. The play was written 

and performed at Christ Church, Oxford, in 1606 and then performed again in 1617, and its 

comedy and interest stem almost exclusively from the nervous energy produced by staging a 

satire of university life—with all its suppressed desires, anxieties and tensions—before an 

audience of students, played by a cast of student-actors. The play‟s plot unfolds in the immediate 

aftermath of the founding of a “new-built University” in Osuna, Spain, by a Duke named 

Desiderius (41). As the play begins, this Duke has just generously established the new university 

by “bestowing thereupon sundry privileges and great estates,” and has issued an open invitation 

to scholars to partake of these privileges, “proclaim[ing] it abroad, throughout all Europe, 

inviting students [there], and offering them not only the advantages of the school, but salaries 

and such things as may be needful” (5). In response to this open invitation, the town of Osuna is 

promptly flooded with applicants, a motley crowd made up overwhelmingly by 

“philosophasters.” The dismayed observers of all this absurdity are the play‟s two “true 

philosophers,” Polumathes and Philobiblos, with whom audience members are flatteringly 

invited to identify. 

The philosophasters on stage come in various forms: one is a theological student, one a 

mathematician, and one a self-styled poet who presents obsequious odes to the Maecenean 

Duke
1
. The haplessly optimistic Duke is smitten by their impressive appearance: “As God 

                                                 
1
 The ode this poetaster presents to the Duke resembles those written to King James by poets and scholars alike after 

James‟s accession, when it became clear that the king styled himself a patron of learning and poetry. Burton himself 

had contributed some flattering Latin verse to James in Academiae Oxoniensis, the volume with which Oxford 
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loveth, they look no means unpleasing. Greetings to ye, one and all, ornaments of the 

University” (31). After each applicant to the university has given a perfunctory performance of 

his specialty in brief, the Duke pronounces them all admitted: “Enroll them every one, and that 

freely. And now may what follows make for the well-being, happiness, and good fortune of the 

State. I Desidirius, Duke of Osuna, by virtue of the Authority vested in me, admit ye all, 

individually and collectively” (37). The Duke‟s inflated rhetoric gets in the way of the practical 

problems presented by such an inflated student body, as he admits all without considering how 

the state will ever find employment for so many graduates, or what effect his admission of the 

pseudo-learned will have on their truly learned counterparts.  

It is not just the phonic similarity between the words “Osuna” and “Oxonia” that suggests 

that the play‟s university is a loosely-distanced version of Oxford. It is also the ridiculous 

overcrowding of the stage with too many students, whose identities, in turn, are overcrowded 

with hastily-acquired qualifications that come apart under the playwright‟s ridiculing eye. The 

perception of the universities as overcrowded and unwieldy, compromised by men who attended 

them as a means to careers at court rather than for education itself, as I will show, was one 

commonly expressed in early modern literature. The head philosophaster, Polupragmaticus, for 

instance, is a “politician, courtier, theologian, [and] magician” (7). But when he tricks a local 

nobleman into hiring him to tutor his son, by promising to teach the boy “the art of speaking and 

disputation in three weeks; in a month, by my method, the entire body of Philosophy,” 

Polupragmaticus exposes the less-than-magical art of putting together a “complete” young 

nobleman without submitting either tutor or tutee to excessive labour (55). The academic and 

economic diversity of the young Burton‟s own university is reflected not only by his farcical 

                                                                                                                                                             
commemorated the new king. James Doelman notes that Oxford‟s collection, even more than that produced by 

Cambridge, recognized James as a patron of the muses (23). 
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multiplication of students and their self-professed areas of expertise in his play; it is also 

apparent in the list of “Actorum Nomina” printed alongside the list of “Dramatis Personae,” that 

shows which students were cast in which roles. The play‟s title page tells us that the play was 

first written in 1606, that it was altered, revised and completed in 1615, and “at length acted and 

shewn for the University in the Hall of Christ Church & By the Students of Christ Church” in 

February, 1617. That the play was put on by and for students is also indicated by the list of 

actor‟s names; interestingly enough, given the competitive tensions the play taps into, this list 

gives some brief information about each student-actor‟s academic and social rank. Cratinus, for 

instance, a member of the Duke‟s council, was played by “Mr. Bartlett, a Gentleman 

Commoner.” The old bawd of the town and her two young temptresses, who hope to profit from 

the scholars‟ less intellectual pursuits, were played by men named Benefielde, Prise and Stroude, 

“Scholars of the House.” The lowly lutenist was played by a man named only as “Hersen,” a 

chorister. Perhaps inevitably, the Duke was played by the regally-named “Sir Kinge,” the son of 

John King, then Bishop of London.  

It seems clear that whoever was in charge of casting Burton‟s play did so with an eye to 

decorum, which he tried to preserve by giving the less appealing roles of the chief 

philosophasters, the lowlier townsfolk, and the smaller parts to titleless young men, and the 

statelier roles of the Duke, his courtiers, and the two truly learned protagonists to titled men. But 

this casting may have unwittingly contributed an irony about status and learning at the university 

to the play‟s other, less subtle statements.  The two “true” philosophers were played by men 

distinguished by their titles, while the scheming philosophaster Polupragmaticus and his side-

kick Equivocus were played by two titleless students distinguished only by being Masters of 

Arts. This means that the sham-scholars were played by men better-educated than, but socially 
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inferior to, those who played the truly learned characters. It must have seemed natural to give the 

most likeable parts to the boys of the highest status; but it may also have seemed safer not to cast 

them as philosophasters, lest such a move be seen as a comment upon the learning of nobility 

and gentry at the university compared with their socially-inferior fellows.   

That Sir Kinge, the student with the highest status of all the actors, was assigned to play 

the Duke, may also have been unsettling, as the Duke, despite being powerful and well-meaning, 

is himself a big part of the play‟s problem: his overzealous filling of the university with a 

multitude of ill-selected young men eager to gain the benefits of a university education without 

submitting themselves to true study is hardly, as he hopes, to be “for the well-being, happiness 

and good fortune of the State”—unless, that is, what he hopes to procure for the state is the 

service of men trained to be pragmatic and obsequious rather than wise (31). He seems so 

distracted by his own magnanimous presentation of “sundry privileges and great estates” to 

scholars that he fails to notice that the men he lets in display deceit and flattery rather than true 

qualifications—or if he does notice it, these wiles strikes him as potentially useful to his court 

(5). When Polupragmaticus boasts that he is skilled “in the known and the unknown, the lawful 

and unlawful arts,” the Duke takes note of it, telling his councillors, “He will, peradventure, 

serve in my Council. Write down his name” (33). He is blinded by these students‟ charming 

“ornaments” from seeing the potential unrest and unhappiness such free admission will engender 

within the university and in the larger state (37).       

 Burton‟s play, written three years after the accession of James I, and only one year after 

that king‟s first spectacular royal visit to the University of Oxford in 1605, was popular enough 

to warrant re-drafting and a major performance of it ten years after its first staging. As I have 

suggested, certainly the greater part of its appeal for its audience of Oxford students must have 
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derived from its tapping into tensions over the overcrowded university and the competition and 

frustration that attended this overcrowding. And James‟s 1605 visit to Oxford, during which he 

promised to financially support the university, is surely a context for the Duke‟s establishment of 

the university, along with other recent attentions paid to Oxford by noble benefactors. With his 

elaborate rhetoric of university patronage, Desiderius resembles a cross between Thomas 

Bodley, the knight who made it a vogue for noblemen to bequeath benefactions to Oxford‟s 

library, and the “English Solomon,” James himself, under whose rule the relationship between 

university and court became unprecedentedly close.   

The satire and plot of Burton‟s play are generated, as the author notes in the play‟s 

“argument,” by the perceived success enjoyed by “false” rather than “true” scholars at the 

university: “philosophasters are preferred above all others and this fact giveth occasion to well-

nigh all of this story” (5).  The theme of competition for limited preferment among university 

men--whom Burton often cantankerously divides in The Anatomy of Melancholy into the 

categories of the truly-learned and the pseudo-learned--would continue to play a generative role 

in Burton‟s literary output throughout his career, though as the years went by he approached the 

issue with an ever-darkening humour. As with the play he wrote as a recently-named fellow of 

Christ Church, Oxford in 1606, Burton‟s encyclopedic The Anatomy of Melancholy, first 

published fifteen years later, reveals little progress beyond the play‟s preoccupation with the 

success of the pseudo-learned at the university, perhaps because Burton himself had found little 

opportunity to progress professionally there. Burton‟s luck was not to change, and he would go 

on to spend his entire life at the university, “mewed up like [a] hawk,” “penned up most part in 

[his] study,” “confined to [his] college like Diogenes to his tub” (1: 305, Preface 4, Faulkner et al 

xiv).  
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The Duke of Osuna names happiness as one desired product of the new university, but it 

is only the false philosophers who are made happy by the new state of learning which the 

Osunite university represents. When Philobiblos asks Polumathes whether he has ever seen 

Oxford, Polumathes replies, “Ay, and their well-appointed library, wherein many dead are found, 

unhappily held by chains, but I cannot recall having seen any wise men living there” and he goes 

on to add that “the Arts are banished, Philosophy is in exile; in the main, ‟tis the law-cats that 

thrive—the remainder are to be contemned” (45). The pervasive affect of scholarly 

disappointment, caused by overcrowded universities which left many highly-educated men 

unemployed, and an emergent character at the universities which saw men training not just for 

clerical careers, but also for careers at court, becomes in Burton‟s oeuvre a profound, underlying 

component of the melancholy he describes and treats. But, in Burton‟s case, the chains that 

constrain the displaced and disappointed scholar also produce a kind of freedom to observe and 

critique the forum from which he is displaced by lack of preferment but which he is also, 

paradoxically, stuck in. One result of this affective condition, which made the displaced, 

unemployed scholar both an insider and an outsider at once, was a kind of heightened degree of 

awareness of the self in relation to authority at the court-controlled university. While in Burton‟s 

imagination, Oxford‟s true scholars are chained in the library, in an exile which keeps their 

bodies close even as it alienates them affectively and intellectually, this condition also produces 

a turn to an alternate location apart from the highly supervised and pressurized university—the 

sphere created by the printed book among its reading audience.    

 

One facet of this dissertation‟s argument is that the historical situation at the universities 

in early Stuart England intersected in literature with the evolving conception of melancholy, and 
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that this intersection produced a new literary function for scholarly melancholy in the early 

seventeenth century. This literary function for melancholy emerged partly as a response to the 

encroaching presence of the Stuart court at the university; the relationship between the forums of 

court and university had become increasingly intertwined from the Reformation on, and were 

particularly so under Stuart rule. The ancient institution of the university, which had long 

enjoyed a degree of autonomy from the crown as long as it maintained its medieval, clerical 

character, designed as it was to train men for employment in the Church, began to be attended by 

gentry and noblemen who sought careers outside of the university or Church at court or in 

politics; this trend emerged over the course of the early modern period to come to a head under 

Stuart rule in the 1630s.
2
 I argue that the intense competition and pressures scholars faced at the 

Stuart university, as a result of its combined character and heightened competitiveness, shook the 

social identity, financial security, and intellectual life of many of these scholars, and that this 

crisis caused some of them to turn to the concept of melancholy as a way of representing their 

disappointment, frustration and anger. Because this volatile affect was coded as a disease, the 

literary treatment of melancholy offered a means of concealing communication about the 

relationship between the court and university as an apolitical, inwardly-directed discourse. As the 

university became more and more “public” as James used it as a kind of extension of his court, I 

argue, print became an alternative location to either court or university where disillusionment 

caused by the joining of these forums could be expressed. In the case of Burton‟s The Anatomy 

of Melancholy, this disillusionment is shared with a reading community by way of an antic, 

melancholy authorial persona. Burton‟s guise of exaggerated scholarly melancholy recalls 

                                                 
2
 Nigel Wheale points out that “the window of opportunity for advancement through the universities 

diminished significantly after the 1630s, when the proportion of gentry in the student body increased” (37).  
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Hamlet‟s antic performance of melancholy, also derived from the student-prince‟s own identity 

as a scholar. The performed melancholy of both Burton and Hamlet establishes a covering of 

privacy which allows them to cultivate a particular audience for their thoughts while at the same 

time deflecting, or at least frustrating, the attempts of others to read them.  

One important implication of my argument about melancholy and the early Stuart 

university concerns the history of the emergence of modern publicity. At the university, the 

overflow into print of a politically engaged discourse that was presented as the personal and 

private issue of melancholy (in the case of Burton) or spiritual affliction (in the case of George 

Herbert) sheds light on Jürgen Habermas‟s account of publicity in the early modern period, and 

expands upon his suggestion of a possible literary precursor to the eighteenth-century bourgeois 

public sphere (29). In his Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Habermas describes 

how the representative form of publicity that preceded the public sphere meant that the only 

public persons were the king and the aristocracy whom, in turn, represented the king‟s 

representative power. The king possessed publicity not in the sense of a “social realm” but 

instead as a kind of “status attribute” (7). This oddly pervasive and yet intangible “publicness” 

was manifested “constantly and everywhere,” and Habermas observes that “words like 

excellence, highness, majesty, fame, dignity, and honour seek to characterize this peculiarity of a 

being that is capable of representation” (7). Although granting the existence of forms of publicity 

before the eighteenth century, he famously argues that it was not until the emergence of 

eighteenth-century bourgeois civil society that a public sphere proper arose within which 

significant debate about authority could occur in privacy from authority. Habermas‟s account of 

the emergence of modern publicity alludes to but does not elaborate the important role literature 

may have played in generating the public sphere. As I have noted, he goes so far as to suggest 
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that before the emergence of the public sphere proper, there existed a “literary precursor” to the 

public sphere, but he does not go into detail about it, an unelaborated point that has led many 

literary scholars to posit different variants of and historical moments for this possible precursor 

public sphere.
3
 However, my argument that the politically pressurized universities in early Stuart 

England gave rise to a public sphere consolidated by print offers a new perspective on 

Habermas‟s historical vision of the emergence of the public sphere and his concept of 

representative publicity. For Habermas, representative publicity “pretended to make something 

invisible visible” through the representative presence of aristocratic authority (7). I suggest that 

in a similar way, the seemingly obedient display staged before the crown at the universities (at 

the institutional and individual levels) constituted a similarly elaborate game of bait-and-switch, 

which seemed to offer prostration and yield any lingering autonomy at the universities, but in 

fact used this obedient appearance to conceal resistance to the crown‟s subordinating presence. I 

argue that the affective complex contained by the multiply-signifying concept of melancholy was 

an important part of this disingenuous display.   

The disappointment and frustration caused by underemployment and competition among 

university men pervades early modern literature concerning the universities, and this widespread 

affective condition merged with the already prevalent concept of scholarly melancholy, giving 

some Jacobean and Carolinian literary treatments of melancholy an underlying, topical edge. 

Among the community of scholars who conceived of themselves as displaced and subordinated 

by the influence of courtly prerogatives at the university, the conception of scholarly 

melancholy, and its literary expressions in particular, participated in creating a kind of collective 

                                                 
3
  A collection of essays edited and introduced by Paul Stevens and Joseph Loewenstein in 2004 takes up 

Habermas‟s suggestion by attempting to answer the question “when is a public sphere?” This collection was 

published as a special issue of Criticism (46:2).  
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self-awareness in relation to authority which also provided a means for concealing this dynamic 

from authority‟s watchful eye. The literature born of the frustration and disappointment at the 

universities offered writers like Burton and George Herbert the opportunity to gain the kind of 

public voice which had been limited or determined by the courtly influence at the university. 

Such literary expressions also allowed them to construct authorial identities that combined 

learned contemplation with practical good, a “calling” rendered impossible in the real world by 

the changing character of the university and the climate of the Jacobean court.  

Pierre Bourdieu has argued that during the seventeenth century, book learning, which had 

been associated with the poor cleric came to be newly combined with the principles of “heredity 

and transferability of wealth, as well as devotion to service” which had been associated with the 

nobility (378). As learning‟s recoding began around clerical scholars at the university, “scholarly 

melancholy,” a disease associated specifically with the disappointed scholar, itself became 

recoded as a sign of subtle opposition to this transfer of power—to what was seen as the 

appropriation and corruption of learning by its use for gaining positions in public service. 

Literature by some of these disappointed or disillusioned scholars, such as Burton or Herbert, 

created an arena within which alternatives to this new combination of the principles by which 

domination was legitimated could be posited and experimented with, an authorial strategy 

inherited from the discourse of melancholy, within which writers combined the roles of 

physician, divine, and philosopher in the service of a reading public. These authorial personae 

represent an effort to recombine book learning with service to a readership, rather than to the 

crown. This service to the reader is conceived of as a sharing of deep and substantial learning 

and contemplation, in contrast with the minimum of learning needed to advance to public office, 

as sought by some young men at the Stuart university. The process of absorption and 
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subordination of the university to the court resembles the process by which Harbermas argues the 

eighteenth-century public sphere was eventually absorbed and subordinated by political 

authority. This can be seen at work in a nascent form in the seventeenth century with the 

appropriation of university learning by wealthy young laymen in preparation for secular public 

service to a crown which itself was anxious about and opposed to nascent publicity in private 

among scholars. Literature in print had the potential to be used by disappointed, disillusioned 

scholars (whom, it must be remembered, may have resented the changing character of the 

universities at least partly because it excluded them from the new means for gaining power) as an 

extension of or substitute for the autonomy that was now supervised and quashed in its extra-

literary forms (and in its more overt literary forms) at the universities. I argue that the covert 

literary public sphere I describe was not precursory to political publicity, as per Habermas‟s 

account, but instead both indicated the existence of a form of public sphere and was itself part of 

that sphere.  

I. The Early Modern University 

The early modern university was the most important breeding ground for the social and 

literary development of scholarly melancholy as a concept, and many of the most important 

literary works on melancholy were also about the university. The historiographical debates on 

the history of the early modern universities have yielded no certainties, but a consideration of 

them suggests some of the ways in which the intersection between melancholy and university 

study in early modern England was an unsurprising one.  

In 1959, Mark Curtis‟s book Oxford and Cambridge in Transition posited the period 

straddling the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries as one of rapid and complex change 

for the English university and its relationship with the crown, primarily as a result of what he 
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calls a “revolutionary” change in student demographics, caused by an “invasion” of the sons of 

the landed gentry and nobility into the universities (59, 63). This change, Curtis suggests, is 

significant because the universities had been founded and maintained for the purpose of training 

clergy, and had traditionally been attended by the sons of poor men. Having begun more than a 

century earlier, this revolutionary swelling of student populations came to a head in late 

Elizabethan and early Stuart England in the form of a new socially-diverse student body and new 

raisons-d’êtres for the university as a result of the attendance of it by laymen. The “well-born 

successor” of the clerical scholar typically attended university not in preparation for a career in 

the Church, or for a life of study, but to be trained for secular employment, and as a 

consequence, Curtis argues, the university took on a new, secular function (76).  

The short time-frame Curtis posits for this demographic change, and the effects he argues 

it had upon university‟s institutional and social functions, have both been a matter of 

considerable debate, and Curtis‟s claims have been added to or refuted since he first made them. 

University registers were an important quarry for a mercurial debate among historians in the 

1950s and 1960s about whether the landed gentry became more or less politically powerful 

during this period, and the possible role this group may have played in either case in 

precipitating the English civil war. As an extension of this debate, Lawrence Stone added to 

Curtis‟s argument the observation that one important aspect of the “educational revolution” (and 

one symptom of the growing power of the gentry), was that university education underwent a 

shift in its cultural significance and signification in the early modern period. Attending university 

came to be newly perceived as an important facet of the gentleman‟s learned polish, a perception 

which eclipsed its past associations with the poor and with the Church (75). Stone suggests that 

this shift entailed a greater attendance of the universities by sons of the landed gentry and 
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nobility who sought to gain a “training which both fitted them for local and central office, and 

enabled them to hold their own in the company of virtuosi around the dinner table” (41). In other 

words, what had begun as a training ground for clergy and a study center for monks, now took on 

the new function of a finishing school for well-born young men, whom, Stone notes, 

matriculated less frequently than their lower-born fellows, because they did not need the degrees, 

but instead merely the cachet associated with attending Oxford or Cambridge. That higher 

education bestowed an air of gentility upon the student is illustrated by the striking example 

Stone finds in Oxford‟s registers of a student, Richard Hackshaw, who, upon admission to 

Brasenose College in 1613 (where Robert Burton had been an undergraduate) first recorded his 

social identity as “filius mercatoris” and then, when he matriculated two years later, as “filius 

generosi.” It is possible that Hackshaw‟s father became a gentleman during the time his son was 

at university; but it is also possible that Hackshaw felt he had earned this “up-grade” in status 

simply because he had attended Oxford (Stone 61).  

A number of scholars have reappraised or rebutted Curtis‟s famous thesis, challenging 

the accuracy of his description of the sudden arrival of well-born young men at the university 

and the effects of their presence there. Rosemary O‟Day counters Curtis‟s narrative with the 

suggestion that this invasion was actually “little more than an optical illusion,” and that “the 

number of lay students attending the universities had been rising gradually since the early 

fifteenth century” (32). O‟Day‟s “optical illusion” echoes the titular claim of a 1977 article by 

Elizabeth Russell, which likewise argues that the influx of well-born young men into the 

universities had in fact begun much earlier, and James McConica also makes an argument for a 

consistent demographic composition and function at Oxford which erases the line Curtis draws 

between the medieval and early modern university (Russell 722-30, McConica 151-181). O‟Day 
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concludes that the earlier dating for the appearance at the universities of the well born “implies 

that the English universities did not develop a new function (that of educating laymen for secular 

life) after 1560. Rather, there was an increasing emphasis upon this well-established function” 

(32). O‟Day‟s account, however, does not explain why, if this function by the late sixteenth 

century was well-established, the period‟s literature repeatedly expresses reactions to the 

presence of laymen, gentlemen and noblemen at the university which represent their presence 

there as newsworthy, or even as constituting a crisis threatening the intellectual and moral 

character of the universities. The authors of such expressions are diverse. The sentiment is 

echoed with great bitterness and resignation in William Harrison‟s Description of England, 

which disparages a new university culture marked by frivolous materialism, in the hands of 

young gentlemen who “ruffle and roist it out, exceeding in apparel and haunting riotous 

company...who, when they are charged with breach of all good order, think it sufficient to say 

that they be gentlemen, which grieveth many not a little” (71). As late as the 1630s, Milton was 

still decrying the undergraduates whose only purpose for education was “to betake them to State 

affairs, with souls…unprincipled in vertue and true generous breeding,” a sarcastic verbal 

reassignment of gentility to the “virtuous” rather than to the court-destined men of high birth (7). 

Almost a century earlier, a letter by Sir Thomas More to his children consoled them about the 

family‟s uncertain financial affairs by saying that if worse came to worse, they would go begging 

in the streets like the poor scholars of Oxford, singing “Salve Regina,” an appeal to a 

conventional image of the poor, religious student (Stewart 187). And the minor Jacobean poet, 

Cambridge alumnus, and clergyman Robert Anton‟s 1616 satirical verse cycle, The Seven Satires 

Alluding to the Seven Planets, devotes a large section of its satire on Saturn (the planet 

associated with both scholars and melancholy) to those scholars whom Anton clearly sees as the 
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cause of melancholy among other scholars.
4
 Anton frames the shift from an idealized vision of 

the university‟s clerical past to its secularized present in literally Biblical proportions
5
:  

And Scholars, like some wealthy men defined, 

To be but simplex animals: that then, 

Like citizens now, were held the surest men:
6
 

Virtue was then a habit of the mind 

Without equivocation: and confined, 

To his true object of beatitude, 

Divided from the world, or multitude 

Of popular praises: Arts did then despise, 

The secular habits of great vanities: 

Lived richly reverent, in poor simple weeds, 

Without Monastic hoods, did Saint-like deeds: 

Had neither pride, to envy, whom doth rise, 

Nor Patron, to bestow a benefice: 

And did supply poor nature with poor clothes, 

Drank when a thirst, and eat when hunger grows; 

Gave no gratuities, but to present 

A worthless Dunce, (to scholars discontent 

And hire a simple Curate, scarcely paid, 

With as much wages, as a laundry-maid: 

Lived without grumbling, or ambitious hate, 

And slept contented with an humble fate; 

The Arts contemned men of high swelling ranks, 

And scarce to Alexander would give thanks, 

For visiting their tub: so much their hate 

Scorned the proud painted sepulchres of state. 

Learning did then live pure in Paradise; 

But since her fall, to pride and avarice, 

And all diseases that infect, the Arts 

Do rot and putrify their knowing parts…. (138-166) 

 

While Anton‟s nostalgic fantasy certainly does not deal in historical facts, what it does convey is 

the common perception that a great and grave change had taken place in the university‟s 

                                                 
4
 Anton, an obscure poet of a scathingly satirical bent, was the son of a Lincoln recorder; he graduated MA from 

Magdalene College, Cambridge, before being ordained first a deacon and then a priest.  
5
 I have modernized the spelling of Anton‟s poem.  

6
 “While now scholars and wealthy men share a resemblance to simple organisms, in the past scholars were—like 

„citizens‟ are now—thought to be the „surest‟ men.” The OED identifies an obsolete sense for the word “citizen” 

that connotes a person who is “not a member of the landed nobility or gentry,” citing Dr. Johnson‟s secondary 

definition-- “a man of trade, not a gentleman.” 
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functions and in the social, religious, and political orientation of the scholar. Anton‟s 

identification of pride and envy as the outcome of this scholarly fall, aroused by competition for 

limited benefices, represents an affective snare which is provocative in a number of ways, the 

most basic of which is its expression of the perception that the presence of the well-born at the 

universities had economically displaced those most in need and deserving of financial support. 

Commonplace complaints of decadence among well-born students were echoed by complaints 

that these students were taking up appointments and opportunities that were rightfully intended 

for poor scholars. Statistics provided by Curtis in his article “The Alienated Intellectuals of Early 

Stuart England” show that the numbers of well-born students had surpassed those of poorer 

students; that many men held multiple benefices, leaving many men with none or insufficient 

ones; that some men were being advanced while many men were left behind (24-41).   

The recurring metaphor of “burial” on the part of scholars disappointed of university 

livings and economically viable and morally meaningful employment is accompanied by a deep 

resentment of the “ornamental” educations pursued around them by well-born young men
7
.  Such 

complaints of economic displacement in literature are incompatible with Rosemary O‟Day‟s 

claim that “men from very different social and economic backgrounds were educated in the same 

institutions, it is true, but a system of strict social segregation pertained” (32). Not only did some 

scholars perceive themselves as buried at the university, but also that the university itself, or at 

                                                 
7
 Just as the word “ornament” was used to describe the effect learning had on the young men who acquired it, these 

wealthy and well-born young men were in turn described as an “ornament” to the university. Robert Fowbery, 

graduate of St. John‟s college, Cambridge, wrote a letter to the master at St. John‟s in the first years of the 

seventeenth century to ask for help getting appointed headmaster of Pocklington school, from which boys often went 

up to Cambridge. In his letter he promises in exchange for the appointment that his name “will presentlie draw the 

best mens sonnes to that place which is usuallie both proffit and ornament.” Fine additions to the universities in the 

form of either books or gentlemen were seen as both profit in-hand and ornament that would attract future profit 

(Lawson 67-68).   
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least its past character and function, had been buried by the new dominance of the function of 

providing secular public servants to the crown. The physical pressure and closeness evoked by 

the metaphor of burial represents an experience among scholars like Burton that runs counter to 

O‟Day‟s account of “a system of strict social segregation” (32). As I will discuss in my third 

chapter, it has been speculated that Burton, the quintessentially disappointed scholar, tutored 

George, Lord Berkeley, to whom he dedicated The Anatomy of Melancholy—a dedication which 

is ironic not just because Berkeley‟s sadly belated and meagre patronage of Burton contributed to 

his sense of immobility and burial within the university, but also because Berkeley‟s own 

progression from Oxford, where he was noted more for personal scandal than for academic 

success, to a political career as an MP, is just the kind of trajectory which Burton bitterly laments 

as a cause of both scholarly dissolution and the loss of preferment and benefices among poorer 

students. O‟Day cites examples of fellow-commoners paying for the privilege of escaping the 

pensioners and scholars to dine in the company of the fellows, and of scholars vying to tutor 

young gentry and aristocrats in order to enhance their reputation and to secure future patronage 

(33-35). But Burton provides a very different perspective on service by poorer scholars to their 

betters:   

Meanwhile learned men, graced with all the distinctions of a holy life, and who bear the 

heat of the day, are condemned by a hard fate to serve these men, content perhaps with a 

scanty salary, without any titles to their names, humble and obscure, though eminently 

worthy, and so, needy and unhonoured, they lead a retired life, buried in some poor 

benefice or imprisoned forever in their college chambers, where they languish in 

obscurity. (1:330) 
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Burton‟s book is a testament to the observations of a man whose social identity and desires 

complicate the image of clear-cut separation between well-born laymen and scholar: he was a 

poor, politically unconnected scholar and clergyman; a son of a landed family but a younger son 

with no inheritance; he was also a man who patterned his own scholarly path on that offered by 

the university‟s clerical past, even if this was partly because the present offered him few 

alternatives. And Burton portrays the secular uses for university education not as a separate 

course which did not affect him, but as a direct cause of his own underemployment, and as a 

veritable crisis corrupting the quality of learning and the moral, humanistic purposes of study 

and philosophy. As I will argue, his book‟s tour of a life of deeply engaged, active reading in a 

variety of disciplines is set up in tacit opposition to the condensed reading programs intended to 

ornament the conversation of those students headed for a life of public service. Even if the effect 

of the socially-diverse early modern student population was not socially levelling—as O‟Day 

contends—there is evidence within the period‟s literature that this diversity was also not 

effectively contained within separate, simultaneous educational tracks for lower and well-born 

students; instead, everywhere in the literature of the time can be felt the visceral disappointment 

and frustration created by the frictional combination of the university‟s secular and clerical 

functions. 

The melancholic anxiety learned writers like Burton, Anton, Milton and others expressed 

over the use of the university as a stepping-stone to political careers was particularly enervating 

because, as I will examine in my second chapter, under James, the path between university and 

court went both ways. Just as the secularized university meant that university men increasingly 

went to court, it also meant that the court increasingly came to the university. The 

interconnectedness of university and court was not only particularly true under James, the self-
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styled scholar—the Jacobean court‟s presence at the university also had a particularly 

deterministic effect on the university‟s religious and intellectual culture.  Frank Whigham has 

observed that under James, the English university began to function more and more as a kind of 

adjunct court; he has also observed, reciprocally, how James‟s courtly proceedings tended to 

resemble academic ones (22, 32). James‟s presence at both Cambridge and Oxford was as 

literally physical as it was abstractly metaphorical. Kenneth Fincham notes that it was the King‟s 

“donnish inclinations” that motivated James‟s intensification of his relationship with the 

universities, and that Oxford‟s warmer response to these overtures ensured that “the Stuarts‟ 

favour towards Oxford was clear from early in James I‟s reign” (182). Fincham describes the 

sharp incline of Royal involvement with the universities after 1603, noting that while Elizabeth 

had made two state visits to Oxford in forty-five years, “her successors each visited twice in half 

that span” (182). James presented fine volumes of his own writings to each of the universities, 

but he was much more pleased with the elaborate ceremony with which Oxford received his 

published works compared with “the more perfunctory attitude of Cambridge, and claimed he 

had always preferred Oxford to Cambridge” (Fincham 182). This is because of the different 

degrees of intimacy the Stuart court was able to achieve with the two institutions was determined 

by the differing degrees of ideological loyalty each was willing to offer. As Nicholas Tyacke and 

Victor Morgan have shown in their volumes on Cambridge and Oxford, James attempted to 

initiate a relationship with both universities that was at once a performance of collegiality and a 

thinly disguised means of surveillance and control (Fincham 179-210, Morgan 102-112). While 

Elizabeth herself also stifled disobedience and dissent among her subjects, she did not oversee 

the universities as rigorously as the Stuart crown did. And her government had at least until its 

later days also maintained the humanist ideal of learned counsel in a way the Stuart government 
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did not. In contrast with the principle that a prince should be surrounded and advised by learned 

men, first James and then Charles‟s belief in the ultimate supremacy of the king trumped their 

humanistic leanings when it came to the issue of advice. Just as his government stifled the 

humanist institution of learned counsel that had flourished under the Tudors, James‟s scholarly 

activities were undergirded by a rejection of the principle of debate upon which scholarship is 

built. As he states his scholarly purpose in his Trew Law of Free Monarchies, he intended “to lay 

down…the trew grounds” of political duty “without wasting time upon refuting the adversaries” 

(Somerville 63).  

But, as Angus Gowland has discussed as an important context for Burton‟s melancholy, 

the attempts of the English Solomon to forge a compromise that would repair religious discord 

may have been the Jacobean effort which most effectively destabilized both the peace he sought 

and the support for his own rule (144-150). This “compromise” was a sewing-together of 

confessional Calvinism with a conciliatory stance toward Catholicism and the Protestant wars of 

religion abroad, in a doomed attempt to staunch the heated conflict between Calvinist and 

Arminian doctrine. For James, conformity was not a matter of spiritual rectitude, but of 

obedience to the crown, and he saw religious controversy in terms of its threat to his rule, so 

compromise was not so much a matter of establishing peace as it was of establishing power and 

control (144-146). The university‟s role as host to the nation‟s most important doctrinal debate 

led James to establish a kind of friendly omnipresence there which, like his pacifism, was more 

power-driven than idealistic or philosophically-based. By the 1620s, when Burton began writing 

his treatise, the consensus of the early Jacobean rule had come apart at the seams. Old 

accusations of popery on one side and Puritanism on the other re-emerged, but the debate was 

newly infused with the added perception of the growing Arminian movement‟s anti-Puritanism, 
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a sense which provided fodder in the form of heated contemporary views for opposition to Laud 

(146-154). When in 1626 Charles began his rule with a series of ecclesiastical advancements 

which ensured Laud‟s rise, public opposition prompted an intensified suppression of debate. 

Laud was an Oxford alumnus, and continued to have strong ties with the university. In 1630, 

three years before he assumed control of Canterbury, Laud was elected Chancellor of Oxford. By 

the 1630s, Christ Church was clearly aligned with Arminianism, having expunged opposition by 

Calvinists in the earlier seventeenth century. By the time of the Civil War, Christ Church served 

as the home of Charles‟s new palace. Gowland observes that Burton wrote his opus on 

melancholy during a period when large-scale religious controversy that tore apart Europe could 

be seen in an intense, microcosmic form at his own college, which was then stifled almost 

entirely under Laud by the supremacy of Arminian doctrine (152-154). At the less royalist 

Cambridge, where proponents of Calvinist doctrine would much less readily give place to the 

demands of James‟s “compromise,” George Herbert occupied the difficult role of university 

orator, which demanded that he negotiate between a king desirous of control and a university 

resistant to it. Ultimately, Herbert gave up his hope of holding both divine and political office 

under the Stuart crown, and left both politics and the university to a life entirely defined by 

service to a congregation as a priest, as well as to the creation of his book of poetry which aimed 

to have an educational, spiritual and therapeutic effect upon its readership. 

During the first decades of Stuart rule, it was not only the character and culture of the 

university which underwent a major change; the discourses used to conceive of and express 

people‟s orientation to the world also shifted, to accommodate a new political, intellectual and 

cultural climate. Melancholy, which under Elizabeth had expanded in significance partly because 

of the profusion of literary treatments of the humours, lost some of its metaphorical power to 
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convey a range of paradigms of social behaviour and was once again redesignated as a serious 

disease. But this remedicalization of the concept also made the discourse once again safe for use 

as a covert means of expressing scholarly disappointment and anger under the guise of the 

treatment of a seemingly personal and private affliction that was divorced from political or social 

significance. Melancholy could appear to be a bodily ailment beyond the control of the afflicted, 

rather than a possible expression of rebellion or dissent, as had been the case with the fashion for 

scholarly melancholy under Elizabeth.  

II. The Scholar‟s Disease 

Those wishing to express disaffection and unhappiness without making the exact causes 

of their condition clear to others may have turned to melancholy in part simply because it was so 

difficult to read. Just one of the four humours, melancholy was a constantly evolving and 

complex web of signification which stretched metonymically into the realms of astrology, 

medicine, personality and beyond. The scholarly subspecies of the melancholy humour alone had 

both positive and negative associations: it could be a disease (the product of an ailing mind) or a 

cause and symptom of genius (the product of accelerated and inspired mental activity). 

Contemporary critics debate the significance of the evolving and shifting trends in scholarly 

melancholy‟s associations and the perception of the phenomenon. I suggest that there is an 

important correspondence between two related cultural shifts: melancholy‟s transition from its 

conception as a positive, fashionable trait, to a more ingenuously undesirable and disempowering 

condition; and the subordination of the university to the court under James, and of the clerical 

scholar to the layman within the university. The literary conceptions and expressions of 

melancholy became a means for expressing not just a general sense of alienation as they were in 
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Elizabethan England, but also for expressing a specific subordination by the Jacobean court, and 

for consolidating a scholarly response to that alienation within the sphere of letters.  

The link in early modern humoral theory between bookishness and melancholy was a 

commonplace, to the extent that a reference to the one in literature of the time could not be free 

of the connotations of the other. As the Florentine humanist, philosopher and physician Marsilio 

Ficino states in his De Studiosorum Sanitate Tuenda (arguably the source of the popular 

association between melancholy and genius), “the scholar‟s sedentary life and arduous mental 

endeavor breed the melancholy humour, which in turn engenders the various diseases of body 

and mind generally attributed to it. All men of letters are melancholy” (paraphrased in Babb 60).  

The positive association with genius at the time, which linked melancholy with scholarship, went 

a long way towards making melancholy fashionable—the melancholy genius or man of letters 

haunted London‟s streets in the black attire, lowered hat, and attitude expressive of alienation 

affected by multitudes of young men. The positive association with genius also came with a 

frisson of danger in the form of the dark side to the early modern English conception of the 

melancholy humour‟s relationship with study. This dark side was thought to be caused by the 

same accelerated mental activity that caused melancholic genius. The dry, hard brain of the 

melancholic could make for a passive impressionability in the character of the afflicted. The 

French physician André du Laurens‟s Discourse, which has been shown to have been a source on 

melancholy used by both Shakespeare and Robert Burton, gives an example of the absurd 

melancholic identification that can result from this impressionability: if a man “looke upon some 

pitcher or glasse…they will judge themselves to be pitchers or glasses” (Falvo Heffernan 1-22, 

121-147; du Laurens qtd. in Babb 45). However, this tendency towards identification, or, as 

Shakespeare‟s melancholy Jaques calls scholarly melancholy, “emulation,” is determined by 
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personality and situation, and in keeping with the radically varied expressions of melancholy, the 

ridiculous can easily become the potentially seditious: as du Laurens goes on, he observes that 

“If an ambitious man become melancholike, he straightway dreameth that he is a King, an 

Emperour, a Monarke” (qtd. in Babb 46). While this emulation or identification is in du 

Laurens‟s example still a passive dream of greatness, it was also widely understood that in 

certain personalities, melancholy could cause seditious and rebellious behavior. The emulation 

that Jaques attributes to the scholar signifies a kind of envy; by the same token, as Burton writes, 

melancholics can be “distrustful…envious, malicious…covetous… prone to revenge” (1.451). 

This dark underbelly of the melancholy personality was understood to work through its 

association with the “malign planet Saturn” (Babb 57). Early modern astrologers wrote that 

Saturnists are “false, envious, and full of debate,” and that Saturn “causeth imprisonments, and 

secret enemies” [qtd. in Babb 90]. Just as the four humours were conceived of as a microcosmic 

analog of the four earthly elements, so were the humours related analogically to the astrological 

governance of the planets. The most common association between a planet and a humour was 

that between Saturn and melancholy, a correspondence which recurs throughout early modern 

literary and expository works.  The conception of the “Saturnine” type was not identical to but 

very closely related to that of the melancholic, and the adjectives “Saturnine” and “melancholic” 

were used almost interchangeably. 

The influential 1964 study Saturn and Melancholy played a large part in shaping later 

twentieth-century critics‟ understanding of melancholy. The authors of this study argue that 

melancholy underwent a major shift in its philosophical conception within the late fifteenth and 

early sixteenth centuries, when Marcilio Ficino resuscitated the pseudo-Aristotelian concept of 
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the melancholy genius
8
. The starting point for this facet of melancholy‟s conception lies with 

pseudo-Aristotle‟s problem XXX.1: “Why is it that all those who have become eminent in 

philosophy or politics or poetry or the arts are clearly melancholics, and some of them to such an 

extent as to be affected by the disease of black bile?” Angus Gowland has made the compelling 

suggestion that the theory of melancholic genius could have served in psychoanalytic terms  

to provide a kind of „secondary gain‟ attached to the scholarly form of the disease, 

bringing with it benefits that were both external (peer recognition, comforting attention 

from friends, the consolidation of intellectual status for posterity) and internal (the self-

image in which the melancholic mind was elevated above its healthy counterpart).  (115) 

But Winfried Schleiner‟s careful study of the changing associations between melancholy and 

genius during the Renaissance has posited that the more positive associations between 

melancholy and genius did not persist into the seventeenth century, but instead began to wane at 

the end of the sixteenth century, to be replaced within the popular imagination with a renewed 

understanding of scholarly melancholy as an illness. Michael O‟Connell similarly observes that 

after the rise of the fashion for melancholy in the late sixteenth century, the century‟s end saw 

the illness recoded as a serious disease (54). This shift may very well have been responsive to the 

stifling new climate at the universities wrought by James‟s increasing surveillance of these 

institutions; it is also interesting to consider to what degree this shift in the conception was an 

expedient one in light of this oppressive atmosphere. In place of the glamorous image of the 

melancholic genius evolved a less fashionable, more truly scholarly melancholic, robbed even of 

the “secondary gains” Gowland associates with scholarly melancholy. On the one hand, the 

image of the seriously afflicted and truly disempowered melancholic more accurately 

                                                 
8
 Klibansky, R., Panofsky, E. and Saxl, F. Saturn and Melancholy: Studies in the History of Natural Philosophy, 

Religion and Art. London: Nelson, 1964. 
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represented the position of the scholar in the Jacobean university; but on the other hand, the 

recoding of melancholy as a disease rather than a fashion also deemphasized its rebellious and 

politically volatile characteristics in a way that made its literary treatment a safer mode of 

expressing serious political commentary and critique, albeit in an oblique form. Indeed, as I will 

discuss, humoral discourse in early modern England had long been an elastic net of meaning 

which had been stretched and pulled to conceal its strains of potential sedition under the 

appearance of religious and political conformity.      

The idea of the humours in early modern England was the major way of conceiving of the 

human body and psychology, and the theory was enlarged by that period‟s interest in classical 

thought.
9
 The spread of humanistic thought along with the growing fields of medicine and 

natural philosophy helped promote the theory‟s currency, elaborating it through the popular 

notion of the human body as a microcosm of the larger world.  Hippocrates originally derived the 

theory by a similar analogy from the classical idea of the four elements (water, air, earth and 

fire), arguing that the body, too, was made up of four elements, in different combinations within 

individuals, which in their delicate and unique proportions determined character and a person‟s 

orientation towards the world. Galen‟s theory of the humours fleshed out and expanded 

Hippocrates‟s ideas into an elaborate, systematic way of understanding the inner workings of the 

body and, by extension, of categorizing and classifying the paradigms of social behaviour 

exhibited by different types of people. Most basically, Galen posited that while all the humours 

had functions that made them essential to bodily health, they were not created equal: the 

sanguine humour, wet and warm, was considered the best and most life-giving of the humours, 

and the melancholy humour, cold and dry, was considered the worst and the most opposed to life 

                                                 
9
 The information on the medical conception of the humours and the body in the following paragraphs is derived 

from the first two chapters of Lawrence Babb‟s book The Elizabethan Malady.  
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and good health. As the body ages, it becomes increasingly cooler and dryer until moisture and 

heat both fail, producing death, so the failure of health is the process of the body succumbing to 

melancholy. The humours were essentially a product of digestion, those substances produced by 

the liver: blood, choler, phlegm and black bile (the last of these humours was also called 

“melancholy”).
10

 Black bile, the cause of melancholy, was considered to be refuse—almost 

excremental, that which the body seeks to remove and expel.   

The passions, or emotions, were believed in normal health to be functions of the sensitive 

soul, but they were also believed to be physiologically-based, caused by the humours
11

. Any 

passion was thought to be initiated and controlled by the reason, but, abnormally, the function of 

initiating or creating emotion could also at times be overtaken by the imagination, or usurped by 

the humours alone, without the authority of the reason, an event which allows the passions to 

become immoderate. And any immoderate passion is dangerous in terms of physical health, but 

also in terms of moral and spiritual well-being. The concept of the political hierarchy of the 

body, with the passions cast as the slaves of rationality, and the usurping humours as a potential 

threat to reason‟s sovereignty, is certainly present within classical writings, but it is developed 

with particular invention and ornament within early modern expository and literary writings. As 

                                                 
10

 These four humors composed almost all of the fluid of the body, and each of these fluids had two primary 

characteristics: blood was wet and warm, choler dry and hot, phlegm wet and cold, and melancholy dry and cold. A 

body housing the humors in the ideal proportion would contain blood as its most common fluid, followed by 

phlegm, then black bile, then choler—but virtually all bodies vary to a greater or lesser extent from this ideal 

proportion, and it is this variation which produces individual personalities.  
11

 There were eleven passions, six concupiscible and five irascible; the concupiscible passions involved the 

perception of an object that is either pleasing or displeasing, leading to love or hate. These passions also include 

desire as a subsection of love, wherein the love object produces desire; and aversion as a subsection of hate, wherein 

the object produces the desire to shun or avoid it. The emotion of joy follows desire‟s fulfilment and sorrow follows 

when an undesirable object is impossible to avoid. The irascible passions stir a person into making an effort inspired 

by the concupiscible passions: they include boldness, fear, hope, despair, and anger. The eleven primary passions 

were also subdivided: ambition, avarice and sexual love were subdivided from desire, and pity, shame and remorse 

were subdivided from sorrow. There were also passions compounded of other passions: envy is a compound of 

desire and hatred--desire for an object, and the hatred for the possessor of that object.  
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Juan Luis Vives wrote in 1540, it is “a pointe of treason…that such lewed perturbations…should 

rage rebell & take upon them the rule of the hole man, contemptuously despysynge the auctorytie 

of the mynde” (qtd in Babb 17).
12

  The attempt to fuse a materialist theory with an ethical 

framework produced a discourse fluid and often contradictory in its implications. Douglas 

Trevor concurs with Paul Slack‟s point that this attempt to combine Galenic theory with 

Christianity resulted in writings “which typically blurred boundaries between „medical‟ and 

other types of publications in the sixteenth century, most notably devotional writings” (Slack qtd. 

in Trevor 50). Writers on melancholy in particular conceived of the humour as having 

implications well beyond its medical conception, and as having a spiritual significance as a part 

of the care of the soul, which made its medical study meaningful or worthwhile. This can be seen 

in the work of expository writers of the period like Timothy Bright, who saw the role of 

medicine as intertwined with moral and spiritual improvement, and of course, in Burton, who 

blends the roles of divine, physician, and philosopher in his efforts to treat what he saw as his 

age‟s affliction one reader at a time (Trevor 50).
13

 Angus Gowland has identified melancholy‟s 

slippage from the confines of medicine as the reason for the cultural prominence it attained as a 

                                                 
12

 This hierarchy of the body was derived from Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, Seneca, Aquinas and Augustine, and was 

emphasized by Elizabethan and Jacobean scholars eager to side-step the potential heresies implicit in humoral 

theory‟s materialism. As Douglas Trevor points out, “Christian Galenists in the sixteenth century were well aware of 

the potential heresies entwined with materialist readings of the passions, and many of them responded to the 

dilemma altogether typical in the period, that is, contradictorily.” Trevor shows how they read of the body “through 

the rich lexicon of Galenic theory,” while at the same time making clear that “God‟s dominion over the soul is in no 

way abrogated by the influence of bodily fluids” (Trevor 50). 
13

 Jeremy Schmidt argues that in the early modern period, religious consolation and spiritual confession were 

employed as important elements of the treatment of melancholy. Schmidt explores ways in which the language used 

to express and treat melancholy enabled the sufferer to conceive of himself as struggling with the kinds of moral and 

spiritual problems that beset their contemporaries, thus creating a sense of community, and dispelling the isolation 

which was a major cause and symptom of the ailment. He describes how the phenomenon of melancholy underwent 

a process of absorption into secular discourse. Just as Angus Gowland suggests that what made melancholy 

important during the early modern period was its release from medical discourse into other fields of thought, 

Schmidt argues that after the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, melancholy became recontained by an 

exclusively medical language which suppressed the languages of consolation.  
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phenomenon. “Crucially,” he writes, “it was the diverse effects of melancholy on the operations 

of the sensitive soul, most notably the production of emotions, which extended the potential 

usefulness of the concept,” and which gave it its breadth of cultural significance (97). The 

sources Shakespeare and Burton consulted on the subject had diverse origins, coming from 

discourses including medicine, theology, astrology or literature. Melancholy was classified 

variously as a disease, a vice, a universal condition, or as the special condition of the genius. As 

the most theorized humour and the humour least tethered to medical discourse, melancholy was 

commonly elaborated and understood through analogy. As the idea came unmoored from the 

confines of medicine, it moved and spread by way of a kind of drift, whereby the humours in 

some instances, for some writers, came to mean just about everything. Juan Huarte‟s Examen de 

Ingenios, translated into English in 1594, proposes humoural theory as a means for theorizing the 

universe and everything in it (Trevor 50). This anticipates the encompassing quality which 

Burton‟s melancholy takes on in the fullness of its paratactic infinitude, as Michael O‟Connell 

discusses. While in some sections of his book, Burton treats melancholy as a straightforward 

medical disease, and returns to this sense of the ailment as the correct one, on the other end of 

the spectrum, other sections of the book transform melancholy “from a specific disease to human 

folly,” afflicting not just individuals, but also “kingdoms, provinces and politic bodies” 

(O‟Connell 56, Burton 1:97). This expansive metonymic function which melancholy retained 

even as it was reassigned as a medical issue allowed the same literary work to slip into political 

critique even as it seemed innocently to treat and cure a medical ailment. It also allowed for the 

subtle expression of anger in the guise of sadness. Robert Anton goes on in his satirical poem on 

the Saturnine type to describe the rage he feels. The circumstances at the universities: 

...do corrupt the most refined brains, 
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With Saturn‟s snarling spirit, gross and dull, 

Inspiring rage into a patient skull;.... 

This makes the worthy Artist, dull and sad, 

And rare deserts, most melancholy mad...(170-172, 179-180) 

 

This representation of the “patient skull” as the passive receptacle for the active, snarling spirit of  

 

Saturn both distances the “Artist” from ownership of the rage he feels, by designating it as a  

 

force from without him, and also reflects the way an apparently patient, “sad and dull” brain can  

 

hold the seemingly incongruous quality of violent anger. The violence sublimated within  

 

philosophy, as John Guillory has argued, can be seen as a driving force in the action of the  

 

scholar-prince Hamlet: though that play has frequently been read as placing the forces of action  

 

and inaction, or violence and philosophy in opposition to each other, Guillory urges us to see  

 

violence and action as latent forces within apparently inactive philosophizing. And the unclear  

 

coding of melancholy helps him delay the discovery of the violent potential lurking within his  

 

philosophical inaction.  

 

Hamlet exploits the multiple significations of melancholy to keep his observers confused: 

a significant delay is achieved when Polonius wrongly diagnoses him with “love melancholy,” 

and then a further series of delays occur as Claudius turns over in his mind whether melancholy 

is a mental liberty that frees the afflicted from reason, and therefore renders him harmless and 

incapable of action, or whether this same liberty is a freedom from believing in the construction 

of power which keeps Claudius on the throne, a liberty which is potentially “full of threats to all” 

(4.1.14). The third chapter of Douglas Trevor‟s book The Poetics of Melancholy in Early 

Modern England considers Hamlet‟s scholarly melancholy as an ailment audiences would have 

newly recognized as a bodily affliction. His book describes one episode in the evolving history 

of the passions, comprised of a conceptual “shift in the understanding and symptoms of sadness” 
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during this period, with writers newly understanding the passions as being “moored in the body” 

(9, 37), after a newly articulated discourse of Galenist humoral theory “provided intellectuals 

with a rationale for esteeming, and problematizing, their moods” (194). But I would suggest the 

shift that occurred during this period in the way scholarly melancholy was perceived is 

significant not because of its medicalization or its turn inwards, but because a wealth of literary 

treatments of melancholy made available to writers the means for conceiving of and expressing 

the self‟s relationship to the world, and to authority in particular, and now also the means for 

concealing this within the privacy bestowed by melancholy‟s association with inwardness. 

Trevor argues against post-1950s Freudian readings of Hamlet that “early modern audience 

members . . . would have been more inclined to see in [Hamlet‟s] musings the operations of a 

melancholic temperament” (80). But while he suggests that an early modern audience would 

have come away with the sense that  “there is . . . something imagined there in Hamlet‟s body: 

black bile, and too much of  it,” it is precisely this imagined nature of Hamlet‟s condition which 

runs counter to Trevor‟s assertion of the play‟s “striking inwardness” (73). The conventions of 

melancholy are used at once to signal Hamlet‟s melancholy state to the audience, and to share 

with that audience the secret plan to exaggerate and perform the disposition externally. 

Individual inwardness is externalized by Hamlet to create a space for collective inwardness, 

conceived of in relation to the outside world, and to authority in particular. What is achieved by 

this is not the expression of inwardness, but instead the creation of a private space shared by 

character and audience which is demarcated as inscrutable by authority, erected for the purpose 

of questioning authority. That Hamlet is a student-prince, a university student as well as a 

political figure, suggests an overlap between the literary public sphere and the publicity proper 

which I argue existed within communities of university scholars.   
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 As I will discuss in my first chapter, Hamlet represents a new literary use for melancholy, 

which gave authorial control, as it were, of the representation of the ailment to the afflicted 

character. Hamlet‟s use of his performed melancholy creates a degree of privacy within the 

court, which acts as a kind of surrogate for the university to which he is prevented from returning 

by Claudius, who seems to know that once Hamlet is back at the university, the prince has 

ceased to be within his power.  This representation of the university as a space separate from 

authority is one of the things that makes this play an Elizabethan representation of melancholy: 

Hamlet, as student-prince, has intimate knowledge of both Horatio and Claudius, but Claudius 

can only know the princely half of Hamlet‟s identity, which is perhaps why he is so eager to 

keep him from Wittenberg. Under James, as I will discuss in my second chapter, the university 

no longer possessed this lingering separateness from secular courtly affairs, or its relative 

impermeability to authority. Thus, by the time of Burton‟s own authorial performance of 

melancholy, the disaffected scholar had to retreat not just from the court, but also from the 

university, into the pages of a treatise on melancholy. This treatise frames the author‟s own 

melancholy as a pattern he uses to understand and treat the individual reader‟s affliction, 

concealing the book‟s impulse toward publicity within its seemingly apolitical drive to cure a 

personal problem.   

III. A Melancholy Public Sphere  

As I have discussed, Habermas argues that before the rise of the eighteenth-century 

bourgeois public sphere, there was no public sphere: instead, there was what he calls a 

“publicness of representation,” wherein the lords and, most of all, the monarch were the only 

public persons. These public persons represented themselves before an audience of private 

individuals, his subjects. At this stage there was no separation between publicity and privacy; 
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that is, private individuals could find no sphere, literal or virtual, that was private from authority 

in which to conceive of themselves in relation to authority. The exception to this, at least in 

embryo, was the collective self-conception that emerged within the conjugal family unit, which 

engendered a kind of group subjectivity by coming to understand and articulate its own 

interiority and separateness from the rest of society (Habermas 29, 46-48). From this 

subjectivity, Habermas tracks the emergence of literary life, which served in various forms as a 

precursor to the bourgeois public sphere. The development of self-consciousness is key to 

Habermas‟s conception of the formation of the public sphere, and melancholy, as an important 

way of understanding oneself in relation to the world, and, increasingly in early modern England, 

as a way of conceiving of oneself in relation to authority, is key to a consideration of the 

formation of what Habermas terms the “precursor literary public sphere” (29). The availability 

and, indeed, omnipresence of melancholy as a means by which scholars arrived at a kind of 

collective self-conception in relation to authority, even within the arena of the university which 

authority sought to supervise, absorb and control, was consolidated primarily by the literature 

these scholars read and produced. As the humour associated with the scholar, melancholy and its 

literary treatments in the early seventeenth century participated in formulating a conception of 

the self on the part of scholars resistant to the absorption of the universities‟ autonomy by the 

crown. 

The very fact of the Stuart crown‟s muscular attempts at control and surveillance of the 

university is symptomatic of that regime‟s awareness of the university‟s threat to representative 

publicity, and also indicates the existence of some kind of nascent publicity private from 

authority within the universities which prompted the tightening of supervision. The closing-down 

of the institution of learned counsel and the quashing of debate and discord under James, on top 
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of the university‟s swelling demographics, unemployment among scholars, and the threatened 

displacement of  the university‟s clerical function by a secular one, resulted in a crisis of identity 

among scholars that was closely related to that period‟s conception of scholarly melancholy. The 

displacement and subordination within the university of some men by others, within the larger 

subordination of the university by the court, effected a kind of burial of poorer scholars as 

reflected by the recurring metaphor of burial within the literature of the period for describing 

scholarly melancholy. But this subordination is also reflected by formal strategies used by 

writers to subvert this burial by concealing expressions of disappointment and rage underneath 

the guise of seemingly passive, deluded and useless melancholia. One implication of my 

argument that melancholy in literature played an important function in the development of a kind 

of private publicity among scholars is that literature—theatre and the printed book in 

particular—was not merely precursory to the public sphere, but actively participated in 

consolidating a reading or viewing public that posed a challenge to the Stuarts‟ representative 

publicity.   

By the time the Stuarts took the throne, the simultaneity of the clerical and secular 

functions for the university in combination with the pressures Jacobean rule placed on the 

universities produced a community of scholars bereft even of their university scholar‟s past 

separatism from secular concerns or political public service, who at the same time felt better-

prepared intellectually to assist in such affairs than the new generations of political servants who, 

according to the principles of the “buried” scholars‟ humanistic education, lacked the depth of 

learning that would make them effective in their offices. And there was also a perception among 

these scholars that their counsel was not wanted by the crown, despite all its apparent 

solicitations of a strong relationship with the university: for Burton, at least, it was the ambitious 
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young men seeking courtly appointments, unburdened by excessive education or unwieldy 

humanist ideals, for whom the Jacobean crown made room at court, and it was the scholars 

committed to learning and disappointed in preferment who were left behind in the closely-

controlled, stifled sphere of the university. George Herbert, an aristocrat and also a highly 

learned clergyman, began his university career at Cambridge writing letters to his step-father in 

which he dreamed of combining his calling as a priest with a position as a pious political 

counsellor. But after a decade of service representing the university to the crown as Cambridge‟s 

public orator, it becomes apparent, as I will argue in my fourth chapter, that Herbert began to 

recognize that such a combination of identities was impossible during his historical and political 

moment, prompting him to abandon his career for a life of religious devotion, a life resembling 

that awaited by the poor young men the university had been founded to educate. In Burton‟s 

case, his clear perception of his book as his “calling” is telling given the way his persona in its 

pages blends the roles of the divine, physician, and philosopher, with the end of producing an 

effect both contemplative and practical. I argue that the juxtaposition of this authorial identity 

with his complaints about the contemporary university‟s failure to provide its scholars with 

identities that were at once learned and also socially productive signals his use of the sphere 

created by his book, shared in by an amiably and actively solicited readership, as a kind of public 

forum private from the secularized, Stuart controlled university, to question, debate and even 

hypothetically remedy some of the problems afflicting the university and the state that now 

shaped its character. In the case of both Herbert and Burton, I argue, the frustration and 

disappointment which they faced within the Stuart-controlled universities, and their commitment 

to using their training to helping people—however much this may have stemmed for a desire to 

reclaim a form of power—led to the construction of their books as a literary arena within which 
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each could realize the social roles neither could achieve within the university. That both books 

were extremely popular and circulated widely is a result of their authors‟ efforts to engage their 

readers through the use of conversational dynamics that are intended to be therapeutic, 

educational, and spiritually improving; these dynamics also mimic the effect of voices engaged 

in debate on subjects ranging from diet to theology to the court, and in this sense, the multi-vocal 

effect of both books formally reflects the literary public they seek to consolidate.  
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Chapter Two 

“Something in Me Dangerous:” Hamlet, Melancholy, and the Universities 

 

In his forcefully royalist tract, Behemoth, Thomas Hobbes pronounces that “the 

Universities have been to this Nation, as the Wooden Horse was to Troy” (40). Hobbes‟s analogy 

hinges on the vehicle of antiquity‟s most famous martial surprise, and his own statement aims to 

surprise the reader by collapsing the seemingly unlike factions of scholars and an enemy army. 

Hamlet, while famously read as a dramatic instantiation of the melancholy scholar‟s essentially 

inactive nature, in fact delivers the slow-burning surprise of the entwined relationship between 

the seemingly inactive scholar and active sedition. The binary which combines the forces of 

inaction and violence is also the paradoxical core of the melancholic disposition as it was 

understood in the Renaissance. Hamlet, then, is a melancholic play not just in terms of its famous 

representation of a melancholic character, but also because in its dramatic structure and plot it 

displays the same seemingly contradictory qualities as its Saturnine hero--intellectual paralysis 

undergirded by a potential for rash and large-scale violence.  

Hamlet‟s complex use of signification borrowed from humoral theory also makes the 

play an important and transitional moment in the literary treatment of the humours, and of 

melancholy in particular. Earlier Elizabethan literary treatments of the humours exploited 

humoral theory‟s rich, familiar stable of characteristics and qualities—ready associations 

common to playwright and playgoers that could be manipulated to yield typified characters and 

easy comedy. In Hamlet, Shakespeare recombines familiar elements from humoral theory and its 

literary representations in new ways to construct a character startling in his elusiveness and 

illegibility, the opposite of the stock comic characters. In fact, Hamlet‟s own use of stage 
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properties and visual cues traditionally used to conventionalize melancholy on stage—the black 

attire, the inky cloak, the book, the skull--destabilizes these signifiers‟ traditional use as signals 

by the playwright for communicating information to the audience of which the melancholic is 

comically unaware.  

Hamlet‟s controlled, metatheatrical use of these stage conventions aids in a performance 

of melancholy which allows him to instead establish private communication between himself and 

the audience, leaving in the dark those characters who would like to reduce his condition to 

simple, manageable terms for interpretive purposes. While the exaggeration of melancholy in the 

case of As You Like It‟s melancholy Jacques is in the hands of the playwright and generates 

comedy at the melancholic‟s expense, in Hamlet, the exaggeration of the disposition is in the 

hands of the melancholic character himself, and is used for self-protective and political ends. 

Because of the availability of melancholy‟s many familiar associations, bolstered by a literary 

tradition of stock humoral characterization, Hamlet is able to perform a kind of antic medley of 

melancholic behaviours to construct a private space around himself that Claudius is unable to 

interpret or penetrate. Hamlet‟s performance of melancholy has a specifically scholarly cast, and 

Claudius attempts to see inside the student-prince by using his former school fellows 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as spies, but the play‟s only vestiges of meaningful exchange 

occur in the pockets of privacy which Hamlet‟s performance of melancholy activates in creating 

a doubleness of dramatic meaning—that which is open to the audience and that which is open to 

the courtly characters—which pushes dramatic irony to its limits.  

As I have discussed, Habermas names self-consciousness and privacy itself as important 

taproots for the emergence of the public sphere, two phenomena which he argues arose from the 

group interiority fostered by the conjugal family (29). Hamlet speaks a familiar, inclusive and 
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intimate language when he beseeches Horatio, Marcellus, and the audience that they should “go 

in” to the play “together,” a request tendered with repeated avowals of love and friendship 

(1.5.182-190). I would suggest that Hamlet‟s performance of melancholy is conceived of from its 

inception as a means of forming a collective private from authority, and that in this self-

conscious and controlled use of melancholy, Hamlet heralds a new literary treatment of the 

condition. As I will argue in my later chapters, a similarly conscious, controlled literary 

treatment of melancholy was taken up by scholarly writers in early Stuart England as a means for 

concealing political dissent under the guise of seeming “inwardness” and privacy, in the midst of 

the scholarly crisis that followed the succession, with the Stuart crown‟s surveillance and control 

of scholars at the university. 

I. Hamlet, the Earl of Essex, and Pretended Bookishness 

When Hamlet has his last private words with Horatio in Act 5.2, he expresses regret over 

having taken out his splenative mood on Laertes in the graveyard. He regrets this because he sees 

his own purpose reflected in the play‟s other fatherless son: “For by the image of my cause I see/ 

The portraiture of his” (5.2 82-3). It is not only Hamlet who sees the picture of his own 

rebellious cause reflected in Laertes. John Guillory has noted that Hamlet and Laertes bear the 

shared weight of the play‟s allusions to the Earl of Essex and that melancholy courtier‟s uprising 

against Elizabeth in 1601. The diffusion of the allusions between two characters not only 

tempers this sensitive and topical matter, but also allows for a meditation on the role space plays 

in rebellion, by staging the rebellion both from without and from within the court, from the 

protected space of physical distance (evoking Essex‟s rebellion from his position in Ireland) and 

from the protected space of performed melancholy (evoking Essex‟s recognizable persona of the 

melancholy scholar).  
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The tense early scenes of Hamlet concern the rearrangement of characters and space to 

accommodate and temporarily enable the status quo to continue despite the violent potential 

lurking just under the surface. These negotiations are in the interest of Claudius, who wishes to 

position the play‟s young men in a way that will minimize the threat they pose to his authority, 

but they are also in the interest of the play‟s young men, who wish to get away from Claudius for 

their safety and to remove themselves from the rotten affairs of the Danish court. In Act 1.2 

Claudius addresses the separate requests of both Laertes and Hamlet to return respectively to 

France and Germany. Hamlet‟s “intent to return to Wittenberg” has already been stated off-stage, 

and the Prince‟s desire to leave is addressed in this scene only in the form of Claudius‟s casual 

but deliberate misinterpretation of Hamlet‟s settled “intent” as a request which he promptly 

denies, a gesture of control disguised as paternal concern. Laertes‟s request, on the other hand, is 

presented to Claudius on-stage, and its early occurrence within the scene is a small but 

significant contribution to the atmosphere of prison-like constraint already imposed by 

Claudius‟s stifling first speech. Laertes asks:  

My dread lord, 

Your leave and favour to return to France; 

From whence though willingly I came to Denmark, 

To show my duty in your coronation, 

Yet now, I must confess, that duty done, 

My thoughts and wishes bend again toward France 

And bow them to your gracious leave and pardon. (1.2-52-58) 

The rhetorical labour which makes Laertes‟s “bend[ing]” away from Denmark towards France in 

the same breath do double-duty as a “bow” to Claudius‟s power is matched by our sense of the 
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labour involved in Laertes‟s courtly task—to do his duty, which includes the duty of seeming to 

have come willingly, while at the same time advancing his suit to leave as quickly as possible. 

Laertes‟s description of his visit to Denmark as “willing” sounds a bit too much like a protest 

against a charge of unwillingness, and reflects the scene‟s remarkable staging of compulsory duty 

performed as willing obedience, a performance which everywhere in this play seems just barely 

contained. At this early juncture, it is left ambiguous whether Laertes‟s wish to leave is due more 

to his taste for France or to his distaste for Denmark, but his impulsive, clamorous rebellion later 

in the play confirms what Claudius seems to know—that the desire of these two young men to 

leave as soon as possible after basic duty has been done shows that the relationship between 

Claudius and the young men of the play is uneasy at best, and calls for his greatest efforts at 

control. Laertes‟s performance of duty as a means for concealing his own desire for distance 

from Claudius‟s court buys him leave to go. Hamlet‟s less disguisable repugnance and suspicion 

ensure that Claudius will keep him close; Hamlet must construct his own distance from his 

usurping uncle through the performance of melancholy which keeps Claudius at an interpretive 

arm‟s length.  

The dispatch with which Claudius dismisses Laertes and turns to Hamlet is in part a 

matter of dramatic felicity, as the audience and not just Claudius will be eager by this point to 

turn from the councilor‟s son to the Prince of Denmark. But it also draws attention to the very 

different ways Claudius responds to the two young men: while Laertes‟s mental bending towards 

France is allowed to become physical distance, Hamlet‟s own desire to leave is met only with 

Claudius‟s command-performed-as-request: “we beseech you, bend you to remain/ Here, in the 

cheer and comfort of our eye.” In other words, since Laertes bends in a show of willing duty, he 

is allowed to leave, but since Hamlet (at this point, anyway) “knows not „seems‟” when it comes 
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to the basic performance of compelled obedience as willingness, he is “bent to remain.” Laertes 

is followed into France by the courtly eye Polonius extends there through the agent of Reynaldo, 

anticipating Claudius‟s bungled employment of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to broach the 

affective barriers Hamlet erects within the court. Hamlet, on the other hand, remains within the 

“comfort” of the kingly eye itself, a position only comfortable for either insofar as it enables 

easier surveillance and counter-surveillance by king of prince and by prince of king, locking 

them together in a kind of interpretive stalemate which defers incremental violence, but in doing 

so also builds towards Act Five‟s totality of destruction. Claudius‟s use of words that imply the 

intimate comforts of family in his invitation to Hamlet to remain are a gross parody of Hamlet‟s 

recent expression of love as a part of his plea to Horatio, Marcellus, and the audience to “go in” 

with him, but the juxtaposition of this scene with Hamlet‟s request at the end of the last act may 

also subtly underscore the latent similarities between the requests, and the ambition underlying 

Hamlet‟s construction of his own private dramatic collective within the play.    

The contrasted pairing of Laertes and Hamlet, established by their differently-handled 

requests to withdraw from the court, lays the foundation for an important strut of the play‟s 

architecture: the doubled but divergent courses taken by Laertes and Hamlet, which reconverge 

in the disorderly rebellion and violence of the play‟s final scenes. Claudius‟s attempts to get rid 

of one and to keep the other safely in the “comfort of [his] eye” are both insufficient to prevent 

the violence of the later play; instead, the main function of these attempts is (unintentionally, of 

course) to ensure that this violence, when it does happen, will be chaotic and total as a result of 

the miscommunications created by Claudius‟s (and Polonius‟s) desperate experiments with 

control. As John Guillory has suggested in his discussion of the Essex rebellion as an important 

topical allusion within Hamlet, it is in some ways Laertes‟s “chaotic march into Claudius‟s 
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palace” that is the play‟s most direct reference to Essex‟s own uprising, particularly as it is 

launched from without, as Essex‟s was from Ireland (96). Guillory makes the argument that “if 

there is a psychological dynamic underlying and determining the relation of thought to action (or 

inaction) in Hamlet, this dynamic might best be described as a sublimation of aggressivity” 

(84).
14

 Guillory‟s discussion—and consideration of Essex‟s significance to the play and to the 

crown under which he rebelled—also foregrounds the sublimated aggressivity underlying the 

relationship between scholars and monarchy in early modern England.   

While Laertes‟s movements evoke the practical outlines of Essex‟s uprising, Essex‟s 

notoriously melancholy persona was surely an influence on Shakespeare‟s characterization of the 

melancholy student-prince. Hamlet‟s probable composition in the same year as the Essex 

rebellion ensures a political topicality that would certainly have lent the play an extra frisson of 

danger as well as of popular interest. One aspect of Essex‟s character that haunts Hamlet‟s 

characterization is that of scholarly melancholy. Essex‟s famous representation by miniaturist 

Nicholas Hilliard as the melancholy Young Man Among the Roses exemplifies his embodiment 

of the melancholy type (DNB Devereux). The passive pose of this young man, leaning pensively 

against a pale beech tree in his inky cloak, the picture of graceful sadness, looks more lovelorn 

than threatening; this softened portrait of melancholy cast as romantic recalls Polonius‟s naïvely 

hopeful suggestions that Hamlet is mad only with lover‟s melancholy over his daughter. Hamlet 

alludes to his own humoral make-up as being at odds with his martial calling; he also 

deliberately exaggerates his melancholy-scholarly persona to the extremes of melancholy 

                                                 
14

 The possibility that Hamlet could have been modeled on the scholarly rebel the Earl of Essex does much, as 

Guillory suggests in agreement with Annabel Patterson, to reconfigure our understanding of the relationship 

between philosophy and violence in Hamlet, allowing us to see this relationship as coterminous or even causal rather 

than opposed or mutually exclusive; this view, as he suggests, challenges the common critical reading of Hamlet‟s 

philosophizing as delaying and opposing the play‟s action rather than contributing to or even causing it.  
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contemplation to conceal his violent intentions. He implies to Laertes that although melancholics 

are disinclined to anger and fighting—“I am not splenative and rash”—he has a more amorphous 

threat within him—“Yet have I something in me dangerous” (5.1 246-247). Hamlet‟s reference 

to this danger as being “in” him, and as an invisible “something,” enhances his threat through 

melancholic illegibility. The “something” in the Hamlet we see in the graveyard scene is the 

dangerous intensification and activation of the earlier scene‟s “that within which passeth show.” 

Both Essex‟s persona and Hamlet‟s character suggest the linked rather than opposed 

relationship between melancholy, scholarship and violence. This link is made apparent in an odd 

juxtaposition occurring in a letter written to Fulke Greville, probably by Francis Bacon
15

, which 

offers Greville advice on the subject of going to Cambridge to “get a scholar” to read for him; 

the letter suggests that although the employment of a scholar is a good idea, it should be done 

carefully, so as to side-step some of the problems afflicting university scholarship at that 

moment. But this seemingly practical advice is jarringly paired with a digression that fills the 

letter‟s latter half on the subject of the causes of revolution. Although he alludes to ancient 

Greece as his example, Bacon‟s recipe for revolution includes components resonant with the 

English moment of the 1590s, when the letter was written: “The uncertainty of succession, the 

equal greatness of diverse grandees, and the overmuch (if I may so speak) unwieldiness of a 

state, are sufficient causes to ruin the greatest monarchy” (Bacon 104). The letter closes with a 

request that Greville keep its contents private between them.   

                                                 
15

 Lisa Jardine and Anthony Grafton cite this same letter in their article “Studied for Action: How Gabriel 

Harvey Read His Livy,” which has been an invaluable resource and inspiration to me as I have developed my own 

ideas. The authorship of the letter has been uncertain. Grafton and Jardine suggest the Earl of Essex as its author; 

this was the most common ascription up until the mid-1990s (34-35). However, James Spedding and Brian Vickers 

have suggested another ascription, providing evidence that the letter to Greville was actually written by Francis 

Bacon, and both of them include the letter in their editions of Bacon‟s works (Vickers 557-558).   
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Another letter, this one certainly by Bacon, and written on October 4, 1596, is also one of 

advice, but here the first letter‟s meditative tone is replaced by one of urgency. This letter is 

addressed to the Earl of Essex, and makes a thorough and heartfelt case for the Earl‟s immediate 

need to win back the favour of the Queen, who, as Bacon writes, has become “fearful and 

shadowy” towards him. This “cold malignant humour…growing upon her Majesty towards your 

Lordship” has been caused by a sum of qualities possessed by Essex, which Bacon lists when he 

calls him 

A man of a nature not to be ruled; that hath the advantage of my affection, and knoweth 

it; of an estate not grounded to his greatness; of a popular reputation; of a military 

dependence: I demand whether there can be a more dangerous image than this 

represented to any monarch living, much more to a lady, and of her Majesty‟s 

apprehension? (41) 

Bacon offers Essex a list of politic, savvy and strikingly specific advice “for the removing the 

impression of your nature to be opiniastre and not rulable,” a list which includes enough careful 

stage-direction and plotting to justify Bacon‟s reference to the present moment in Essex‟s life in 

theatrical terms, when he writes that although things have certainly not gone well for him with 

the Queen, he does not want to “judge of the whole play by the first act” (42, 40). Bacon justifies 

the specificity and urgency of his advised directions to Essex by explaining the scrutiny with 

which Essex is now being observed. He explains that whenever such a suspicion arises “in any 

King‟s breast towards a subject,” the inconveniences of adapting one‟s behaviour to divert and 

diffuse these suspicions become a necessity “of politic consequence,” because if the subject does 

not guard against the prince‟s instruments for “spy[ing] into their humours and conceits” the 

Prince will imagine these humours to be larger and more dangerous than they actually are (41). 
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Bacon urges Essex to take full control of his self-representation to reduce his persona‟s 

vulnerability to the Prince‟s unfavourable interpretation. Bacon discusses the details of Essex‟s 

recent standing with the Queen, why it is necessary to remedy this situation, and how this should 

be done. He then issues his diagnosis of how and why the Queen perceives her favourite as 

dangerous, and his proposed cure—a particular performance Bacon sees as necessary if Essex is 

to win back the Queen‟s favour:  

But my chief reason is, that which I first alleged, to divert her Majesty from this 

impression of a martial greatness. In concurrence whereof, if your Lordship shall [not]
 

remit anything of your former diligence at the Star Chamber; if you shall continue such 

intelligences as are worth the cherishing; if you shall pretend to be as bookish and 

contemplative as ever you were [italics mine]: all these courses have both their 

advantages and uses in themselves otherwise, and serve exceeding aptly to this purpose. 

(43-44) 

Bacon advises Essex to perform the same qualities of contemplativeness and bookishness which 

the Earl genuinely possesses as one key to avoiding being thought dangerous by authority. What 

Bacon tells Essex to “pretend” is that same character that “ever you were.” This paradox partakes 

of the multiple early modern meanings of the verb “to pretend.” While now the word means only 

“to feign,” the OED shows that its meanings at the time included “to put forward,” “to profess to 

have,” or “to feign a quality or state” (“Pretend” def. 1). The word also carried with it during this 

time a connotation inherited from its classical Latin etymon praetendere, meaning “to hold or 

stretch out, to extend in front, to put forward as a pretext or reason.” The single word Bacon 

chooses implies that the Earl is actually bookish and contemplative, but that these qualities may 

be also be held out before him like the cloak he is pictured wearing in Hilliard‟s portrait.  
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Bookishness and contemplativeness, as Bacon implies, may be possessed passively and 

actively at once, in the sense that their exaggeration serves to activate a stronger appearance of 

passivity. Bookishness and contemplation are habits associated with melancholy, and 

melancholy bears a similar double-sidedness; it is at once passive and active, harmless and 

seditious. Melancholy, in part because of its association with scholarship, in its essentially 

contradictory and elusive nature, was in early modern England a sign both of passive 

harmlessness and active sedition at the same time, and importantly, that one side of the 

melancholy scholar‟s persona (the passive, contemplative one) could be performed to disguise 

the other (the violent, active one). This complex performance helps us to read the slippery 

functions of Hamlet‟s performed melancholy madness, which alternately invites, frustrates, and 

disarms Claudius‟s attempts at surveillance. At one moment, Polonius reads the apparent 

“method” to Hamlet‟s “madness” as a fluke attendant on his disorder. This apparent pregnancy 

of wit is understood to be mere senseless coincidence, a curiosity witnessed in Hamlet during the 

scene when he appears at his most bookish and contemplative, entering the scene reading a book, 

under the eye of Polonius, Gertrude and Claudius. At another moment, however, Claudius 

expresses his suspicion that Hamlet‟s mental “liberty,” apparently caused by his melancholy 

madness, does not free the court from danger, because, like the dark platform in the play‟s first 

scene, it is full of unseen possibilities. The ironic significance of Bacon‟s advice to Essex is that 

the adoption of the guise of the bookish, probably melancholy scholar could be used to cover the 

appearance of sedition, but it could also be recognized by authority as a seditious strategy; as 

Claudius says of Hamlet‟s apparent malady, “his liberty is full of threats to all” (4.1.14). But 

what Claudius calls Hamlet‟s liberty is actually constructed and understood by Hamlet in terms 
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of restraint and control that grants him a degree of real liberty that Claudius cannot see beneath 

the veneer of feigned liberty.   

II. The “antic disposition” and privacy 

Gertrude observes of Hamlet‟s erratic character that at one moment he is mad and rash, 

and at the next he is as peaceful as a dove sitting on her eggs (5.1. 273-6). Her simile unwittingly 

implies that even her son‟s peaceful moments are a kind of waiting game, building towards a 

breaking point, but the sad irony of her gentle metaphor stems from her ignorance of what her 

melancholy son is actually incubating. The play‟s structure similarly incubates its potential 

violence, and the pressure mounts until the eruptions of the final act. Hamlet himself tells 

Horatio about the delicate relationship between inaction and rashness, when in Act 5.2 he 

describes his lucky midnight impulse on the ship to England which saves him from Claudius‟s 

plan for his execution. He compares himself to a captive in chains, enslaved by a fighting spirit 

that usurps rest: 

Sir, in my heart there was a kind of fighting 

That would not let me sleep. Methought I lay 

Worse than the mutines in the bilboes. Rashly— 

And praised be rashness for it: let us know 

Our indiscretion sometimes serves us well 

When our deep plots do pall… 

Up from my cabin, 

My sea-gown scarf‟d about me, in the dark, 

Groped I to find out them, had my desire, 

Fingered their packet, and in fine withdrew 
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To mine own room again…(5.2.4-17). 

The adjectival phrases scarfed around Hamlet‟s secretive climb up through the dark to obtain 

Rosencrantz and Guidenstern‟s papers before withdrawing again to his room is a synopsized 

version of the plot‟s repeated trajectory. The fighting spirit which emerges during rest is like the 

mutines locked in the bilboes, or the rashness at the heart of melancholy passivity. The cloaks of 

descriptors which delay the progress towards the ultimate action of obtaining the secret papers 

escalates the suspense of Hamlet‟s account of his climb; they also reflect what Hamlet is saying 

about the combined effectiveness of rashness and deep plots which he prizes, and mirror the 

secrecy with which he cloaks his own actions, and his own nature. Just as his tale describes 

enclosures within enclosures (the cabin within the ship) and plots within plots (Hamlet‟s secret 

discovery within Claudius‟s plot carried out by Rosencrantz and Guildenstern), the tale is told in 

the play‟s last moment of privacy, during the final intimate moments between Hamlet and 

Horatio before Hamlet‟s rashness will finally climb out of him and end the play with mayhem. 

That first Osric, then the King, Queen, Laertes and the others join Hamlet and Horatio in the 

room where they confer is itself a formal reflection of the intertwined relationship between 

violence and passivity, since Hamlet wills the violent climax but lets it come to him. It has only 

been evasion that has delayed the play‟s violence up until now. The assembly of all the 

characters onstage during the performance of The Mousetrap and at Ophelia‟s graveside offer 

experimental but interrupted versions of the calamitous ending, suggesting that the mere act of 

letting all the characters inhabit the same room, without blocking or interruption, is all it takes to 

let the violence erupt, necessitating the end of the play by ending all its characters‟ lives.    

The stymieing of the play‟s potential violence, which ultimately produces violence, is 

orchestrated largely by the play‟s complicated use of space. Much of Hamlet‟s famous inaction 
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is caused by the characters‟ constant shifting from room to room, which both ensures and 

symbolizes the grave miscommunications that finally accumulate to send the plot lurching into 

violent action.  The secrecy enfolding this shifty use of space results in the creation of different 

rooms of meaning on the stage at the same time. Hamlet‟s asides in Act 1.2 during Claudius‟s 

stately pomp make this scene mean different things at the same time. The platform which serves 

as the play‟s primal setting, upon which Marcellus and Bernardo shiver and wait, is terrifying 

both to the sentries and to the audience because its utter darkness means a space full of potential, 

which can be occupied in several ways at once, and can produce dangerous surprises. Indeed, the 

Ghost‟s entries and exits in the first acts establish the stage of Hamlet as uncertain ground, as a 

stage that can hold different dimensions of existence and meaning at the same time. Claudius, 

suspicious of Hamlet, and Hamlet, suspicious of Claudius, each use space as a means of delaying 

violence, but these tactics foreground the violence undergirding their apparent passivity. 

Claudius rearranges space to allow for the miscommunications, surveillance and control needed 

for his rule to march forth unquestioned, and Hamlet rearranges space to discover pockets of 

privacy invisible to Claudius‟s overseeing eye.  

It is Ophelia who unwittingly hits upon the effect of Hamlet‟s feigned madness when she 

laments that “th‟ observed of all observers” is “quite, quite down” (3.1.154). While she means 

that Hamlet‟s popular position as a “glass of fashion” has been tragically shattered by his own 

inability to represent himself in a whole form, she misreads his intent (as he intends her to) but 

also hits upon the exact effect of his seeming madness--that he is no longer observable in the 

same way that he was. Claudius also sees that it is others‟ observation of Hamlet that has been 

frustrated by his odd behavior, which he suspects may give him a dangerous ability to observe 

without being observed himself. Claudius attempts to read Hamlet by using Hamlet‟s own 
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strategy of invisibility, thus appropriating performed melancholy‟s observational position of 

power. Claudius‟s own attempt to observe Hamlet while he himself is unseen is a crude version 

of the complex hall of mirrors Hamlet sets up through the performance of The Mousetrap, which 

allows him to reflect the King‟s crime through a representation outside of himself, to watch for 

the reflection of that crime in the glass of the King‟s face, by employing his friend and fellow 

scholar Horatio to watch for and interpret Claudius‟s affective response. Just as Hamlet 

manipulates the performance of his own affect to determine and control Claudius‟s interpretation 

of him, he attempts to manipulate Claudius‟s affect with a theatrical performance. Like The 

Mousetrap, Hamlet‟s performance of melancholy is itself theatrical; Hamlet opens his 

performance of mad melancholy within the play with an announcement of what he calls his 

“antic disposition”:  

 Here as before, never, so help you mercy,  

 How strange or odd some‟er I bear myself 

 (As I perchance hereafter shall think meet 

 To put an antic disposition on), 

 That you, at such times seeing me, never shall 

 With arms encumb‟red thus, or this head-shake,  

 Or by pronouncing of some doubtful phrase,  

 As „well, well, we know,‟ or „We could, an if we would,” 

 Or „If we list to speak,‟ or „There be, an if they might,‟  

 Or such ambiguous giving out, to note 

 That you know aught of me…. (1.5.169-179)   
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The bracketed lines are meant to be heard by his companions, but are also set off by the brackets 

as a kind of aside: they offer an instruction to the characters on stage as well as to the audience, 

and a warning of the split that is about to occur in the play between what is seen by characters in 

power, and what is seen by Hamlet‟s chosen audience.  

The word “antic” is a fittingly complex adjective for this dramatic move. The OED‟s 

examples show that the word “antic” has its own secret etymological history within 

Shakespearean drama. The word is used to connote madness and theatricality, as well as the 

grotesque, death, and transience. In Love’s Labours Lost, there is to be “some delightful 

ostentation, or show, or pageant, or anticke, or fire-worke.” Only thirty five lines later, the word 

is repeated: “We will have…an Antique.” Both of these examples are listed under the OED‟s 

third, obsolete definition of the word, as “a grotesque pageant or theatrical representation.” The 

OED also provides a figurative meaning for the word that it illustrates with a metaphor from 

Richard II, when Richard says “There [death] the Antique sits,/ Scoffing his state, and grinning 

at his Pompe.” This use of the word in the context of Richard‟s chillingly defeated speech, in 

which he childishly proposes the telling of “sad stories about the death of Kings” combines the 

word‟s various meanings to a darkly ironic effect. This elaborate, elevated soliloquy makes 

Richard an actor himself, “scoffing his state,” through which he aligns himself with the antic 

“death.” The stage direction in this speech that describes Richard as “sitting” brings the King to 

the ground even as his rhetoric elevates, and associates him with the figure of death that is also 

described as sitting (3.2.151-159). While Hamlet‟s antic behavior conceals rather than exposes 

his obsession with “the death of kings”— the death of his father and the potential death of 

Claudius—the theatrical grotesquery of his melancholic performance portrays Claudius‟s pursuit 

of power as a harbinger of swift decline and death.  
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Hamlet‟s own savvy warning to his friends not to signal their awareness of his antic 

performance through “ambiguous givings out”—“„If we list to speak‟” or “ „There be, an if they 

might‟”—are spoken by him like lines in a play. Performance is used experimentally to teach 

both what should and should not be done, as the players are allowed to hear for themselves how 

suspicious the lines sound when spoken aloud. The bracketing and quotation in this line also 

creates miniature enclosures within the speech, in a way that will be reflected on the larger 

dramatic level of the play, in which different “rooms” of meaning are constructed through 

Hamlet‟s performance. Jacques du Bosc, an early modern French priest who wrote several works 

on melancholy addressed to women, considered the relationship between melancholy and 

privacy, writing that melancholics “always reserve in themselves a privat roome, where to the 

tempests of Fortune cannot reach” (qtd. in Babb). While the affective tempests of Fortune do 

reach Hamlet in his private room, the cause and effects of these tempests within him cannot be 

observed from without, despite attempts by others to break down the walls of his behavior and 

language to gain access to them.  The scholarly-philosophical performances Hamlet displays 

throughout much of the play are not, as John Guillory has suggested, expressions of the real 

Hamlet. Instead, these tone shifts from public scholarly mode to private scholarly mode 

destabilize the idea of a real Hamlet at all, pointing up the pressures the play‟s crisis puts on 

social identity itself.  

III. Melancholy‟s Changing Literary Function 

Melancholy is sometimes called “the Elizabethan disease,” and its contradictory character 

may be what makes it quintessentially so; melancholy was at once thought to be an abnormal 

state and at the same time a strangely pervasive, or even universal, one. As witnessed by Hamlet, 

early modern literature‟s most famous melancholic, there is an important relationship between 
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melancholy, uncertainty and the accretion of words and ideas. In the last five years of the 

sixteenth century, literature in London reflected the tensions of an era reaching a zenith of 

uncertainty that in turn provoked greater exertions of authority by the Queen. This uncertainty 

was most obviously centered around the crisis of succession provoked by Elizabeth‟s nearness to 

death, but was also bred by an overwhelming accretion of more nebulous problems. The rapid 

growth of printed knowledge and literary expression began to take the form of a dangerously 

public debate about authority and the changing socio-political order, as Robert Weimann has 

argued (1-22). There was also rapid growth in the number of young men in England claiming to 

be melancholic.  

The conception, embodiment and expression of melancholy took on a unique character in 

the sixteenth century that set it apart from the medical and philosophical tradition brought down 

through the middle ages by physicians and scholars from its ancient sources in Aristotle, 

Hippocrates and Galen (Babb 58-60). The melancholy temperament or ailment had long been a 

subject of specialized interest among English gentlemen and scholars; Chaucer, for instance, 

demonstrates a thorough knowledge of melancholic theory, as Carol Falvo Heffernan has shown. 

But in Elizabethan London, melancholy was no longer a specialized area of interest among 

scholars, but a widespread vogue, a socially developed and enacted phenomenon born of a 

complex site of reflection and imitation, occurring both in society and in literature as they 

affected each other. Thomas Nashe describes London‟s population of melancholic young men as 

a kind of grotesque infestation making it difficult to walk down the street, and asks the devil to 

“take some order, so that the streets be not pestered with them so as they are” (15). The vogue 

for melancholy in English literature and in London‟s streets began about halfway through 

Elizabeth‟s reign, one fruit of that century‟s accelerated cultural and social exchanges. As 
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continental travel became more popular, young Englishmen began to imitate the Italian 

affectation of melancholy that had been current among scholars and artists there since the 

fifteenth century, largely due to the Italian writer Marsilio Ficino‟s influential association of 

melancholy with genius (Babb 74). Lawrence Babb suggests that young men in Italy diagnosed 

themselves with melancholy because they saw in themselves an affinity with genius; travelers 

from England diagnosed themselves with melancholy because they saw in themselves an affinity 

with Italians, who in turn bore an association with the rebirth of classical learning; then, because 

the travelers to Italy who returned home with this new affectation were usually young men of 

gentle birth, melancholy in England also carried connotations of aristocracy, and was imitated by 

men from all classes because of the combined associations of genius, Italicism, aristocracy, and, 

above all, a perception of the self as an outsider (Babb 74). As Robert Anton later wrote of 

melancholy travelers returned to England in his Philosophers Satires, in which he organizes, 

distinguishes between, and ridicules the different Saturnian types, “these Italionated antick 

shapes,/ Transform‟d from men to immitationes Apes…”(271-2). 

As indicated by the biting satire of Nashe or Anton, the fashion for melancholy in 

London under Elizabeth was a social performance, but not an altogether self-conscious or 

controlled one; and this led to the portrayal of melancholics in literature—primarily in drama—

as comical, as in the comedies of humours. Brigit Gellert Lyons suggests that melancholy 

collapsed as a legitimate medical concept during this period, and was rapidly absorbed by 

literature as it disintegrated in medicine, much like the concept of neurosis did in the 1950s as it 

came into fashion as an almost universal condition in dramas interrogating the middle-class 

family. Michael O‟Connell suggests, however, that although melancholy for a time became less 

specifically medical, as the fashion for melancholy passed and the conception of melancholy as a 
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physiologically-based temperament and disease reemerged it became reassociated with the 

serious rather than the dilettantish or fashionable scholar (O‟Connell 54). Winfried Schleiner has 

made this remedicalization of scholarly melancholy at the end of the sixteenth century a major 

thesis of his recent book Melancholy, Genius, and Utopia. This shift also coincided with the 

literary shift from satirical depictions of the melancholic, ridiculing him for simultaneously 

affecting a kind of heightened awareness while exhibiting a lack of awareness of his own follies, 

to a new, more serious literary treatment of the ailment. And as it regained a serious, medical 

meaning, melancholy in literature could also be used more effectively to conceal philosophical 

and political interrogations.  

Shakespeare‟s melancholy character Jaques, despite his cynicism, is to a great extent a 

comically exaggerated and unselfconscious figure, a sad last-man-standing of a familiar and 

worn-out fashion; nonetheless he is able to evoke a sense of history combined with theatricality 

(“all the world‟s a stage”) with a degree of dignity that seems channeled from beyond the scope 

of his character, even if that melancholy perspective is counteracted by the comedic context of 

As You Like It. The earlier comic representations work by exposing the melancholic to the 

audience to an extent that the unaware melancholic cannot see himself. Within some 

seventeenth-century literary representations of melancholia, this dynamic of exposure is 

recalibrated and inverted. By 1601 the character of Hamlet heralds a new function for literary 

melancholy; he is a melancholic conscious of his own temperament, and able to manipulate the 

performance of the disposition into an exaggerated madness that protects him from exposure to 

authority. This literary function for melancholy at the beginning of the new century reflects and 

refracts the simultaneous alienation of intellectuals into a private world, the suppression of that 

group‟s active public role, and the efforts to quash literary publicity in the face of the threat of 
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rebellion. The combination of history, theatricality and madness is a unique element of 

seventeenth-century melancholy as a literary device. The new melancholic character is in charge 

of his own performance, and plays with the affliction‟s past literary connotations of social 

performance, bookishness and comic irrelevance to activate a controlled manipulation of the 

affliction that produce a private literary space shared by character and audience. 

Claudius may be forgiven for the difficulty he has interpreting his nephew‟s disposition;  

this difficulty is generated by more than just the student-prince‟s bristling opacity studded with 

moments of questionably ingenuous self-exposure, which still frustrates our efforts to interpret 

Hamlet as a character. Hamlet‟s condition in its own day was not only a representation of a 

conception on the cusp of recoding, a new, unsettling combination of the theatrical conventions 

traditionally used to represent melancholy on stage. Hamlet‟s melancholy is a complex layering 

of the real and the performed, and even the real part of it is multifaceted and hard to define. 

Some of the confusion surrounding melancholy can be cleared up by noting, as Babb does, that 

even in its strictly medical conception, melancholy was thought to manifest itself as both a 

temperament as well as a disease that could afflict those of the melancholy temperament (23). 

The melancholic temperament was considered natural and no cause for alarm or treatment. The 

disease of melancholy, however, was notable for its set of alarming symptoms.  

The two most common interrelated symptoms both involve visibility, really the two flip-

sides of the same issue: on one hand, the melancholic was believed to see what is not there (or, in 

the case of the symptom of prophesy, what is invisible to others). On the other hand, the soul of 

the melancholic was also thought to become invisible or illegible to others, who could no longer 

understand or read the afflicted person‟s emotions, imaginings or motivations. The second part 

of this equation Babb calls a kind of “dotage accompanied by fear and sorrow, without apparent 
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cause” (30). The diseased melancholic imagines things, whether in the form of literal 

hallucinations, or glimpses into another world, or simply feels things which lead him to 

experience extreme fear and sorrow, a response that to the outside observer does not conform to 

the laws of cause and effect; the observer is unable to deduce the cause of the melancholic‟s 

mood, and the melancholic becomes illegible. This erosion of logical cause and effect that helps 

us understand each other‟s actions makes the melancholic separate, apart, impossible to 

understand; the resulting illegibility can cause others to perceive the melancholic as either a 

brooding, contemplative genius who is lost in abstraction and therefore harmless to the world 

around them, or, on the other hand, as a dangerous, unpredictable and potentially active threat to 

order. Hamlet is melancholy by disposition, but also becomes afflicted by the disease of 

melancholy, which is exaggerated or feigned to an uncertain and perhaps changing degree 

throughout the course of the play. 

A further layer of Hamlet‟s melancholy which adds to its interpretive difficulty is its 

metatheatrical quality. Unlike the melancholy young men in London‟s streets, who performed 

their melancholy in real life with or without awareness of it as a performance of a paradigm of 

social behaviour, Hamlet‟s performance of melancholy occurs in a dramatic context, and 

constructs itself out of, and in opposition to, traditional theatrical means for evoking the 

melancholic on stage. And unlike the stock melancholic characters that came before him on the 

stage, Hamlet is given an awareness of the theatrical trappings of melancholy as a means for 

manipulating his audiences within the play and his audiences watching the play. Gellert Lyons 

argues that just as the Elizabethan expository books on melancholy showed their affinity with 

literature by describing melancholy in terms of paradigms of social behavior, so did satirists and 

dramatists use these expository books as a blueprint for the easy evocation of these stock figures 
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on stage, by “embodying the stereotyped, antisocial postures of the melancholic in conventional 

costumes, gestures and language” (17). She observes that it was satirists and writers of comedy 

who were primarily responsible for the “evolution of melancholy and malcontent types in 

literature, the portraiture of stylized and predictable figures who expressed unhappiness, 

alienation or rebellion” (22). The melancholic on stage was originally portrayed, then, in broad, 

stereotyped strokes, which were communicated to the audience through visual devices almost 

mnemonic in their function; the theatrical melancholy character was developed alongside 

melancholic portraiture, which Lyons points out was itself associated with the emblematic 

treatment of melancholy on stage. The melancholic was “somber in appearance and dressed in 

black” (26). The black cloak, black hat, crossed arms, and downcast eyes were all commonplace 

indicators of melancholy on stage.  

In the context of the play‟s dramatic situation, Hamlet‟s entrance in Act 1.2 “dressed in 

black” quickly conveys to the audience that Hamlet is a melancholic character, and that he is 

grieving for his dead father. The black attire prompts the viewer to read the text of his first 

speeches through this humoral lens, but the probing sincerity of his grief complicates the 

straightforward signification of the black clothes. While the melancholic on stage is usually 

detached from others, and isolated by his sense of himself as different, in this case, what makes 

Hamlet different from the other characters on stage is his attachment to another person, within a 

rotten courtly culture that frames such attachment as irrational. Douglas Trevor observes that 

Claudius‟s speech urging Hamlet to get over his father‟s death sounds in some ways like 

Spenser‟s character Reason, who urges the overthrow of deluding emotion and the embrace of 

rational thought (62). But Claudius can only understand grief as “obligation,” a performed duty 

rather than an ingenuous response; and from this scene forth, as Trevor suggests, Hamlet‟s 
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scholarly melancholy encompasses his grief in such a way that makes its association with 

learning and intellection stronger than that of Claudius‟s superficial and ill-argued case for 

reason (62-63). The containment of Hamlet‟s grief within the rubric of his dispositional scholarly 

melancholy translates grief through reason, and in its self-consciousness, divides performed, 

superficial grief from actual, inward grief in language that draws the audience‟s attention to the 

physical cues they are given to interpret his character.  The customary means by which 

melancholy was denoted on stage are both parsed and conflated with the superficial show of 

grief: “„tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother,/ Nor customary suits of solemn black…/ That 

can denote me truly” (1.2.80-81, 86). The costume of melancholy is part of a performance, “the 

trappings and the suits of woe,” and the outward signs of grief “actions that a man might play” 

(87-89). Grief combines with scholarly melancholy, on the other hand, to produce something 

which cannot so easily be read. Even the privileging of the inward over the outward upon which 

this scene appears to pivot is an illusion, as Hamlet soon externalizes the inward properties of 

melancholy to create a kind of theatrical disguise for himself, using normally internal qualities as 

the stage properties with which he seeks to manipulate the other characters. Likewise he uses 

theatrical trappings such as the book—traditionally used onstage as a superficial signifier of a 

real or imagined intellectual depth—as a means for marking out and concealing pockets of 

privacy shared by himself and the audience, a depth other than that denoted by the book. The 

easy visual cues by which earlier melancholic characters were stylized, stereotyped, and satirized 

in an act of theatrical communication shared by playwright and audience which shut out the 

characters marked by them, are used by Hamlet to establish his own private communication 

between himself and the audience, shutting out the understanding of those characters who seek to 

read and reduce his affective state.   
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Just as the melancholic in general was conventionalized through the visual shorthand of 

black attire and downcast eyes, the sub-type of the scholarly melancholic was likewise indicated 

to the audience through the use of familiar theatrical trappings. Lyons writes that “the traditional 

studiousness of the melancholy man…was conventionalized on the stage in much the same 

manner as the portraits of other melancholy types.” She goes on to note that “the most distinctive 

mark of the studious stage-melancholic was that he entered reading a book, a gesture that could 

be showily theatrical or genuinely expressive” (26). Melancholics enter carrying books in plays 

including Webster‟s The Duchess of Malfi, Marston‟s Antonio’s Revenge, and Kyd‟s The 

Spanish Tragedy. Babb suggests that the earliest example of the bookish entrance by a stage 

melancholic is Panadon in Lyly‟s Sapho and Phao, in which the courtier Trachinus calls Panidon 

away from his university studies to the court of Sapho to introduce him to the pleasures and 

splendors of the world. Panidon, however, is philosophically above such worldly pleasures and 

reacts with disgust. Babb notes that Panidon is brought into the play for his own sake, for he 

contributes nothing to the action. Dowsecer, in Chapman‟s An Humourous Day’s Mirth is 

melancholy to the point that the other characters consider him half mad. The King of France has 

heard of his humour, and pronounces him “rarely learned, and nothing lunatic as men suppose.” 

(qtd. in Babb 257). While these stage melancholics bear provocative resonances with Hamlet, I 

would suggest that this can be attributed more to Hamlet‟s playing with literary conventions than 

to a shared use of the melancholic character; for none of these melancholic characters manipulate 

or exaggerate the perception by other characters of their own humoral disposition, or conceal 

anything from authority. It is the King in Chapman‟s play who is able to read the melancholic‟s 

madness for the wisdom it is deemed to be through his Kingly authority, and thus it is the King 

who interprets the significance of the melancholic for the people, placing himself within the 
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learned circle of those able to see beyond the familiar signs of melancholy which blind the other 

characters to the content of his seeming “lunacy.”  

While it is important to note that the denotation of melancholics differed in its 

implications and effects depending upon the genre of the play—the book as a prop is used to 

different ends in tragedy and comedy—Hamlet‟s use of the prop of the book differs in its 

metatheatricality from its use in either tragedy or comedy, and manipulates theatrical and 

intertextual connotations from both. Melancholy in Hamlet exists both as an actual disposition 

and as a performance meant to conceal its own potentials. The books which stage melancholics 

conventionally entered reading were used to thematically embellish character and the action of 

the play, and were thus a means of communication between playwright and audience about the 

character, while this instance is a communication between character and audience about the 

shared secret of the performed nature of this staged bookishness, and a deliberate 

miscommunication with other characters. Gertrude‟s line, “look where sadly the poor wretch 

comes reading” is both an embedded stage direction, and a sign to the audience that she is being 

directed, that Hamlet has gained control of the scene by causing her to interpret his reading as a 

sign of a deep inward-turning melancholy, rather than the superficial, theatrical device it is (2.2. 

181). An important aspect of his entrance is that it is quite clear that Hamlet is not actually 

reading, but only appears to be, while previous melancholics entered actually reading—in the 

convention, this signals their remove and unawareness; here, it represents caginess and self-

consciousness. Hamlet‟s entrance reading is his first appearance on stage since his 

pronouncement of his intention to put on his “antic disposition” 1.5. 192). Last seen, Hamlet was 

laying out the terms of his plan to initiate a kind of play-within-a-play with a double audience: 

the unknowing audience of the courtly characters on stage, and the knowing audience of Horatio, 
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Marcellus, and the playgoers in the audience of the play proper. When Hamlet says, “let us go in 

together,/ And still your fingers on your lips, I pray,” he is speaking to the intimate community 

he creates whose mission is to assess and determine causes and requirements of the out-of-joint 

political moment (1.5.207-8). The self-reflexivity Hamlet fosters within the play and its sub-

theatrics bear some of the self-consciousness which Habermas argues was the engine for modern 

publicity.  

IV. “Denmark‟s a prison” 

Hamlet stages The Mousetrap in the hopes of producing an affective response in Claudius 

which will yield insight into Claudius‟s past seditious actions. Claudius, reciprocally, stages the 

episode between Hamlet, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to try to manufacture a moment of 

intimacy between the three men, which he hopes will yield insight into the significance and 

nature of Hamlet‟s affective condition. He uses two scholars over whom he does have control to 

help him gain the upper hand over another who is beyond his control. He sends Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern to oversee and decode their former schoolfellow‟s antic behavior; but Claudius‟s 

belief in his ability to gain insight into Hamlet in this way is in fact a dramatic oversight that 

points out the gulf of understanding that divides King from Prince. As willingly passive agents of 

the King, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern have forfeited the agency needed to perform effective, 

active reading. Claudius mistakenly believes Rosencrantz and Guildenstern‟s past knowledge of 

Hamlet will allow them greater insight into the prince‟s present state; since now “neither 

th‟exterior nor the inward man/ Resembles that it was,” Claudius pronounces himself unable to 

read Hamlet: he is unable to understand that “which hath put him/ So much from 

th‟understanding of himself.” Claudius therefore compels the hapless pair of courtiers with a thin 

veneer of flattery to use their knowledge gained in youth—assuming their youth was spent 
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learning not their lessons, but Hamlet—when they were “neighboured in his youth and humour” 

to read him anew (2.2.6-12).  

Gertrude suggests that this favour of spying will be part of an exchange, and that the 

royal couple‟s “supply and profit” from the pair‟s efforts will be rewarded with “such thanks/ As 

fits a King‟s remembrance,” an ironic double allusion both to the pivotal issue of the secret of the 

old King‟s murder, and to the payment that will be made by the new King for the management of 

that secret—although Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are equipped to understand neither of these 

meanings (2.2.24-26). This effort at managing the secret, however, is doomed by Claudius‟s 

limited knowledge of Hamlet, and his faulty assessment of the closeness between Hamlet and his 

school friends, as well as their inability to read him, given their passive and superficial 

characters. The strikingly cipher-like Rosencrantz and Guildenstern do however show a gleam of 

shrewdness when they interpret the seeming negotiation of this errand with bold accuracy. To 

Gertrude‟s offer of remuneration if they fulfill the royal “request,” they reply:   

ROSENCRANTZ.            Both your majesties 

Might, by the sovereign power you have of us,  

  Put your dread pleasures more into command 

  Than to entreaty. 

 GUILDENSTERN:        But we both obey, 

  And here give up ourselves in the full bent 

  To lay our service freely at your feet 

  To be commanded. (2.2.26-32) 

This speech seems at first to be a conventional acknowledgement and flattery of the king and 

queen‟s greatness, but it is also Rosencrantz‟s correction of Gertrude, when he points out that the 
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royal word is not actually a request but their command. This expression of a lack of freedom is 

also oddly a momentary kind of freedom: the freedom not to comply with the ruse that the 

spying will be done through choice rather than compulsion. But with this half of the matter 

unfolded, Guildenstern folds it back up into convention, by saying that they give themselves up 

“freely…to be commanded;” in other words, Guildenstern forfeits even the freedom to say that 

what they are going to do is by compulsion rather than choice, and allows the discourse of 

mutual service to resume. Their symmetrical completion of a single shared speech, with two 

halves that efface the other‟s meaning, reflects their effaced and servile identities. While this 

makes them an effective extension of the King‟s will, it makes the completion of the complex 

and active reading task he has assigned to them impossible. Thus, the very means by which the 

King attempts to gain control over one scholar who is unwilling to be controlled is barred by his 

absolute control of two other scholars, for the very reason that they have forfeited their 

interpretive agency to him.   

Hamlet, on the other hand, is fully equipped to read Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. He 

has already set up a temporary wall between himself and power through his appearance as a 

scholar maddened with melancholy in Act 2.2, when he enters, as the stage directions describe, 

“madly attired” and “reading on a book” (2.2.168). His own exaggerated bookishness makes him 

unreadable by the other characters; to Polonius‟s question of what he is reading, he replies 

simply “words, words, words,” a list in which each item is the same, leading nowhere. He uses a 

similar tactic when Rosencrantz and Guildenstern attempt to inquire into the secret text of his 

own mental state, responding with opaque bars of argumentation that prevent them from 

knowing “the matter” or argument within him (2.2.193). He recognizes their appearance on the 

scene as an inquiry before they even ask him any questions, and immediately sets into motion an 
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exchange of words that act as a barricade. Asking them what they have done to “be sent to prison 

thus,” Rosencrantz and Guildenstern ask what he means by “prison”:  

HAMLET. Denmark‟s a prison.  

ROSENCRANTZ. Then is the world one. 

HAMLET. A goodly one; in which there are many confines, 

wards and dungeons, Denmark being one o‟ the worst. 

ROSENCRANTZ. We think not so, my lord. 

HAMLET. Why, then, ‟tis none to you; for there is nothing either  

good or bad, but thinking makes it so: to me it is a prison.  

ROSENCRANTZ. Why then, your ambition makes it one; ‟tis too  

narrow for your mind. 

HAMLET. O God, I could be bounded in a nut shell and count  

myself a king of infinite space, were it not that I have bad dreams. 

GUILDENSTERN. Which dreams indeed are ambition, for the very  

substance of the ambitious is merely the shadow of a dream. 

HAMLET. A dream itself is but a shadow. 

ROSENCRANTZ. Truly, and I hold ambition of so airy and light a  

quality that it is but a shadow‟s shadow. 

HAMLET. Then are our beggars bodies, and our monarchs and outstretched  

heroes the beggars‟ shadows. Shall we to the court? for, by my fay, I cannot 

reason. (2.2.239-258) 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern‟s inability to read Hamlet here, since he has removed the means 

by which a person may be read, is guaranteed by their passive reaction to the spoken text Hamlet 
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provides. They are unwittingly and instantly absorbed into the debate Hamlet strikes up, which 

has a secret meaning for him, but none for them, as Hamlet jogs their automatic scholastic 

instincts for debate, without any attachment to context that would make that debate significant. 

They debate such themes as ambition and perception with the same detachment with which they 

have just allowed Hamlet to call them inhabitants of “Fortune‟s privates.” Just as they do not 

seem to get this joke, because they are unable to access Hamlet‟s private context of meaning, 

they occupy a different level of significance in the discussion of ambition, suggesting pleasing 

and conventional neo-platonic images of reflected reality; but their linguistic conjuring of “the 

shadow of a dream,” and a “shadow‟s shadow” is for them mere verbiage, while for Hamlet it is 

the springboard for the overthrow of the King which he has already been contemplating and 

which is the context for this debate that Guildenstern and Rosencrantz are unable to see. While 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern believe they are having a scholarly debate with Hamlet, Hamlet 

empties the debate itself of meaning through the audience‟s awareness of his antic performance. 

Hamlet therefore takes an encounter which Claudius had hoped would help him maintain his 

power through surveillance, and by performing scholarly melancholy, makes it a means of 

evading authority, and creating between himself and the audience the kind of privacy that is 

missing among Claudius‟s subjects. Hamlet shares a false intimacy with Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern, created by exchanging familiar tokens of their common experience of study. This 

is in contrast with the intimacy concealed behind the performance of feigned melancholy, which 

also derives from Hamlet‟s ties to the separate, autonomous sphere of scholarship and the 

university—Wittenberg, that location referred to, but always distant, where Claudius will not let 

Hamlet go because he knows that once there he will be unreachable.  
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V. Conclusion 

The dimness and sense of remove surrounding the location of Wittenberg is only one of 

many factors that invite consideration of the history of English as well as German universities. 

The community formed by the ancient institution of the English university, comprised of 

intimate relationships between men founded upon a collective self-awareness in relationship to 

the crown‟s authority in privacy from that authority, was threatened by the growing closeness 

between university and court as the crown began to encroach upon its autonomy. But as the 

crown began to subordinate the university‟s autonomy to its own power, this publicity in private 

that had long been fostered at the university did not disappear, but instead became sublimated 

into more elusive forms, which were newly consolidated around a profound, shared sense of the 

loss of that autonomous past. This sense of loss was not only an important part of the widespread 

phenomenon of scholarly melancholy; melancholy also became a means by which scholarly 

communities could conceal this continued privacy and resistance to absorption by monarchical 

authority behind a performance of defeated, pathological distraction.     

David Ward has argued that in the 1603 text of Hamlet, which was printed the year James 

ascended to the throne, the new king‟s presence can be felt in that text‟s omission of the 

“Denmark‟s a prison” passage. Ward speculates that the scene was omitted because of its 

potential to be heard as a direct, present tense derogation of Denmark, James‟s Queen‟s home 

country. If Ward is correct, James‟s palpable effect upon this text in the form of censorship is 

ironically reflective of a new era of tightening surveillance and circumscription of the 

universities and scholars themselves. In Hamlet, the student-prince travels from Wittenberg to 

the Danish court, and the university remains throughout the play a kind of abstractly distant place 
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impermeable to Claudius, as indicated by Claudius‟s refusal to let Hamlet escape to it as the 

prince wishes to at the play‟s opening.  

Under James, not only will university men go to the court, but the court will increasingly 

go to the university. Scholars will have a reason to be melancholy, as the universities become at 

once the site of heated political-theological contention, and the site of its suppression. James‟s 

assumption of power will roughly correspond with scholarly melancholy‟s redesignation as a 

grave illness rather than a fashion. What will be cut from the play in 1603 is not any ingenuous 

insult or disquisition, but instead Hamlet‟s performance of scholarly melancholy before his 

haphazardly learned schoolfellows, intended to mystify and delay the diagnosis of just what kind 

of threat he poses to the King. King James‟s own attempts as king to fuse the identity of a 

scholar with that of a divinely ordained absolute monarch will result not only in an application of 

intense pressure on the already volatile universities, but in the sublimation of debate within the 

universities, and the use of melancholy as a literary discourse that was apparently medical and 

inward-looking to conceal the activation of a quiet debate about power among a reading 

community.  As we turn to the early years of Jacobean rule, we see acted out in reality the kind 

of surveillance of scholars dramatized in Hamlet, causing the increasingly-stifled debate at the 

university to take more concealed but nonetheless politically engaged forms in the pages of 

literature.  
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Chapter Three 

“By this means none shall be unknown”: King James at the Universities 

 

Before considering Robert Burton‟s Anatomy of Melancholy as a response to his situation 

at Oxford, it is essential to take into account what I believe was the most pressing context for 

Burton‟s book: the fraught and closely intertwined relationship between the Stuart court and the 

university during the early Stuart era. Though I will focus on the obliquity of Burton‟s 

melancholy musings as an important means by which he conceals his sustained resistance to this 

intertwined relationship, Burton does make some direct allusions to the two Stuart kings who 

ruled while he was writing. Burton‟s allusions to James and Charles appear to be laudatory, but it 

is also clear from the pained accounts of the patronage system within which this praise is 

embedded that he felt any reference to a specific potential patron—especially a king—could only 

be flattering.
16

 Even as Burton was repeatedly denied preferment or any sufficient living at the 

university, he wrote his book perpetually entangled by the hope that he would one day be 

rewarded for it. Significantly, his praise of the Stuart kings within his book is eroded from all 

sides by his repeated diatribes on his society‟s failure to sufficiently employ or value its scholars, 

even as more and more students sought ornamental educations in preparation for careers in 

public service to the crown.  

                                                 
16

 I discuss one moment of Burton‟s praise for the Stuart kings in my next chapter; interestingly, this moment is 

embedded within the “Miseries of Scholars” digression which angrily paints the present moment as the worst in the 

history of the universities, and suggests that the state itself has fallen into an unparalleled condition of misery and 

profligacy, especially in terms of its relationship with learning.  
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This chapter will elaborate the historical argument that underlies my readings of literary 

responses such as Burton‟s to the strained relationship between the court and the university under 

the Stuart kings. As I will discuss below, in the past the clerical university had maintained a 

degree of autonomy from the crown by having recourse to the papal state as an alternate 

authority. Though the nature of this autonomy began to change with the Reformation, it was with 

the accession of the Stuarts that the boundaries between the university and crown were broken 

down to a new degree. This new closeness was both created and symptomized by James‟s 

unprecedented degree of personal intervention into university life. Among other manifestations, 

his interventions took the form of royal visits, refinements of the functions of the top university 

offices such as Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor, and royal decrees issued directly to the 

university demanding a new level of religious and ideological conformity from university men.  

However, what interests me particularly about James‟s strenuous efforts at stifling any 

pockets of scholarly independence from the crown within the university is that it shows that they 

existed. While his suppression succeeded in commanding a strained display of prostrate loyalty 

on the part of university officials, especially at the royalist Oxford, some colleges proved 

resistant to his attempts to fully extinguish all lingering potential for scholarly debate about 

authority in private from authority. As James applied pressure to the universities, this resistance 

did not cease, but instead evolved. It became sublimated into activities and writings by university 

men that could appear dutiful and humble even as they were fuelled less by true loyalty than they 

were by ambition—ambition which was frequently converted by disappointment into anger. An 

irony which James appears to have underestimated is the fact that an important affective by-

product of the closeness between the university and the crown was an increased sense of 

ambition among scholars. The ambition to rise was perhaps inevitably stoked by the hopes and 
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disappointments that came with the near-constant proximity of a royal audience which could, 

did, but also too often did not, bestow preferment as a reward for ability, obedience, or both. 

Thus the same royal presence which sought to enforce obedience at the university also bred 

desire to rise, along with the anger produced when that desire was frustrated.  The heterogeneity 

of the early Stuart university‟s student demographics and of its functions—as a training ground 

for clergy on the one hand, and as the main source of the noble veneer of learning sought by 

gentlemen and noblemen on the other—made the university unwieldy and therefore resistant to 

easy surveillance or circumscription. As the examples of two Oxford preachers at either end of 

James‟s reign will show, James‟s closeness with the universities provided scholars with 

opportunities to display their abilities and ambition to rise, at the same time that his suppression 

created anger and resistance to his rule.    

A crucial problem at the heart of this affective complex was the fact that officials and 

students alike were led to seek recognition and reward from a source which undermined the 

university‟s autonomy, thus allowing advancement only through subordination.  This troubled 

dynamic can be seen in action as a social structure within the university, exemplified by officials 

and academics who manipulated James‟s proximity as a chance to perform obedience in a bid to 

gain power themselves through preferment. But it can also be seen as a structure of feeling in the 

lives of individuals. Scholarly melancholy itself, I suggest, is a product of this combination of 

constraint and freedom, ambition and limitation. What James failed to recognize was that the rote 

obedience he demanded and received from university officials and students was never what it 

appeared to be, but was instead a complex blend of aspiration, resentment, performance, and 

political canniness concealed as willing obedience. He also failed to appreciate the almost 

necessary consequences of his attempt to control the universities. James set up a structure which 
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basically required a false display of obedience, an obedience compelled by the unstated (or, 

sometimes, stated) threat of punishment, but also stoked with the promise of a reward which 

often went undelivered; by doing this, he inadvertently alienated a large community of men who 

were not only trained to think critically, but were also made to feel displaced, undervalued, and 

insufficiently rewarded for their abilities and efforts. Since the intervening authority of the crown 

was the impediment blocking either advancement or the alienated scholar‟s acceptance of his 

current condition as fair, then the thoughts which this affective impasse produces are almost 

necessarily hostile to the crown‟s authority.  

I. “Uncertain Sports:” King James‟s early rule  

The laudatory comments Burton is able to make about both James I and Charles I were 

enabled partly by the availability of both kings‟ insistent public representations of themselves as 

great lovers of learning. Burton simply echoes these commonplaces verbatim, in much the same 

way that he echoes popular sayings and adages along with the words of his many “learned 

authors.” Speaking of James, he writes:   

he is our amulet, our sun, our sole comfort and refuge, our Ptolemy, our common  

Maecenas, Jacobus munificus, Jacobus pacificus, mysta Musarum, Rex Platonicus:  

Grande decus, columenque nostrum; a famous scholar himself, and the sole patron, pillar,  

and sustainer of learning. (1: 319-320)   

By stringing together a list of familiar tags of praise for the king without resolving them into any 

substantial statement about how exactly James does sustain learning, Burton can be seen to offer 

praise, while he is actually just enumerating what others—including the king himself—have said. 

Because of the fact that the book was revised many times after Burton first offered this homage, 

there is also the tacit suggestion that this praise is long-obsolete, since James‟s promises to 
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sustain learning were not fulfilled, and that Burton left the passage intact as a kind of monument 

to a frustrated hope.    

When he first became king, James brought with him to the throne the promise, promoted 

by himself, of an enlightened reign by a peace-loving philosopher king. But alongside such lofty 

hopes came the reality of James‟s unbounded paranoia and pursuit of control which marked both 

his written works and his rule. Early in his reign, this paranoia often meant that he spent his time 

pursuing the imposters he famously loved to expose, in displays which made a spectacle of his 

penetrating insight into the apparently supernatural. G.L. Kittridge suggests that these antics of 

exposure stemmed from the same intolerance of secrecy among his subjects which led to his 

efforts to quash debate and which in turn concealed dissent. Kittridge refers to Robert Cecil‟s 

public praise of the king‟s comprehensive skill at “clearing and solving of obscure Riddles and 

doubtful mysteries,” which Cecil flatteringly framed as the reason the king‟s council turned to 

him to uncover the Gunpowder Plot (55-56).  I would add to Kittridge‟s analogy that James‟s 

penchant for detecting imposters can be compared with particular value to his efforts to gain 

insight and knowledge of life at the universities in order to control opinion there. Similarly, 

James‟s visitations, supervision, and cultivation of close ties with the universities were not just 

an extension of his academic persona, but can also be seen as an analogue of his exposure of 

imposters. Both sets of activities hinged upon the gaining of power by eradicating secrecy. 

Thomas Fuller‟s Church History of England, later lauded by Coleridge for its witty 

treatment of a grave subject, describes many episodes illustrating James‟s famous love of 

detecting imposters, most of them apparent cases of possession and witchcraft. Fuller expresses a 

truth more complex than the one he intends when he writes that “King James, remembering what 

Solomon sayeth, it is the honour of a king to search out a matter, was no less dexterous than 
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desirous to make discovery of these deceits” (qtd. in Ashton 154). There is probably some degree 

of intended irony to Fuller‟s invocation of the solemn Biblical passage. His alliterative treatment 

of James‟s dextrous deceit-discovery is in keeping with the tongue-in-cheek humour with which 

Fuller relates some of these incidents—for instance, a case of a suspected witch who James 

“cured” by arranging for a handsome courtier to drive “the pretended darts of the devil” out of 

her with “Cupid‟s arrows” (qtd. in Aston 154). But the line Fuller quotes, spoken by the Biblical 

King with whom James liked to compare himself, is a strikingly accurate way of summing up not 

only James‟s penchant for exposing fakes and his pretensions to scholarship, but also the intense 

surveillance James made of his subjects in an effort to apprehend sedition before it apprehended 

him.  

Fuller‟s bawdy accounts of James‟s exposures have a ring of exaggerated lore to them 

that tends to haunt and distort James‟s royal biography. The conventional take on James as “the 

wisest fool in Christendom,” which paints him as both mean and naive in character, must be 

considered against the fact that many of the histories that originally shaped our view of him do 

not aim to accurately assess his rule, but to regale readers with tales of James‟s witch-hunting, 

drinking, spending, and his love of long-legged courtiers—accounts which at worst verge on 

witch-hunts of their own. These histories begin immediately after the Stuart fall, and are perhaps 

epitomized by a narrative written as late as 1956--David Harris Willson‟s scathing biography of 

the first Stuart king. Revisionists challenge such accounts to resurrect James as a peace-loving, 

learned ruler whose relationship with Parliament was not necessarily doomed from the start. 

However, the radical rewriting of James as a wise and good king by such historians as Jenny 

Wormald, whose DNB entry for James tangles with the Whiggish historiographic tradition to 

emerge with a restored portrait of a great, misunderstood king, is in conflict with accounts of 
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James from his own time. What is notable about the contemporary historical evidence, such as 

his own writings and orations, or his secretary of state Robert Cecil‟s papers, is that neither 

derision nor exaggeration is necessary to form a picture of James as a ruler who embodied 

paranoia and naïveté in dangerously equal parts. In James‟s case, it was not only “the honour of a 

king to search out a matter,” it was also his obsession. The English Solomon styled himself an 

academic, but at the same time his academic writings are undermined by their repetitive 

searching out of sundry evidence for his persistent thesis, that a subject‟s political obligation to 

the king is absolute. His intellectual views in his writing and, as I will discuss below, in his rule, 

would also generally not admit advice or debate. Criticizing a theological treatise by James the 

year after the king died, Godfrey Goodman wrote that in writing it, James “certainly...did not 

advise with his divines; or if he did, they out of their timorous dispositions were afeard to 

displease him” (qtd. in Ashton 148).  

Cecil and other prominent members of the earlier Stuart court seem to have been aware 

of this combination of paranoia and naiveté that prompted James‟s efforts at gaining control. As 

the Earl of Mar, who accompanied the King on a hunting trip in January of 1605, wrote drily to 

Cecil: “We are here continually busied either at hunting or examining of witches, and although I 

like the first better than the last, yet I must confess both uncertain sports” (Cecil Papers, Jan. 

1605).
17

 James‟s penchant for uncovering imposture and conspiracy kept him busy in his early 

reign, and, as we will see in the particular case of the universities, it seems also to have kept him 

out of touch with the actual goings-on of his court and kingdom.  

II. To Oxenford the King is Gone: the Royal Visit of 1605 

                                                 
17

  The Cecil Papers are made available as an online archive by the Institute of Historical Research. 
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1605 was a pivotal year in James‟s early reign, one marked by his efforts to construct a 

public image of himself as a uniquely wise and learned king. In August of that year James made 

his elaborate first visit of three days to the University of Oxford, inaugurating his close 

relationship with what Kenneth Fincham has shown was the Stuarts‟ favoured English university 

(182). Although unlike his Tudor predecessor, James was retiring and disinclined towards 

progressions which would expose him before his subjects, he nonetheless seemed more disposed 

than Elizabeth to show himself at the universities. Fincham points out that Elizabeth may not 

have wanted to make visits to Woodstock, the town near Oxford which was traditionally a key 

stop on progresses to Oxford, because she had once been imprisoned there (182). But whatever 

the reason for Elizabeth‟s less frequent presence at the universities, James‟s tendency to avoid 

public appearances did not apply when it came to visitations of the universities. Fincham notes 

that while Elizabeth visited each of the universities twice throughout her entire reign, both of her 

Stuart successors visited twice that much in half the time (181). James also made regular visits to 

Woodstock and Newmarket, towns nearby Oxford and Cambridge respectively where the king 

could easily meet with university officials. These visitations, I will argue, were a key element of 

James‟s efforts to establish his presence and authority at the universities. In the same way that 

his hunting trips often had the secondary purpose of allowing opportunities to visit possible 

witches or possessed persons ripe for exposure, his visitations of the universities for apparently 

ceremonial reasons likewise had a composite set of secondary functions, most of them 

classifiable under the umbrella of supervision and control.  

Royal visitations to the universities were by no means a Jacobean innovation, but James 

did significantly change the tone, frequency and functions of these visitations. During the late 

1540s Edward and his Regency Council instituted the visitation to make sure the universities 
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followed the new Protestant order. Significantly, an important part of the ideological freight 

borne by the first Edwardian visitation to Oxford was the reminder to the university that the 

colleges had been founded for the education of the poor (Green 43). As is suggested by Edward‟s 

decision to institute a visitation, the growing closeness between England‟s crown and its 

universities was, in general terms, an early modern phenomenon rather than just a Stuart one. But 

it is also important to note that Edward used the visitation to reemphasize the clerical function of 

the university. The message subtly affirmed rather than challenged the university‟s distinctness 

from the crown in a bid to control debate there, even as the Edwardian government sought to 

moderate the universities‟ potentially disruptive ideological influence by way of its physical 

presence there. Though James himself would echo Edward‟s orders that the study of divinity 

should not touch on political issues, he made the boundaries between the university and the court 

more permeable than they had ever been.  

The visitation was initially instituted after the religious changes of the Reformation, when 

the universities could no longer have recourse to a religious authority separate from the English 

crown. Victor Morgan explains that before the Reformation, the university had managed to 

derive “considerable independence” by playing the crown off of the papacy and vice versa. But, 

he writes,  

after the Reformation the universities were wholly dependent on a royal will that now 

combined authority in the state with power over the church.... Deprived of any alternative 

authority to which they could resort, the Protestant universities in general, and the 

English universities in particular, could hardly avoid slipping more fully under the 

control of the governments of the various secular states in which they found themselves. 

(107) 
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As long as England was a part of the Church of Rome, the clerical estate possessed a degree of 

autonomy from the crown because it had recourse to papal as well as to monarchical authority; 

Edward‟s relatively moderate supervision of the universities reveals that he was conditioned to 

and accepted this autonomy, though it began to diminish after the Reformation. With James‟s 

accession, however, the new king‟s impulse was not to mediate between the crown and the 

university, but to subordinate the university to the crown.  In contrast with Edward‟s reminder of 

the university‟s beginnings as a charitable foundation, James‟s visits with all their pageantry 

celebrated and developed the university‟s noble character, creating Oxford as a kind of second 

royal headquarters—which it would literally become during the violence of the civil war, when 

Charles moved his court there. James‟s visitations staged his own direct involvement at the 

university to conceal control as collegiality, and to exchange obedience for the promise of 

ennobling royal benefactions (at the institutional level) and preferment (at the individual level). 

But the nervousness and effort with which James attempted to oversee and control the 

universities suggest that even as the universities became increasingly intertwined with the court, 

they nonetheless bore with them into the seventeenth century the pilot light of their autonomous 

character, though it was now reduced to a more latent force. That James issued decrees 

prohibiting the study of divinity from touching on political matters throughout his reign (just as 

Edward did when he visited in the 1540s) indicates his perception that the university retained a 

potential to harbour debate about secular authority within the vestiges of privacy from the crown 

that were afforded by the colleges. As late as 1622, an Oxford MA named William Knight used 

the occasion of a lent sermon at Broadgates Hall, Oxford, as a forum for arguing that a political 

subject has the right to resist and take up arms against a monarch that interferes with his duty to 

God. Intellectual debate about authority, then, persisted even at royalist Oxford despite all of 
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James‟s efforts.  James‟s response of imprisoning Knight, a punishment deemed harsh even at 

that time, perhaps betrayed an anxious awareness that his efforts at supervision had not 

successfully extinguished debate about secular authority within the study of divinity. The 

growing forcefulness with which James exerted his control over the university can be seen in 

changing tone of his visits and other interactions with the university over the course of his reign.  

Royal visits to the universities under the Stuarts were not only more frequent than they 

had been under the Tudors—they were also more elaborate and involved. As contemporary 

accounts of James‟s visitations show, the unprecedented personal interest James showed in the 

universities from early in his reign began as a kind of spectacle of collegiality, a performance of 

a natural affinity between the philosopher king and the seats of learning, with James participating 

in disputations, dining with university heads, and attending plays by university men
18

. 

Ceremonial exchange between the crown and the university was an important part of royal 

visitations to the crown, but under James this exchange took a more complex and fraught form 

than it had before. It was typical for fine pairs of gloves to be presented to the king by the 

university, and for the crown to announce benefactions to the university during royal visits. But 

James also made elaborate spectacles of participating in academic affairs and events, presenting 

his own learned works to the universities, and striving in general to form an image of himself as 

a sort of would-be university man displaced from that calling by the responsibilities of the 
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 Incidentally, one of these plays was a Latin pastoral entitled Alba written by the young Robert Burton; the Queen 

was shocked by the near-nudity of the actors in some of the scenes, and James joined in with her displeasure at the 

performance.  
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kingship
19

. Under James, uniquely, this exchange also took the form of actual disputations, with 

James penetrating the fibre of the university‟s proceedings as a kind of honorary scholar.  

John Nichols‟s Progresses, Processions, and Magnificent Festivities of James I records 

the remarkable fact that during the 1605 visit to Oxford, James not only attended disputations, 

but also took part in them. Nichols observes that James was riveted by the disputations, and 

seemed unable to refrain from demonstrating his opinion: “The King was most attentive, and 

would shew when he liked the argument by word, or other outward gesture” (549). The 

unsettling image produced by Nichols‟s accounts of the king‟s involvement in the disputations is 

of a king unable to restrain himself from putting his learning on display when in a learned milieu. 

One symptom of this was James‟s interruption of the disputations on a number of different 

occasions to interject his own position: 

[O]ne argument was grounded out of verse of the Epistle of St. James...which was once 

well answered by the Respondent, but the Opponent came to it again, by which time the 

King had found the place in a Testament, which he had of the Dean of the Chappell, and 

then stood up and sayd Audi, Audi. He read the place in Latin, and then readily and 

eloquently expounded the meaning, and concluded with the Answerer. After they had all 

disputed, the Vice-chancellor determined in brief with good grace and good acceptance. 

(549) 

Nichols‟s account subtly reveals the necessary disingenuousness of an absolutist king 

participating in a debate with academics as though he is their equal. Incredibly, Nichols‟s 

narrative also suggests an anxiety on the king‟s part to win the disputation, despite the fact that 

                                                 
19

 During this visit, James made a speech at the Bodleian Library which Burton records in The Anatomy of 

Melancholy: “If I were not a king, I would be a university man, and if it were so that I must be a prisoner, if I might 

have my wish, I would desire to have no other prison but that library” (2:2:4:91). 
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this is clearly a ceremonial debate that the king should have approached with good humour as an 

observer. Not only does it appear that rather than listening to the respondent, the king was busily 

leafing through pages of his borrowed book looking for the passage in question, but he also 

seems to have interrupted the opponent in order to interject his own interpretation of the epistle. 

The words with which the king interrupts the debate, “Audi, Audi,” are simultaneously a 

rhetorical command used by a debater who is trying to construct authority and command 

attention, but is also, because it is spoken by James, a royal command that compels attention 

because the speaker already has authority and does not need to earn it. The scholars and Vice-

Chancellor respond to the king‟s awkward display by acting as though it was a fair contest and a 

natural extension of James‟s relationship with the university as a scholar himself. But the fact 

that the Vice-Chancellor must conclude the disputation with “grace and good acceptance” 

suggests that he is trying to uphold the seeming naturalness of what has happened, and that there 

is something about it to be overlooked and smoothed over. The king‟s participation in these 

exercises placed pressure not only upon the Vice-Chancellor, but also upon the disputers and 

observers to applaud and honour the king‟s disputing, in a way which reveals that the scene was 

not a disputation at all, but a performance of one in which the king was allowed to play a scholar. 

Nichols records that “after the King first spoke, the Scholers began a Plaudite; at the second time 

the graver men crying in the end Vivat Rex” (550). This response seems to humour the king that 

he has won their applause based on the merit of his disputation, while it is also at the same time a 

display of obedience to his power that builds the myth of James as philosopher king, beloved and 

obeyed by his subjects because of his wisdom rather than by obligation.  

James‟s writing of himself into the text of Oxford life created a kind of palimpsest, the 

surface layer inscribed with mutual regard and loyalty between king and university, and the 
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under layer showing the elaborate effort with which that appearance was constructed. Megan 

Mondi has urged us to reconsider James‟s seeming pedantry by recognizing in it an act of self-

fashioning that was necessary to promoting his acceptance among subjects uncertain about a 

Scottish king‟s ability to rule England. She writes that “historians should acknowledge his 

theatricality as well as his continual and conscientious efforts to mold an image of himself for 

public consumption” (140). But I would suggest that in the case of the king‟s orations at the 

universities, what these performances fashion is not only a kingly self, but a strenuously 

constructed relationship between the king and his subjects, a performance recruiting the audience 

as well as the self in the theatrical act of fashioning. These performances determined the 

perception of his person not through convincing artifice, but through the always present threat of 

punishment, generating a performance among university men of their belief in the king as a 

learned university patron. The paradoxical doubleness of James‟s persona, as both a scholar and 

an absolutist opposed to any debate which even touched upon the subject of authority, was 

constructed upon a nervous awareness of the related doubleness of scholarly ability: that the 

same scholars who could most effectively praise or serve the king with words would also make 

the most dangerous enemies to his power.  The king‟s awareness of this seems to have found 

nervous expression in his interrupting and controlling of the disputations he attended.  During 

one of the disputations, a particularly skilled disputer seems to have riveted James‟s full 

attention:  

The second replyer excelled (viz. One Mr. Baskerville); after 20 syllogisms the Proctor 

cut him off, but the King sayd, Immo vera procedat hic, so he disputed again til the King 

cut him off. After, he said to the Nobles about him, God keep this Fellow in a right 
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course, he would prove a dangerous Heretick, he is the best Disputer that ever I heard. 

(550)  

James‟s joke, while making him seem at ease, is another symptom of his need to control the 

disputations; the joke seems to praise the disputer, but it also subtly competes with him, 

countering his ability with the king‟s own witty irony, demonstrating that he too is a skilled mind 

and that of course he sees the potential for such a skilled young man to be either ally or foe. 

While the joke‟s intent is apparently deflating, it is actually an extension of the strange fact that 

he is attending and participating in the disputations at all, a situation which relies entirely on the 

suppression of a sense of irony on the part of those around him.  

However, as we have seen in the instance of the Vice-Chancellor who concluded James‟s 

interruption of the earlier disputation “with grace and good acceptance,” the Vice-Chancellor and 

heads were only too willing to suppress the display of any scepticism about the king‟s overtures. 

It might be countered that they had no choice. But since James inserted himself into university 

life to a degree that no monarch ever had, there was a lot of precedent to turn to if the heads 

wished to bow out of any of his suggested interactions. This is evident in a letter written in 1606 

by the “Master and Seniors of St John‟s College” to Robert Cecil, the Chancellor of Oxford, 

asking him quite assertively to advance their suit that the king slow down his steady stream of 

requests that the university prefer one boy or another who had caught his favourable attention. 

The occasion for the letter was a recent request by the king that St. John‟s admit an unqualified 

boy. They explain that this royal patronage of students must not continue because of the affective 

condition it may produce among the boys: 

By continuation of this course the young students of good hope brought up here in our 

house will utterly be discouraged, the party now written for, by divers particular Statutes 
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of our College, is utterly uncapable, so that without manifest perjury we cannot admit of 

him.... Our suit is that in a cause so honourable and so reasonable, you would be a means 

not only to satisfy his Majesty for the present, but also to stay the like causes hereafter, as 

tending greatly to the prejudice of learning and the utter discouragement of young 

students of good towardness wanting friends to procure the like means of their 

preferment (Ashton 165).   

The direct tone taken by the letter-writers to Cecil calls on him to be their representative to the 

king, rather than just the king‟s representative to the university: the Chancellor is described as “a 

means” to stop the king‟s interventions in the matter of university preferment. The letter‟s clear 

implication is that the danger of the king making decisions about university affairs is that, as an 

outsider to it, he cannot possibly appreciate the factors involved in such decisions or the effects 

they might have on other students and the health of the university community as a whole. The 

concern for the other students‟ mental and emotional well-being is framed as a cause “so 

honourable and so reasonable” that Cecil must comply, or else be responsible for the “utter 

discouragement” of a multitude of young students. The repetition of the phase “utter 

discouragement” conveys the depths of feeling that such an academic “perjury” would create 

with its a resounding, echoic effect that carries the import of an unspoken warning.  The letter 

concludes, somewhat daringly, with a reminder to Cecil that the help of his father, William 

Cecil, whom Robert had replaced as Chancellor, “in such cases was never wanting to our 

Society” (165). One unstated implication of this seems to be that in the elder Cecil‟s days, such 

damaging interventions into the university by a monarch would not have happened in the first 

place, and would not have been tolerated if they had.   
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James‟s cultivation of loyalty among university officials through the promise of 

advancement did prove to be an effective means of curbing and overseeing potentially disruptive 

scholars, at least in the short-term. This dynamic of mutual regard at Oxford was not activated by 

the king‟s desires alone, but also by the desires of the university officials to win the king‟s 

approval. The reinvention of the top university offices under James, by the end of his reign, 

became a key means by which he was able to extend his supervision into the university. The 

highest of these roles was that of the Chancellor, a position that since the fifteenth century had 

typically been filled by a courtier selected by the monarch; this person resided at court and 

represented the university to the king and the king to the university. The Vice-Chancellor--one 

degree of authority under the chancellor, but directly involved with day-to-day administration--

resided at the university; it gradually became the case that the Vice-Chancellor was the 

nominated by the Chancellor, who, in turn, was essentially elected by the king. The next level of 

power was comprised of the heads of the individual colleges, who, Tyacke explains, 

“increasingly emerged as the inner ring of university government and source of executive power, 

their position formalized by the Laudian statutes...in the 1630s (4). The election of Laud in 1630 

to the position of Chancellor of Oxford marked an era of particularly direct control over the 

university‟s political and religious conformity.  

Even as early as the visit of 1605, it is possible to see how the visitations placed pressure 

upon the heads and Vice-Chancellor to demonstrate their loyalty to the king by disciplining 

scholars, and also gave them motivation for doing so. It was surely no coincidence that during 

the 1605 royal visit, a meeting was held for the purpose of officially strengthening university 

discipline of its scholars. Nichols gives a long account of all the ceremony and entertainment 

involved in honouring the king‟s presence, in keeping with his book‟s titular promise to detail 
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the monarch‟s “progresses, processions and magnificent festivities.” But his sudden juxtaposition 

of this account with an oddly bureaucratic note centered on the unpleasant issue of student 

discipline reveals the knotty reverse side of the fine tapestry of university-crown relations:  

[The King went] to Christ Church, where, at the Hall-stair‟s foot, the University Orator 

made a good Oration, only preferring their University because the King came thither first, 

and passed over all other matters without comparison. Thence he went to the Church to 

solemn Prayers, at the first entrance whereof, there was layd a fair carpet with cushions, 

whereon the King and Queen kneeled. From thence was carried over the King and Queen 

a fair canopy of crimson taffety, by six of the Canons of the Church. It was carried on six 

staves gilt with silver, and on the tops great silver knobs and pikes on the top of them. 

The edges were double, and double-hanged and fringed with red silk; the whole Society 

standing in their surplices on both sides the middle alley to the Quire-door, where the 

Dean of the Church presented unto the King certain verses in Latin, and to the Queen 

certain verses in English. So the King and Queen proceeded to the upper end of the 

Quire, where places were provided for them behind the traverse. The service was very 

solemn, the Quire full, and excellent voices, mixt with instruments. When Prayers were 

done, they came back in like sort to the doore, where six footmen took the canopy and 

carried it away. Then they went all to the King's lodging, and a while after the Prince 

accompanied with three coaches full of Noblemen, and a number of young ones a foot, 

went to Magdalen College to his lodging, where he was entertained. It is to be 

remembered that on Monday at afternoon, the Delegates, viz. the Vice-chancellor and 

Heads, met at St. Marie's, and there they concluded, and chose out of every House and 

Hall one who should have Proctor‟s authority, joyntly and severally, to punish or 
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imprison any disorderly or unruly Scholer or other person, and by this means none could 

be unknown. (Nichols 547) 

Nichols‟s description of the finery attendant on the king‟s visit is characteristically detailed, right 

down to the very number of staves carried by the Canons, and the color of the canopy‟s silk 

fringe. But this compulsive attention to detail also compels him to mention that even as this 

elaborate ceremony unfolded around them, presumably absorbing the officials‟ full attention, the 

heads chose to conduct a meeting to tighten and extend their own supervisory authority into the 

houses and halls by way of the proctors. Just as they intend not to let any student go “unknown,” 

so does Nichols refuse to avert his recording eye from the institutionalization of punishment that 

seems to follow so awkwardly on the heels of the noblemen who bear the prince away to his 

entertainment. What Nichols‟s narrative subtly implies, wittingly or not, is a relationship 

between the ceremony of the visit and the tightened surveillance of students. Surely it could not 

have been a coincidence that the delegates chose to meet and create new rules during the King‟s 

visit; the redoubled efforts at discipline were as much a part of the university‟s elaborate 

performance of respect for the king‟s authority as were the double, fringed layers of the canopy 

within which the royal couple were enfolded. But even as the heads in this narrative make efforts 

at seeming transparency before the king, by staging their regulatory meeting during his visit, to 

show him that they will ensure that no student will be “unknown” to them or, by extension, to 

him, they are creating a display for the king‟s benefit that is every bit as artificial as the canopy 

that surrounds him, closing him off from the true university with the velvet screen they prefer 

him to see. Here, as in other places, Nichols betrays a sense of the university‟s anxiety about the 

unwieldy, diverse student body and its resistance to complete scrutiny or discipline during the 

all-important royal visit.  
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Nichols pays considerable attention to the university‟s attempts to regulate the 

presentation of its student body before the king, both in terms of scholars‟ physical bodies and of 

their behaviour. His descriptions make conspicuous note of Oxford‟s students as thronging 

crowds that needed careful circumscription in order to be made fit for the king‟s sight. In 

contrast with this, one entertainment offered by the university to the king used three students‟ 

physical bodies to symbolically represent the university‟s obsequious support of James‟s 

imperial vision: as Nichols writes, when the king came to the gate of St. John‟s College, “three 

young youths, in habits and attire like Nymphs, confronted him, representing England, Scotland, 

and Ireland, and talking dialogue-wise each to other of their State, and at last concluded, yielding 

up themselves to his gracious Government” (543-544). That the bodies of these students were 

used to stage an easy, yielding version of imperial government reveals a near-masochistic desire 

on the university‟s part to literally give him their students along with their complete ideological 

support.
20

 Another noteworthy quality of Nichols‟s account, however, is its emphasis on how 

ready James was to be presented with such artificial, flattering displays, and how blind he was to 

the many other students who were far less yielding in their attitude than the nubile youths. In 

their nymph costumes, the boys were literally exposed to the king, a visual symbol of the heads‟ 

desire that no student “should be unknown.” But as a costumed performance, the nymph 

entertainment was merely a pantomime of revelation that, in its ambitious artifice, was actually 

something much more complex and canny than prostration.  

Nichols manages to convey a strikingly anxious frisson through his compulsive attention 

to detail, effectively capturing the difficulty involved in telling one student apart from another, in 

assessing a student‟s social identity by his outward appearance, or in organizing the student body 
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 Nichols notes that it has been suggested that this entertainment, considered a great success, gave Shakespeare the 

idea for his own flattering homage to James in the form of Macbeth. 
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by degree. There is a palpable tension within his account surrounding the way scholars from 

different social orders and from different positions within the university blended together in large 

groups, overwhelming customary bureaucratic efforts to record and organize them. The 

unknowable quality of the individuals making up the hooded crowds seems to register as a 

problem just barely managed on an administrative and practical level within his account. 

Nichols‟s detailed summary of the color coding of scholars‟ attire, in its complexity, suggests the 

great effort behind such organizational and disciplinary measures:  

Other things worthy to be observed. — The young Masters of Arts and Batchelors of Arts 

did wear gowns and hoods so like, that they could not easily be distinguished, viz. black 

wide-sleeved gowns faced down to the foote with taffaty, and about the arme to turn up 

to the elboe, and black civill hoods on their left shoulders. At public meetings some of the 

young Masters of Arts were in hoods lined with miniver, but not one with white taffity. 

All the rest, saving Batchelors in Divinity, were in hoods of changeable taffity, and those 

of all colors. The Batchelors in Divinity had their hoods lined with black. The Doctors in 

Divinity disputed in scarlet gowns faced down to the foot with velvet, with wide sleeves 

faced and turned up as the other. Likewise the Doctors of Divinity, which were Auditors, 

were in scarlet gowns, and their hoodes turned as they are here when they go to preach. 

The Doctors of Law and Physick, both Disputants and others, were in scarlet gowns and 

changeable hoods. (557) 

The very complexity of Nichols‟s own attempt to record the different permutations of student 

attire suggests the futility involved in regulating an overflowing student body. The hoods, 

intended to have the controlling effect of uniforms by making everyone more or less the same in 

appearance, distinguishable only by faculty and rank, also have the effect of concealing the 
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wearer, making him more “unknown” and rendering surveillance of his attitude impossible. 

Nichols concludes this elaborate explanation with the observation that, “All men were uncovered 

in St. Marie‟s while the King was in presence, both at the Disputations and at the Comedies in 

Christ Church” (557). That the scholars were expected to uncover themselves to the kingly eye 

was a sign of respect to him, but it also allowed him to view their faces, and thus to assess who 

they were more personally. Another anecdote from the visit describes a swamped Registrar 

unable to keep up with the identification of individual scholars:  

Afterwards they pressed in so thick that the Register being there, with pen and ink in his 

hand, could not take their names, neither did he or any man else ask what they were: so 

they looked liked Gentlemen, and had gotten on a gown and hood, they were admitted. 

(554) 

This chaos surely made it difficult to determine which scholars were there in a spirit of 

obedience, and which scholars harboured sceptical or critical feelings about the elaborate events 

of that first Stuart visit to Oxford. Nichols describes the crowds of Oxford scholars themselves as 

heterogeneous not just in terms of their dress and degree, but also in terms of the respect they 

showed the king in their physical manner. One of the especially striking moments of Nichols‟s 

account of the king‟s visit concerns James‟s departure from Oxford, and it provides him with a 

further opportunity for noting certain scholars who were less easily disciplined into a respectful 

attitude. He juxtaposes his mention of disorderly scholars with a brief narrative concerning the 

commemorative verses which were set upon the walls of the colleges, but which were ignored by 

the king: 

There were verses set upon the walls of such Colleges as were in his way, viz. All Soules, 

Corpus Christi, and Magdalen, which the King seemed not to see, or not to regard, 
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neither did a man step out of the Train to view or read any of them; so they were by the 

boyes rudely pulled down. The Scholers stood along by their Colleges, some orderly in 

their hoods and habits fit for their degrees, some more confusedly and disorderly, without 

any such respect. (558) 

This odd mention of the detail of the boys pulling the verses from the colleges as the king left the 

university shows the affective negative image of the show of loyalty and flattery which Oxford 

put on for his visit. The failure of the king or his men to regard the verses suggests the 

temporariness of the display; the act of pulling them down signals that they may have been 

placed there by scholars hoping to gain royal attention and perhaps preferment for their efforts, 

but who were left disappointed by his oversight. The king fails to see not only the verses hung on 

the college walls, but also the discontentment created by the unfulfilled opportunity for 

advancement offered by the courtly milieu‟s presence at the university.  

The increased interrelationship between university and court, and the increased number 

of royal visits under James, created new opportunities for literary displays intended to catch and 

flatter the royal eye. Fincham has shown that after the Stuarts took the throne, it became 

increasingly fashionable at Oxford in particular for “the university to produce verses to 

commemorate the births, marriages, deaths, and peregrinations of the Stuarts” (180). James 

Doelman describes how James‟s accession prompted the publication of Latin collections of verse 

by each of the universities. As I will discuss in my final chapter on George Herbert, who served 

as public orator to the crown at Cambridge University, the fashion of commemorative verse was 

also prevalent, though more openly strained, at Cambridge. Doelman notes that Oxford‟s 

collection in particular recognized James as a patron of the muses, citing Thomas Dekker‟s 

hopeful vision of scholars grateful to an Apollonian poet-king: “The Scholler sings Hymnes now 
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in honour of the Muses, assuring himself now that Helicon will be kept pure, because Apollo 

himself drinkes of it” (37). While Doelman does stress the way in which James prescribed such 

tributes, he tends to focus on this as a prescription of a poetry of substance and wit over sound. 

While he discusses James‟s prescription of a poetry of “virtue,” he tends to overlook the fact that 

the substance and wit with which they were filled was in turn emptied by being prescribed, and 

particularly by constructing a relationship between scholar and muse which remained rhetorical 

rather than actual. Rather than benign tributes, the supplications that run through these verse 

tributes to James themselves almost necessarily set up the disappointment that such a prescribed 

relationship would lead to. When Doelman cites a verse by a scholar named William Osborne 

printed in the Oxford verse collection—“He is the protector of the Muses, guardian of needy 

students”—it is striking to see how carelessly James in his early reign prescribed representations 

of himself as the scholar‟s Maecenas which he would fail substantially to fulfill, at a time when 

growing numbers of poor and needy students already felt displaced by the numbers of gentlemen 

who filled the universities (23, 37).  

Perhaps unsurprisingly, not all verse commemorations of the Stuarts produced by 

scholars were flattering. And also unsurprisingly, one of these unflattering verses was produced 

by a scholar from Cambridge. Anthony Wood, later-seventeenth-century Oxford historian, 

alumnus and gossip, describes how a group of Cambridge interlopers came to Oxford during the 

king‟s visit to witness the spectacle, and to find fault with it. Wood has a curious habit of 

including details in his chronicles of Oxford which appear to have been passed to him by word of 

mouth, creating the impression that he has his ear to the ground at the university, even when that 

ground is more than forty years away for him. One of his most idiosyncratic and intriguing 

qualities as a writer is his tendency to conclude narrative episodes with terse, provocative 
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statements which suggest that he is stopping himself from saying something too controversial. 

These elisions, in their near-poetic concision, nonetheless effectively tend to convey the sense 

which he refuses to make overt. With a similar effect, he also tends to refer to unnamed sources 

for hushed or controversial popular opinion, especially among university scholars, information 

which he relays as though it had been whispered directly into his ear—and which it indeed might 

have been, given that he was himself a fellow at Oxford. Wood‟s inside information includes the 

detail that in addition to Oxford scholars who came out to see the king, “divers Cambridge 

Scholars went thither out of novelty, to see and hear” (319). Wood writes that these scholars 

went in a satirical and critical spirit, and that “if anything had been done amiss they were 

resolved to represent it to the worst advantage” (319). His inclusion of the story about the 

Cambridge scholars crashing the royal visit at Oxford is one instance where he appears to be 

recording university gossip. His access to this kind of gossip, whatever his stance on scholars 

from Cambridge, nonetheless exposes an underbelly to the hyperbolical and ceremonial 

proceedings. He writes that among the collection of Cambridge scholars who joined the throngs 

at Oxford were some “that pretended to be wits” and wrote verses on the occasion. He records 

one of these, which he suggests may have been penned by “one --- Lake, but how true I know 

not.” This verse deflates the king‟s visit by sarcastically inflating into the thousands the number 

of peers riding in his train:  

To Oxenford the King is gone 

With all his mighty Peers,  

That hath in grace maintained us  

These four or five long years.  

 

Such a King he hath been,  

As the like was never seen;  

Knights did ride by his side  

Evermore to be his guide:  
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A thousand Knights, and forty thousand Knights,  

Knights of forty pound a year. (320)  

 

The verse‟s own inflation of the unsustainable number of knights James created mocks the lack 

besetting these impecunious peers, as well as the king who made them. The implicit, sarcastic 

comparison between the king‟s “maintenance” of “us” with his creation of forty thousand 

knights with forty pounds a year reveals the dangerously inflationary nature of James‟s 

patronage of either peers or scholars, and the purely rhetorical character of that maintenance. The 

surplus of ambitious, able men and the deficit of preferment and livings haunted both court and 

university, and the overpopulation of both spheres is mocked by the verse of “--- Lake.” The 

impoverished knights thronging at James‟s side, making up a benighted “guide” for his rule, 

form a kind of wall between James and the subjects he encountered at the university, subjects 

such as “--- Lake” who privately deflated the hyperbole which rhetorically crowned James a wise 

king and patron of learning.  

This Cambridge man‟s satirical doggerel may serve as an interpretive key for reading 

Nichols‟s account of the students who “rudely” tore down the posted verses disregarded by the 

king, or who stood in a disorderly and disrespectful attitude as his train left the university. The 

problem was that James‟s spectacles of supporting “Learning” were just that—spectacles without 

substance. Wood describes a typical visit by the King to Woodstock, where he met with 

representatives of Oxford: “The King receiving them graciously, the Orator made a Speech; 

which being done, the King gave them his hand to kiss, with a promise that he would continue 

favourable to the University, and see that Learning and learned men be encouraged” (322). What 

is notable in all such records of royal interactions with the universities is that the king only 

bestowed any promise to favour and encourage learning in exchange for allegiance and 
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obedience. In turn, his own response took an abstract and rhetorical form of support for 

“Learning” rather than a substantial support for actual “learned men.” That the king from early 

on in his reign openly acknowledged his preference for Oxford over Cambridge was clearly 

motivated by the comparative degrees of respect and loyalty he received from the two 

universities. It was the scholars of Cambridge who came to satirize the disingenuous and 

overblown ceremonies attending the king‟s visit to Oxford, and it was they who wrote 

anonymous verses tearing down this overinflated pomp and circumstance. But, as Nichols‟s 

anecdote subtly records, if the king had glanced behind him as his train left Oxford in those early 

days of his reign, he would have seen Oxford scholars tearing down the verses they may have 

written and posted with the ambition of gaining attention and material “encouragement” from the 

self-styled patron of Oxford. What James underestimated in his supervision of the universities 

were the creative lengths to which scholars went to conceal their ambition in performances of 

loyalty.  

III. The Sleeping Preacher 

The same year that James made his first visit to Oxford, an Oxford scholar made a 

notable visit of his own to James‟s court—a visit made possible by James‟s interest in exposing 

the seemingly occult and in seeming to have the intellectual upper hand.  Because of its 

sensational nature, the visit of the scholar to court was almost as newsworthy in its time as the 

court‟s visit to the university, and details of the affair recur in Robert Cecil‟s official papers 

throughout the month of April. Cecil‟s papers for that spring show that James‟s Secretary of 

State, spymaster, and Chancellor of Cambridge University had quickly became the most 

important minister to the Stuart crown. Only two years after he had facilitated James‟s arrival in 

England and smooth succession to the throne, Cecil was busy with everything from searching out 
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possible wells of recusancy, to mediating the concerns of tradesmen in goods from coal to cloth, 

to interpreting the overtures of the Spanish Ambassador. The reader of these records for April 

1605 cannot help being struck by the fact that among the copious concerns Cecil had to manage 

that month alone, the incident that James seems to have intervened in most directly was the case 

of a poor, obscure Oxford man who actually ended up residing at court for a considerable part of 

that month, awing some of the country‟s most important and powerful men with his seeming 

ability to give learned sermons in his sleep.  

The case of the Sleeping Preacher was a sensation first at Oxford, then in court, and 

finally in print, as the story of the imposture and its exposure was told and retold. The affair 

arrested the attention of a number of early modern historians who tend to treat it as an 

entertaining but also oddly significant anecdote from James‟s early rule. Haydock graduated 

from Oxford just before James‟s accession, but stayed on at the university for another four years 

into the new king‟s reign. Despite his relatively humble beginnings in Hampshire, he could claim 

some past family connection to the court through his mother‟s father, who was a physician to 

Henry VIII and Edward VI. Like his grandfather, Haydock went on to study medicine, receiving 

a Bachelor of Medicine from New College in 1601, but his path to court was a more circuitous 

and artful one than that of his grandfather. In addition to his more sensational exploits, while he 

was still a student, Haydock published the first treatise on painting in English, a translation from 

the Italian called A Tracte Containing the Artes of Curious Paintinge, Carvinge and Buildinge 

(1598)
21

 (Levin 14). Haydock also did the illustrations for this book, and the bold self-portrait on 

its title page suggests that at this stage he was already dissatisfied with a quiet life of scholarly 

obscurity, an ambition that also showed itself in his desire to be a preacher. He later claimed that 
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 Haydock‟s treatise on art was dedicated to Thomas Bodley, benefactor of Oxford‟s famous library (Levin 14).  
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it was his stutter that prevented him from pursuing preaching in his early Oxford years, but as 

legend has it, those who heard him talk in his sleep told him when he was sleeping his stutter did 

not seem to hamper his speech as it did when he was awake; so Haydock tried to master his 

impediment by waking up at night and speaking alone. One night, a student in the next room 

overheard him, and told other students the next day that Haydock had delivered a compelling and 

learned sermon in his sleep. The news of the marvel soon reached the court, and James 

summoned him to come and sleep there, so that he could observe the phenomenon for himself.   

Anthony Wood includes the story of the Sleeping Preacher in his Oxford annals, 

borrowing much of his wording from an earlier account in Arthur Wilson‟s The Life and Reign of 

James I (1653). The attention that contemporary historians paid to the event is an effect of the 

disproportionate attention James himself gave it. It is characteristic of the Puritan Oxford scholar 

Arthur Wilson‟s colourful style that he finds room in his history for the curious anecdote about 

the Sleeping Preacher, but its inclusion is thematically significant as well as diverting: 

The King took delight by the line of his Reason to sound the depths of...bruitish 

Impostors and he discovered many: For in the beginning of his Reign, Richard 

Haydock,of New-College in Oxford practised Physick in the day, and Preached 

in the night in his bed. His Practice came by his Profession, and his Preaching (as he 

pretended) by Revelation: For he would take a Text in his sleep, and deliver a 

good Sermon upon it, and though his Auditorie were willing to silence him, by pulling, 

hauling, and pinching, yet would he pertinaciously persist to the end, & sleep still. 

The fame of this sleeping Preacher flyes abroad with a light Wing, which coming to the 

Kings knowledge, he commanded him to the Court, where he sat up one night to hear 

him: And when the time came that the Preacher thought it was fit for him to be asleep he 
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began with a Prayer, then took a Text of scripture, which he significantly enough insisted 

on a while, but after made an excursion against the Pope, the Cross in Baptism, and the 

last Canons of the Church of England, and so concluded sleeping. The King would not 

trouble him that night, letting him rest after his labors, but sent for him the next morning, 

and in private handled him so like a cunning surgeon, that he found out the sore, making 

him confess not onely his sin and error in the act, but the cause that urged him to it, 

which was, That he apprehended himself as a buried man in the University, being of a 

low condition, and if something eminent or remarkable did not spring from him, to give 

life to his Reputation, he should never appear anybody, which made him attempt 

this Novelty to be taken notice of. The King finding him ingenuous in his Confession 

pardoned him, and (after his Recantation publiquely) gave him preferment in the Church. 

(111) 

The euphuistic balance of Wilson‟s sentences about Haydock‟s two professions—medicine and 

preaching, one practiced, the other apparently revealed—emphasizes the contrast between 

Haydock as he appeared by day and Haydock as he appeared by night—but, in their overly neat 

symmetry, they also suggest the deceit involved in this apparent contrast. Haydock‟s deception 

did not stop with his feigned “sleeping preaching;” the content of his sermons was also artfully 

constructed. It was not Haydock‟s apparent “ingenuousness” alone that enabled James to pardon 

Haydock so readily, but also the flattering slant of his sermons, which warned against the threat 

of Catholics to the crown, but also prophesying a Stuart triumph over such threats. There is an 

intricate relationship within the narrative of the Sleeping Preacher between ambition and flattery, 

as the flattery seems to defuse what could otherwise be considered an egregious deception. It is 

remarkable that one aspect that Haydock seemed to use to render his own person benign was his 
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claim to being “of a low condition,” even as this was at the same time his motivation for the 

deceit. That Haydock names as “the cause that urged him” to this ruse his sense of himself as “a 

buried man in the University, being of low condition,” may be one germ of this story that 

accounts for its perceived significance in its own day. Indeed, a satirical Latin verse by fellow 

Oxford student John Owen chides Haydock for his ambition. Owen‟s poem makes the ultimate 

obscurity of death—which Haydock feared to meet without first gaining eternal “life for his 

reputation”—the ironic next dimension of the sleep that Haydock feigned in order to transcend 

death‟s obscurity. Owen‟s poem can be translated to read:  

You teach that in sleep you learn many mysteries hitherto unknown,  

   And that you know many things, that were hidden, while awake, 

How much more then would you know, had you been dead, 

   You, whom this image of death taught so eloquently to profess.
22

 

The mystical reversals and final deflating irony of Owen‟s poem, somewhat cruelly, taunts the 

Sleeping Preacher for his ambition with the obscure fate in death he feared. However, its own 

twists and turns make sleep the medium for that which is hidden, and the final emptying-out of 

the entire premise into the vacuity of death is patterned on the inversions and concealments that 

make the affair of the Sleeping Preacher so odd and significant. The disguising of one thing as 

another is central to the deception. Ambition and intent from within are disguised as passive 

inspiration from without, and then flattery is disguised as something other than ambition. The 

story is one of an exposure of a fake, but it is also in many ways a false exposure which appeared 

to conclude the performance when in fact it did not. Because while James seemed to have 

discovered and gained control of Haydock by discovering and revealing him as a fraud, he 
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 This poem appears in Latin on page 285 of Anthony Wood‟s History and Antiquities of Oxford. I am very grateful 

to Joseph Blain for translating the verse into English for me.  
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nonetheless accepted Haydock‟s prostrate humbleness as a disavowal of his ambition, and was 

lulled by the royalist sentiment of the speech into deeming the whole affair relatively harmless. 

James seems to have been satisfied with the opportunity to go through the motions of 

demonstrating his discovery of the preacher‟s ruse. 

 Interestingly enough, Anthony Wood reproduces Arthur Wilson‟s account of the 

Sleeping Preacher in his history of Oxford almost verbatim, up to the point where Wilson alludes 

to the king‟s ultimate magnanimity in bestowing preferment upon Haydock. Wood corrects 

Wilson, giving an amended account of this: “The King finding him ingenuous in his confession 

pardoned him, but for preferment that he gave him (which my author mentions) I find none, for 

leaving his Fellowship, and the College anno 1605, retired to Salisbury and there practiced 

Physic many years” (Wood 284). Thus, the triumph over obscurity through preferment and royal 

reward that Haydock had sought through his antics may have been bestowed upon him publicly, 

in a display of James‟s mastery over the imposter, but in reality he returned to Salisbury, where 

nothing eminent or remarkable was to spring from him, just as he had feared, except for the 

legacy of his imposture recorded in historical accounts of James rather than of him.  

IV. “First with his own mouth, then with his own hand” 

  By the year 1616, James began to drop the pretence of a friendly and collegial 

relationship with the universities, and began to use his visitations as a more explicit means of 

monitoring and controlling the Vice-Chancellor and university heads to more effectively 

circumscribe scholars. Probably responding to some event at Cambridge, in 1616 the king issued 

an official list of instructions to be followed at both universities.
23

  Bishop James Montague, the 
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 Kenneth Fincham explains that although the event which precipitated the new decrees is unknown, the fact that 

they were issued from Newmarket, near Cambridge, suggests that they may have been an immediate response to 

some occurrence at that university (189-90). 
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editor of James‟s collected works, observed at the time that this personal intervention by a king 

into university regulations—“first with his own mouth, then with his own hand”—was 

unprecedented (qtd. in Fincham 189). These stated that no student could take a degree without 

sworn obedience to all the precepts issued by the king. The prescriptions banished students from 

Taverns and Alehouses and Calvinism from sermons. Fincham writes that the “twin goals of 

conformity and order run through these instructions,” and that a clear goal was the checking of 

Puritan influences by force (190).  

Anthony Wood‟s account shows that an infrastructure for ensuring obedience to these 

instructions was also written into these instructions, through annual meetings between the king 

and the university heads. One of the instructions was that the king would meet with the Vice-

Chancellors and heads of the universities “every Michaelmas Term, when his Majesty resorts 

into those parts.” During the visits, these officials were expected to “wayte upon his Majesty, and 

give his Majesty a just accompt how these his Majesty‟s Instructions are observed” (323). Aside 

from the fear which the overshadowing presence of the crown must surely have induced in these 

officials, the interactions also offered these men an opportunity for advancement in exchange for 

obedience. This use of patronage as leverage was key to the establishment of religious 

conformity at the university. When the MA William Knight made his seditious Lent sermon in 

1622, the swift wing with which this intelligence travelled to the king by way of Vice-Chancellor 

William Piers, who was in favour with Laud, who was in turn, of course, in favour with the king, 

led to Knight‟s immediate imprisonment. This series of events shows how desire for 

advancement by university heads had by this point became a means by which James controlled 

the universities. But the fact that the ambition displayed by Knight himself was controllable only 
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by imprisonment also shows that James‟s grip on ambitious university men tightened because the 

king feared that it was tenuous.  

William Knight‟s sermon of 1622 could not have been more different than that given by 

Haydock in 1605, making no pretence of any flattery to authority. While Richard Haydock had 

gone to extravagant lengths to construct his ability as deriving from higher powers rather than 

from his own talents, Knight was well-known, according to Anthony Wood, to be “an ingenious 

man, as he before had approved himself in a sermon in St. Mary‟s and in other places” (341). 

This scholar was selected by the principal of his hall to deliver the lent sermon on April 14
th

, 

Palm Sunday. Wood‟s footnotes show that much of his information on this episode is derived 

from William Laud‟s diary, though he characteristically also refers to unnamed sources for his 

information. He notes that although one report had it that Knight gave his lent sermon on a verse 

from the Book of Kings, he ended up preaching on a passage from Romans, on a theme more 

directly addressing the subject of kings. His sermon was based around the verse “Let every Soul 

be subject unto the higher powers,” posing the question of whether subjects, in defence of their 

religion, “might take up arms against their Sovereign” (341-342)  Wood records that Knight 

resolved this question “in the affirmative,” and that he illustrated his point with the example of 

the Roman Emperor Trajan‟s speech to the captain of his guard, that he should “Receive this 

sword, which I would have thee use for my defence, if I govern well, but if I rule the Empire ill, 

to be turned against me” (342). While Haydock had concealed his ability as a gift from the 

higher powers to gain a royal audience, Knight used his ability to argue his rightful allegiance to 

the higher powers over the authority of a king who attempted to intervene in this religious 

freedom, veiling the topicality of the argument with the use of the sheerest historical exempla.   
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Wood‟s narrative proceeds to show that almost immediately after giving this sermon, 

Knight was ordered to come before the Vice-Chancellor of the university, William Piers, whose 

rise in the Church was later backed by Laud:  

For these tenents and doctrines he was sent for after Sermon and questioned by the 

Vicechancellor, Dr. Piers, and required by him to deliver up his Notes, with an account of 

the contrivers and abettors of his Sermon (for some such he would not be persuaded but 

that there were, and those of considerable note too) and withal to whom he had shewed 

his Sermon before he preached it. (342) 

Wood, always wishing to drop a bracketed note revealing his insider‟s knowledge, adds to the 

texture of the story by mentioning that despite Knight‟s silence, there had actually been men of 

“considerable note” who had abetted his sermon. That Knight refused to yield the names of these 

important men, which may potentially have earned him some clemency, is the inverse of Piers‟s 

own willingness to use Knight for his own advancement. When Knight was finally persuaded to 

give up the names of two fellow students of Broadgates Hall, the Vice-Chancellor imprisoned 

the three men, then immediately began to send the news up the chain of command:  

Upon which answer all three were committed to prison by the said Vicechanc. which 

being no sooner done, but presently sent news of this seditious Sermon, abetted by 

several grave Divines (as he said) to Dr. Laud, Bishop of St. Davids, who being now in 

great favour with the King, presently tells him the whole story from the said Letter. Upon 

this Knight with his Sermon were sent for up to Court, where being come, he was, after 

strict examination of the doctrine he had preached (of which he mostly gave the same 

answers which he before did to the Vicechan.) committed prisoner to the Gate House at 

Westminster. (342) 
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Wood‟s own gossipy style (complete with bracketed asides telling the truth that the men he 

describes may not be relied upon to tell) emphasizes the established channel for news between 

university and court that allowed things which might otherwise remain in the university to reach 

the royal ear. Having heard the story from Laud by way of Piers‟s letter, the King then responded 

with his own letter to the Vice-Chancellor, commending him for his “discreet care in proceeding 

with that seditious preacher, Knight, as likewise in the commitment of those other two Masters 

of Arts, for which we return you our princely thanks” (343). James goes on in this letter to 

request that the Vice-Chancellor “set them not at libertie without acquainting us therewithal” 

(343). He also suggests that the Vice-Chancellor assemble all administrators of the university 

and remind them that the King had ordered that the study of divinity must not touch on matters 

of state. James closes the letter with a reminder of the obedience owed to the king by the 

university: “And you shall enjoyne the said Heades and Governours in our name that they shall 

do their utmost endeavours within their several Houses respectively to see this course held and 

observed throughout the whole Universitie, as they will answer it to us upon their allegiance, 

&c” (343).  Despite his gratitude for Piers‟s “discretion” in bringing Knight to his attention, 

James is still careful to close with a royal command that makes it clear that despite the seeming 

intimacy of the exchange, he and Piers are not colleagues doing each other favours, but that 

Piers‟s obedience is owed unconditionally.  

That the King was displeased with such an openly seditious sermon is not surprising. 

What is interesting about this episode is what it reveals about the established network of 

communication that James had established between himself and the university, and how, on this 

occasion, Piers‟s connection with Laud facilitated the king‟s supervision of university events that 

may otherwise have eluded his attention.  The university‟s response bespeaks a conditioned 
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desire to appear obedient to the crown. Wood‟s transitional sentences as he details each 

successive measure taken by the university heads to repair the damage done to the university‟s 

standing with the king convey the historian‟s own surprise at the lengths the university went to 

restore that standing by disciplining its scholars —“But yet the matter rested not here...”; “Nor 

did the university think they had done enough...” (345, 346). Piers first did what the king asked 

him to do in the letter, which was to assemble all the heads to his office, conveying the king‟s 

warning that the study of divinity must not touch on political issues; he then went further than 

the king‟s instructions, when he published the king‟s letter and the record of the meeting with the 

heads in convocation (343).  

Further to what the episode shows about the king‟s established surveillance of the 

university, the episode also shows how seriously the king took the threat of sedition within the 

university. The king did not stop there with his response to Knight‟s sermon. It was soon 

afterwards decided that the work of the author who Knight named as an influence on his sermon, 

a Professor of Divinity in Heidelberg named Pareus, must also be effaced from the university, 

and a letter was sent by the King and his council “authorizing and commanding” the university to 

round up and burn any of Pareus‟s work:  

And we do further authorise and require you for the better suppression of these dangerous 

and false assertions of Pareus, to cause present and diligent search to be made, as well in 

all Libraries and Studies, both public and private in the University, as also amongst the 

Stationers there, for his foresaid books, and so many of them as shall be found to be 

publicly burned in some fit place, in detestation of that doctrine. (344)  

Wood notes that it was with no delay upon receiving this letter that the university set about 

rounding up the books in question, and burnt them before an assembly in St. Mary‟s Churchyard. 
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Similar burnings were held at St. Paul‟s Cross, and then at Cambridge. “But,” Wood writes, “yet 

the matter rested not there. The University thought themselves concerned to acquit the whole 

Body from that censure, which the error of one member might have drawn upon it” (345). It was 

decided that the most seditious maxims and propositions of Pareus‟s book which had been 

presented in the sermon would be officially judged by the university heads, and at a convocation 

in June the maxims were determined unanimously to be “false, seditious, impious and 

destructive to all civil government” (345). The university determined to treat not only the 

isolated incident, but to weave the rejection of the texts of both Pareus and Knight into the 

university‟s administrative fabric. Oxford issued a document asserting its official views: these 

were that the political subject may not resist his monarch for any reason; that all students must 

subscribe to the official positions of the university; that any student taking a degree from any 

faculty must subscribe to university decrees; and that all graduands must take an oath “that he 

did not onlie from his hart condemn the said doctrines of Pareus, but that he would neither 

preach, teach or maintaine the same, or any of them for the future” (346). 

Wood records an epilogue on the fate of William Knight. It happened two years later that 

the Earl of Oxford and the Stuart favourite the Duke of Buckingham had a disagreement, after 

which the Earl was sent to the Tower of London. Some of his friends and officers were also sent 

to prison, and ended up in the Gatehouse, where Knight was still imprisoned. One of the Earl‟s 

captains became friendly with Knight, and once the Earl of Oxford and his friends were released, 

the captain asked the Earl to try to procure Knight‟s freedom. Oxford managed to secure 
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Knight‟s freedom by seeking the assistance of John Williams, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, 

who did not care for Laud‟s tactics:
24

 

No sooner Knight‟s enlargement was procured, but the said Lord Keeper sent for him, 

and knowing full well how he had been severely dealt with by the means of Dr. Laud 

(with whom and the said Lord Keeper there was no right understanding, the former only 

making use of him as a ladder to get up) gave him many good words, clad him in a new 

suit of cloaths, and furnished him with a considerable sum of money; that being done, 

had him in the King‟s presence, where making his submission, went with the Earl to the 

place before mentioned: but his body being not able to bear so sudden a change of air and 

diet after so close an imprisonment, shortly after died. (347-348) 

The Lord Keeper‟s response to the situation shows his consciousness of Stuart strategies for 

gaining control and the culture they engendered, and uses this awareness to undo what has been 

done by Piers, Laud and the king.  Wood adds his own awareness of these strategies to this 

layered circumspection when he concludes the Knight episode with one of his tersely resonant 

addenda:  

All that I shall further add to these matters is, that Dr. Piers, who was now Vice-

chancellor, taking all opportunities to obtain the good will of Dr. Laud, did (by this his 

obsequiousness, or rather flattery and pragmaticalness) soon after get a Deanery, and at 

length a Bishoprick. (349)  

Wood‟s emphasis on the sacrifice of the unfortunate Knight to the ruthless ladder-climbing of 

both Piers and Laud speaks to the role preferment played in the supervision of the universities, 

under a king willing to exchange advancement for assistance with enforcing obedience. But the 
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 Williams was one of James’s main political advisors, but he was at odds with both Buckingham and Laud, which 
must have contributed to his falling out of favour after Charles took the throne.  
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narrative also shows that even at Oxford, the university still fostered men like Knight, who not 

only opposed such suppression, but who were prepared to bring the suppressed debate into the 

public light. It further shows that seeds of envy and ambition among the university-educated men 

in James‟s court provided opportunities not just for Piers and Laud, but also for a man such as 

Knight, aided to a position in the service of a nobleman by someone in power who perceived that 

he himself had been used as a stepping stone by Laud. The forceful attempts to subordinate any 

potentially autonomous sites of authority besides that of the crown by men like James and Laud 

did succeed in producing displays of obedience that were either forced or fostered through the 

promise of reward. But by forcing such necessarily artificial displays of loyalty and obedience, 

this same pressure also produced a kind of canny awareness of the court and crown that allowed 

it to be manipulated just as James manipulated men at the university.  

V. “Subject thyself to reason” 

In 1616, the same year that James issued his official regulations intervening into 

university affairs “with his own hand,” Prince Charles made his own visit to Oxford. While in 

1605, Nichols records that James turned down an offer by Oxford heads to make the prince a 

Master of Arts, a decade later it seems that to Charles, such a display of modesty now appeared 

superfluous. Wood records that during this visit Charles finally became a member of Oxford: 

In the latter end of Aug. this year, Prince CHARLES came honorably attended to Oxon, 

and having deliberately visited the University, the Schools, Colleges and Libraries, and 

after he had been entertained with ceremonies and feasting suitable to his dignity and 

merit, he was pleased with his own handwriting to matriculate himself a member of the 

said University, Aug. 28. (325) 
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When Charles matriculated himself, he also wrote above his signature a quotation from Seneca, 

“Si vis omnia subjicere, subjice te rationi,” which can be translated to read, “if thou wouldst 

subject all under thyself, subject thyself to reason.” With characteristic suggestive 

understatement, Wood concludes this anecdote with the ominous observation, “to say no more, 

he [Charles] was afterwards a King of great Religion and Learning, but unfortunate” (325). 

Wood chooses to mention Charles‟s fall in this anecdote from an event that occurred before he 

had even taken the throne, thus suggesting that he is making an unspoken connection between 

the grandiose and pompous but seemingly apolitical gesture and his future downfall. Wood 

seems to be prompted to make the comment by the unavoidable irony of Charles‟s selection of 

the aphorism from Seneca as a fitting epigraph for his love of learning, an incongruous choice 

given Seneca‟s belief in self-discipline and rigorous study, and his own position as a philosopher 

who was a beloved advisor of the also “unfortunate” Emperor Nero. 

Seneca is also probably the most-cited and most clearly beloved of the many authors 

Robert Burton cites in his Anatomy of Melancholy, which he must have begun writing by the 

year of Charles‟s matriculation of himself “by his own hand”. Insofar as any voice emerges as 

preeminent within Burton‟s book, it is that of the stoic Seneca, from whom Burton derives not 

only his prose style, but also the (at least superficially) stoic acceptance of what he, like 

Haydock, calls “burial” within the university. Just as Haydock eluded censure by concealing his 

ambition in flattery, so too does Burton pay nominal homage to the Stuart kings. But even more 

importantly, just as Haydock disguised his effort to escape obscurity in print, while framing his 

writings as “broken and distracted meditations,” so does Burton adopt the disguise of melancholy 

brokenness to make his writings appear harmless and distracted rather than focused.  
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Haydock‟s statement that he felt “buried at the university, being a man of a low condition” are 

repeated almost verbatim by Burton in The Anatomy when he writes of worthy, learned men who 

must “lead a retired life, buried in some poor benefice or imprisoned forever in their college 

chambers, where they languish in obscurity” (1: 330). In my next chapter I will argue that these 

words can be seen as a motto for the book‟s form, wherein the compulsive, sprawling scholarly 

project seems to bury its own author. But this burial engenders a sense not only of oppression, 

but also of freedom, creating caverns of textual space within which he is able to make some 

surprisingly pointed critiques not only of the evolving character of the university, but of the 

crown as a cause of these changes.  

As I have described at the beginning of this chapter, Burton‟s book contains a segment of 

praise for the Stuart leaders that sounds oddly like a lament, and which drops off with a startling 

suddenness. Burton may keep his praise brief because, as he says, “excessive praise brings envy 

rather than fame.” But his other excuse for keeping his praise of the kings brief—“Your glory 

will be enshrined in solemn epics and immortal histories, not in this fleeting and worthless 

oration”—is fraught by the feeling he expresses throughout that if his book is to be fleeting, 

worthless and obscure, it is due to a failure of his culture, and the patronage system at the 

university especially, rather than any failure of his (1:320). This critique of the system of 

preferment at the university is one which he clearly links to the Crown and its growing 

interconnectedness with the university. Any half-hearted praise he offers to would-be patrons or 

kings in his book is ironized by his diatribes on the servitude of poor men to gentlemen, at both 

the university and in government, which can perhaps be epitomized by his challenge to the 

reader to distinguish the scholar from the gentleman upon whom he must wait: “wink and choose 

betwixt him that sits down, and him that holds the trencher behind him: yet these men must be 
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our patrons, our governors too sometimes, statesmen, magistrates, noble, great, and wise by 

inheritance” (1: 320). Burton‟s book seeks to undo some of the disenfranchisement he 

experienced as a man of low condition at Oxford, by creating a kind of elaborate labyrinth of his 

own design in print.   
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Chapter Four 

“The Misery of Scholars”: Burton‟s Melancholy and the Anatomy of Displacement 

 

When Oxford commemorated James‟s 1605 visit to the university with a volume of 

verse, the young Robert Burton was one of many hopeful scholars who contributed Latin poems 

to the book. During the royal visit, the king lodged at Burton‟s own college, Christ Church, 

where Burton had been named a fellow in 1599, and the poem plays on this one shared 

experience between the king and the scholar. Based on an astrological conceit, the poem 

flatteringly casts James as the sun, and his visit as the sun‟s entrance into the astrological 

position of the House of Virgo, which is represented by Christ Church. This heavenly 

conjunction leads the poet to make a hopeful prediction of future visits, along with an implied 

hope for financial support of scholars and the university by the crown (O‟Connell 11). This early 

act of poetic supplication is ironic in light of Burton‟s famous life‟s work, The Anatomy of 

Melancholy, not just because of Burton‟s profoundly dashed hopes that those in power would 

adequately support and value scholars like him, but also because the book accrues to make a 

criticism of this failure on the part of nobility and crown alike. Burton remained a poor cleric at 

Oxford from 1593 until he died in 1640, and he frequently defines himself in the pages of his 

book by the lack of patronage he received for his literary efforts. For this melancholy witness to 

a singularly volatile chapter in the history of both Oxford and England, there is no disentangling 

university and nation in his account of what he calls “this bastard age” (1: 317) 

James‟s self-representation before the university which I have examined in my last 

chapter can be seen in Habermasian terms as an effort to assert himself as “the only public 

person” (Habermas 8). This assertion of publicity conforms to Habermas‟s concept of 
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representative publicity whereby the monarchy and aristocracy staged their power through a 

complex array of representative forms to communicate their own publicity throughout the realm, 

making it total (8). But James‟s reactions to the university and the university‟s counter reactions 

suggest a dialectic relationship between representative publicity and privacy with each 

prompting the other; they also suggest that the university used their own form of self-

representation to evade royal scrutiny and control which created privacy in the face of James‟s 

subordinating publicity. One significant and unique feature of this historical moment was the use 

of learning by the king and the nobility in the staging of representative publicity. Habermas 

writes that typically, the staging of representative publicity was closely bound up with “personal 

attributes such as insignia (badges and arms), dress (clothing and coiffure), demeanor (form of 

greeting and poise) and rhetoric (form of address and formal discourse in general)--in a word, to 

a strict code of „noble‟ conduct” (8). But the incorporation of learning into this list of attributes 

constituting “noble conduct” itself suggests a history of publicity more complex than a 

representative publicity that precluded any other form of political public sphere.  

Habermas‟s account of publicity may usefully be complicated by Pierre Bourdieu‟s 

consideration of the changing ways in which the nobility legitimated its domination in sixteenth 

century France. In The State Nobility Bourdieu argues that the early modern period saw nobility 

begin to take up the book along with the sword as a principle by which their domination could be 

legitimated (378). As illustrated by James‟s use of learning in his representation of his own 

power—if we consider it through the lens of Habermas‟s vision—learning in England became a 

means by which the nobility and monarchy staged representative publicity to further legitimize 

their domination. But the appropriation of learning by nobility was also part of an effort to gain 

control of and limit the privacy within the universities that had evolved as their autonomy was 
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encroached upon by royal scrutiny, and which in turn represented a covert challenge to that 

domination. In asserting themselves over the clerical university, I argue, the monarchy and 

nobility were not adapting a representative publicity that had been and continued to be the sole 

form of publicity, as Habermas argues. I suggest instead that this appropriation deliberately 

tapped into and broke open a potent site of autonomous power (derived from what Bourdieu calls 

cultural capital) which had long existed alongside representative publicity, and which had been 

politicized by the stifling Stuart presence into a form of covert public sphere. 

As a frequenter of Oxford‟s famous Bodleian library, Burton was poised to observe some 

of the ways that library‟s growth reflected the changing character of the larger university. Just as 

Thomas Bodley sought to attract benefactions from noblemen that would make the library a 

“singular ornament to the university,” so did the universities seek to attract well-born students 

who would themselves mean “both profit and ornament” for those institutions (Morris 63, 

Lawson 67). These young men, in turn, commonly sought educations conceived of as being 

ornamental in their function rather than substantial, one part of the formation of a well-qualified 

nobleman or gentleman. Indeed, as Nicholas Tyacke notes, university teachers attempted to 

provide their undergraduates with what he calls “encyclopaedic” surveys of knowledge, “tailored 

in part to the needs of the sons of the nobility and gentry” (9). The encyclopaedic book The 

Anatomy of Melancholy was likewise, in the words of one contemporary, David Lloyd, read by 

“gentlemen, put to an aftergame of learning,” who were able to “pick many choice things to 

furnish them for discourse or writing” (428). But Lloyd‟s telling use of the verb “to pick” to 

describe these gentlemen‟s selective approach to the huge tome signals some of that book‟s 

complex and divergent intentions towards its varied audience. By creating a book so copious and 

exhaustive that it is necessarily not meant for any single purpose, but is instead like a library 
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meant to be perused and chosen from by readers with different needs and interests, Burton 

produced a text which could mean different, often incompatible things to different readers.  

This manifold function is enabled not just by the book‟s intended and actual use as a 

compendium of cures for melancholy, but also by its synopses and index, navigation tools which 

help readers to construct their own, personalized reading programs from the book‟s breadth. In 

this way, Burton‟s book subtly shares in the same function as the reading lists developed by 

Cambridge tutor Richard Holdsworth for scholars with different needs, from the serious student 

to the gentleman seeking “delight and ornament” from their books (Fletcher 647). While certain 

sections are on display for use by all and sundry, other sections of the book are concealed 

through a number of strategies, including the use of protracted sections of Latin, equivocations, 

and digressions; the “Misery of Scholars” digression, for instance, is buried within a section on 

the pains of “Overmuch Study”—hardly a topic that the pseudo-learned scholars he bemoans 

within the digression would be likely to find pertinent. The complaints Burton makes within this 

section about the way “true scholars” must serve their social betters seem to be upheld by the 

book‟s potential to be used as a kind of reference book. But in fact, the poor, learned scholar‟s 

displacement at the university by men seeking training for service to the crown is subverted by 

his claiming of a space in print to replace the position he has lost at the university.  

In the same way that the digression on the “Misery of Scholars” is concealed behind the 

false face of another section, Burton conceals himself behind an antic mask, a performance of 

scholarly melancholy which is signalled by his use of the pseudonym Democritus Junior. This 

performance gives him license to speak freely, and to make a vacillating but nonetheless 

overwhelming critique of scholars who seek court-employment rather than true learning, and of 

the court that employs them. If Burton really was, as he disingenuously emphasizes in the pages 
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of his book, isolated in his study, a scholar driven half-mad by the scholar‟s disease and set apart 

from the world in “Minerva‟s tower”, then his musings would be what he pretends they are: the 

disregarded outpourings of a distracted melancholic. But because his book was the first best-

seller for Oxford University Press, and because, despite his claims that he is sequestered, he 

wrote the book with the highly public purpose of “the commodity and common good that will 

come to all men by the knowledge of it,” his very complaints of relegation and displacement are 

written directly to a wide reading public (Preface 23). As some examples of contemporary 

readers‟ responses will show, the book‟s personalized, curative intent worked through the act of 

reading itself, not least because the kind of reading it promotes aims to connect communities and 

sub-communities of people in a kind of group interiority formed around their condition or 

situation. The dialectic between scholarly privacy and literary publicity which underpins 

Burton‟s exaggerated performance of melancholy reflects the complex relationship between 

privacy and publicity in the formation of an early modern literary public sphere.      

I.  “Both profit and ornament” 

For Burton, as a librarian, bibliophile and academic, the library was almost literally his 

life, at least in his own assessment.  In the engagingly motley index that follows The Anatomy of 

Melancholy, the entry he wrote for himself—“Burton, Robert”— instructs the reader that on this 

subject they may also see the entries for “Geniture” or “Libraries.” This index was added in the 

second edition of 1624, which shows signs of having absorbed the shock Burton received when 

the first edition did not garner the patronage which he indicates he had been led to hope for. 

Burton‟s own career, as a poor cleric whose life was defined by and limited to the university, 

resembled a medieval one—“such a one as lived private in the university.” But this clerical path, 

as we have seen, was followed in the midst of young noblemen and gentlemen attending the 
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university in preparation for careers in public service. The changes Oxford underwent before and 

during the Stuart reign were dramatically reflected by the astronomical growth of the university‟s 

libraries, especially the Bodleian, founded the year before James ascended to the throne in 1603.  

In his own words, Robert Burton was “brought up a Student in the most flourishing 

Colledge of Europe, Augustissimo collegio,” with libraries as good as “the renowned libraries of 

the Vatican” (Burton, Faulkner et al, eds. Preface 3 and Jackson, ed. Preface 17).
25

 He also 

became the librarian at Christ Church in 1626, calling himself “Keeper of our Colledge Library” 

(Preface 3). But it was the Bodleian he writes of most, as a witness to that library‟s foundation 

and dramatic growth from 1602 until his death. He explains that given the calibre of these library 

resources, he does not want to waste them “by living as a drone,” that category of student at the 

university which he contrasts with the category of “scholar” (Preface 17, O‟Connell 8). The 

Anatomy of Melancholy is a testimony to his use of Oxford‟s libraries, and any critical discussion 

of Burton‟s life and work must begin with the libraries that fostered both, just as Burton begins 

his book by acknowledging them. Despite his refusal to become a drone, he states that he did not 

apply himself to the pursuit of any one field of study, but instead became a generalist; this is an 

at-least-seemingly modest way of introducing his reader to the astonishing breadth of his 

reading:  

This roving humour (though not with like success) I have ever had, & like a ranging 

spaniel, that barks at every bird he sees, leaving his game, I have followed all….and may 

justly complain…that I have read many books, but to little purpose, for want of good 

                                                 
25

 I have consulted both the authoritative edition of The Anatomy of Melancholy edited by Faulkner, Kiessling, and 

Blair and the earlier edition edited by Holbrook Jackson; I refer to both editions in this chapter. While I refer to the 

introductory material and notes of the former edition, I have chosen to quote primarily from the latter because I have 

employed its parenthetical translations of Burton‟s Latin passages. Jackson also modernizes Burton‟s spelling.  
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method, I have confusedly tumbled over divers authors in our libraries, with small profit 

for want of art, order, memory, judgment. (Preface 18) 

These images of tumbling breadth demonstrate on one hand the book‟s expansive terrain, while 

on the other hand they also hint at the massive effort towards consolidation that the book 

represents: the summary of a lifetime of reading, and the assembly of 1250 authors in a single 

book. In this assembly, his book is like the library where he studied, with a difference; his textual 

library was meant not for a select community of scholars, but for a general audience of sufferers.  

As Burton writes in his introduction, “Democritus Junior to the Reader,” his main 

purpose in writing the book is what he calls “the commodity or common good that will arise to 

all men by the knowledge of it” (Preface 23). The book‟s famously conversational voice supports 

its consolatory aim; he stresses that one important cure for melancholy is conversation with 

friends, which he seems to try to fulfill by drawing himself and all his loved authors into a 

protective and intimate circle around the reader. Despite its erudition, the book‟s tone is not 

didactic, and the author aligns himself with the reader as a fellow-sufferer, writing to alleviate 

his own symptoms as much as the reader‟s. Perhaps in part due to this consolatory, 

conversational voice—and because the subject he chose was widely considered the period‟s most 

common affliction—The Anatomy of Melancholy became highly popular in its own time. Though 

its author never saw the patronage that would reflect the extent of his achievement in print, the 

book was one of the first bestsellers for Oxford University Press. While his publisher Henry 

Cripps “got an estate” by the book, patronage—the only kind of reward by which Burton stood 

to get an estate—more or less eluded him until the final decade of his life (Faulkner et al xl-xliii, 

Knight 51). Burton‟s lack is constructed within the pages of his book as a sequestration, but also 

one that allows him a kind of freedom from obligation, including the obligation to remain 
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uncritical of how other men around him did win advancement through their university 

experiences.   

Burton‟s seemingly self-deprecating claim that he has read and studied “with small 

profit” is one of many attempts he makes to dismiss the artfulness of his project or of his prose. 

But it also, importantly, should be read alongside his complaints about men at the university who 

he claims were only there seeking the “profits” afforded by an ornamental education when it was 

transported into the world outside the university.  As his was a life of the mind, the more 

important details of Burton‟s intellectual biography and his biography in general, are the facts 

that Burton spent his life in libraries, that one of these, the Bodleian, was quickly becoming one 

of the most richly-endowed and important in Europe, and that during Burton‟s lifetime, centuries 

of thought became available in a single place. But the new university character that allowed for 

the library‟s rapid expansion, also led to Burton‟s sense of being more or less stuck there—in his 

words, “left behind, as a Dolphin on shore, confined to my Colledge, as Diogenes to his tubbe” 

(Burton qtd. in Faulkner et al xiv).  The Bodleian expanded into the fine library it became by 

Bodley‟s artful construction of it as a noble institution which would attract noble benefactions. 

Similarly, in Burton‟s view, the university itself was increasingly overrun by students who were 

displacing poor scholars such as him from the livings that had sustained them since the 

university‟s foundation.  

As V.H.H. Green describes in her History of Oxford University, the medieval 

undergraduate lacked the learning aids enjoyed by his successors. The medieval libraries of 

Oxford were small collections referred to as “chained libraries”:  

What libraries there were, were mainly confined to colleges. Each book was secured by a 

staple to a chain, and the chain was attached to a cross bar which ran underneath the desk 
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or lectern which housed the books, some 30 at a maximum. Fellows usually possessed a 

key to the room, but they were not permitted to remove the books, mainly heavy folios in 

manuscript, from the library itself…. The student was unlikely to have possessed more 

than a small number of well-thumbed text-books. The current value of books is 

demonstrated by the extent to which they were used as guarantees or cautiones for loans 

from the university chest. (Green 13)  

The advent of print enabled the shift from the chained library to the modern one, but the 

university‟s ability to accumulate its wealth of printed books was largely due to the new channels 

being established between the university and noble or even royal benefactors. As the limited 

scope of these libraries suggests, the aim of the course in arts, and of university education in 

general, was to develop the students‟ skills in argumentation, reason and oral disputation, which 

emphasized the use of knowledge in debate, in locus at the university, as opposed to the 

accumulation of knowledge which could be used in careers outside of the university. While this 

knowledge did stretch outside the university to the pulpit or to other careers, in general men 

headed for secular careers of service to the crown were not a significant demographic group at 

the university until later.   

The first of the small “chained libraries” at Oxford was founded by Thomas Cobham, 

Bishop of Worcester, in the fourteenth century, and it was not updated until the following 

century saw the first wave of humanism sweep the university, challenging the scholastic 

curriculum. One of the major proponents of humanism, Duke Humphrey of Gloucester, was also 

a patron of the university, endowing it with books and money in the first half of the fifteenth 

century (Green 33). The Tudor court under Henry and then Edward helped groom the institution 

that would provide the nation with clergymen, but by the end of the sixteenth century the library 
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at Oxford had again fallen into ruin. It was onto this empty stage that the most important figure 

in the library‟s history stepped. Sir Thomas Bodley brought the institution thoroughly up to date, 

through his own bequests and by creating a vogue for donation to the library among nobles.  

Ian Philip shows that Bodley‟s plan for building the library‟s collection was based on a 

“store of honourable friends,” many of whom he had met while doing royal service in the 

Netherlands (9). Bodley‟s legacy in turn created its own subsidiary economy of tribute to 

Oxford‟s great patron. Burton himself contributed three poems to an Oxford volume 

commemorating Bodley‟s death in 1613. John Ayliffe, in The Antient and Present State of the 

University of Oxford of 1714, participates in this tradition of tribute, describing the nothingness 

from which Bodley conjured a library that would marry transcendent learning with the plenty 

and ornament befitting it: 

This was the State of Things when Sir Thomas Bodley Knt. Consider‟d the  

Damage which Learning had sustain‟d, and the great Use that a publick Library would be 

to the Students…. Sir Thomas had all the Qualities of a Mecenas, he was an excellent 

Scholar himself, a Lover of Learning in others, and the Proprietor of a very plentiful 

Estate. After a mature Deliberation, he desir‟d Leave of the University to furnish Duke 

Humphrey‟s Library once more, with Desks, Seats, and Books, at his own Costs and 

Charges; which being gain‟d, he acquitted himself beyond all Expectation. He procur‟d 

Benefactions from very many of the Nobility and Gentry both in Books and Money. (qtd. 

in Morris 67) 

In addition to replacing the necessary furniture of the library, and stocking it with books, Bodley 

also diagnosed the problem that had caused the demise of the old library, and hit upon a strategy 

that would allow the library to perpetuate itself, rather than repeatedly falling into disrepair. 
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Bodley‟s correspondence with the library‟s first librarian is chiefly concerned with the 

encouragement of benefactions. As Bodley wrote in a letter to Oxford‟s vice-chancellor in 1597, 

he intended to “stirre up other mens benevolence to help to furnish it with bookes,” to make the 

library “a notable Treasure for the multitude of volumes, an excellent benefit for the use and ease 

of Students, and a singular ornament to the University” (Morris 62-63). Bodley‟s efforts to make 

donating books to the library a vogue were so successful that its collection grew from two 

thousand volumes in 1602 to six thousand volumes in 1605. As Michael O‟Connell puts it, “the 

library‟s fame was such that nobles, churchmen, lawyers, and merchants vied to enrich it” (14). 

That this dramatic expansion occurred during the first years of James‟s reign is no coincidence, 

as the example of the self-styled philosopher king and Oxford patron surely must have spurred 

the increase in benefactions. In 1620, the year before Burton put out the first edition of his book, 

King James presented a new edition of his own works to the university, which was received in an 

elaborate ceremony. Patrick Young, an observer, describes the university‟s reception of the 

king‟s works in a letter:  

The King‟s Booke was received with a great deal of solemnitie, and in a solemne 

procession was carried from St. Marie‟s…by the Vice-Chancellor, accompanied by some 

24 Doctirs in scarlett, and the rest of the bodie of the Universitie, unto the Publicke 

Library where the Keeper, one Mr. Rowes, made a verie prettie Speech, and placed it in 

archivis…with a great deale of respect.” (Young qtd. in Morris 69) 

That same year, the library printed its catalogue for the second time, showing that it now 

possessed over sixteen thousand volumes (O‟Connell 14). Although technically a “publick 

library,” non-members of the university were usually only admitted if they were “likely to be 

men of influence or benefactors” (Philip and Morgan 669).  
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This ennobling of the university through ornamentation, which worked by attracting 

future benefactors like bees to a flower, created a kind of self-perpetuating material future for the 

library. This strategy applied to attracting students as well as books. The presence of well-born 

men seems to have been recognized as a kind of living advertisement that would enhance the 

noble cachet of the universities and attract still more noblemen‟s sons to it.  As I have noted in 

my introduction, in 1613 when Robert Fowbery sought the assistance of the master of St. John‟s 

College, Cambridge, in pursuing a position as headmaster of Pocklington School, he promised 

that in return for this help, his name would “presentlie draw the best men‟s sons to that place, 

which is usually both profit and ornament,” and that he would send these boys on to Cambridge 

(67-68).  Rosemary O‟Day writes that “well-born undergraduates were much sought after by the 

colleges. By this time college teachers or dons depended for their livelihood upon the presence of 

large numbers of commoners in the college” (33). Lawrence Stone shows that fees were paid on 

a sliding scale, with well born boys paying more than poor men‟s sons; he also shows that 

parents interested in bolstering the disciplinary and educational resources for their sons became 

patrons of the university (67). Indeed, part of the difficulty in getting an accurate sense of the 

social background of university men during the period is due to the relationship between fees and 

status. Stone shows that one obstacle to deciphering the demographic make-up of the universities 

from admission registers is that boys may have been tempted to downgrade their status upon 

admission in order to decrease their fees (60). But he also speculates that they may have been 

encouraged not to do this because to do so would mean forfeiting the privilege available to the 

well born to finish their degrees in three rather than four years (60).  

A benefit like the shorter time required to take a degree offered to the well born reflects 

not only the university‟s interest in attracting such students, but also the fact that the well born 
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sought university education for different reasons than did the poor men‟s sons for whom the 

university had been founded.  Stone shows that gentle and noble born men matriculated much 

less frequently than others. Steven Porter reiterates Stone‟s claim that the well born went to 

university to be “fitted for local or central office” and to learn to “hold their own with virtuosi 

around the dinner table” (Stone 41). Porter writes that, “those who were well born were sent to 

the university with the intention that they should acquire sufficient knowledge to allow them to 

play their expected roles in national and local affairs and be able to converse in a learned and 

informed manner” (25). Porter gives examples from contemporary commentary attesting to the 

comparative flimsiness of such educations. The brother-in-law of the gentleman William Powell 

found Powell to be “short even of that mediocrity which is tolerable in a graduate in the arts” 

(qtd. in Porter 26). He also cites a refusal written by a Thomas Hood in response to a request to 

bestow money toward the building of a new chapel at Trinity College: “thither I came illiterate 

and so departed, I neither studied nor learnt anything” (qtd. in Porter 26). Porter notes that the 

gentlemen-commoners at Christ Church in the 1630s rarely went to the disputations, though at 

University College the upper commoners were forced to as a matter of discipline, being “fined if 

they did not do the same exercises as the poor scholars” (68).   

The guide to university study published by the Cambridge tutor, and later master of 

Emmanuel College, Richard Holdsworth, also demonstrates that some gentlemen and noblemen 

attended university for different purposes than poor scholars. In his “Directions for a Student in 

the University,” Holdsworth provides condensed lists of readings for various types of students. 

He includes one for young gentlemen uninterested in broad or extensive reading, but instead in 

the kind of ornamental education that Stone describes. Holdsworth names this reading program 

“Studia Levoria,” and it is intended to assist:  
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such as come to the university not with the intention to make Scholarship their 

profession, but only to get such learning as may serve for delight and ornament and such 

as the want wherof would speake a defect in breeding rather than Scholarship. (Fletcher 

647)   

Holdsworth‟s list of books for such scholars seeking education for ornamental rather than 

scholarly purposes recommends books that are either comprehensive, fundamental, or current, 

including “Brierwood‟s Enquiries,” “Blount‟s Travails, and “Herbert‟s Temple.” It is ironic that 

Holdsworth‟s “Studia Levoria” gives as its third recommended text “Burton‟s Melancholie.” 

Burton‟s  personal melancholy may have been worsened if he had lived to see his book  

employed so commonly by those students he complains of in its pages, who rejected arts such as 

“History, Philosophy, [and] Philology,” or who “lightly [passed] them over as pleasant toyes, 

fitting only table talke, and to furnish them with discourse” (1: 309). As I will discuss, however, 

the book‟s potential and actual use as a kind of learned reference book is an irony not entirely 

coincidental; instead, this function for the book is deliberately cultivated, through the author‟s 

subtle creation of a text so large and expansive that it is almost necessarily not read from cover to 

cover, but instead selected from on the basis of the reader‟s own experiences and needs.   

Despite the unwieldiness of its thousand-plus pages of prose—prose which is often 

unbroken on the page by paragraphs, propelled by long lists of pleonasms—The Anatomy of 

Melancholy is governed by a methodical structuring logic that helps the reader to navigate its 

breadth. Divided into three main partitions, the first part enumerates the causes, symptoms and 

prognostics of melancholy, the second part enumerates the ailment‟s cures, and the final partition 

treats the special topics of love melancholy and religious melancholy, along with all their causes 

and cures. These three partitions are subdivided further, in keeping with the anatomist‟s art, into 
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sections, members and subsections. Each partition is prefaced with a thorough and graphically 

laid out synopsis that serves a double function of laying out melancholy and all its causes, 

prognostics and cures in abbreviated detail, and at the same time providing a kind of table of 

contents or key to the larger work. The aids of the elaborate synopses, along with the index 

which Burton added in the second edition, allow each reader to assemble his or her own 

experience of the book based on his or her particular type of melancholy or interest in the 

subject. One thinks of Burton‟s comment in his satirical preface about scholars who “rush into all 

learning...rake over all Indexes and Pamphlets for notes, as our Merchants doe strange Havens 

for traffique” (9). In contrast to his own book‟s stated curative intent—he claims its purpose is 

“the commodity or common good that will arise to all men by the knowledge” of its treatment of 

melancholy—he writes that such index-raking scholars “commonly pretend publicke good, 

but...‟tis pride and vanity that egges them on” (Preface 23, 9). Burton seems to imply that one 

consequence which such hasty scholars reap in their vain pursuit of quick information is losing 

the point of reading or scholarship when they sacrifice care for the well-being of the audience for 

their work.  

Burton spent the better part of his life revising his book after its first publication, putting 

out new editions until his death. The first complete version of the book was put out in 1621 and 

was 353, 369 words long. Burton did not add new material in the form of entirely new volumes, 

but instead painted into the canvas of words he already had, adding new details and layers, and 

most of all expanding already existent sections. Through revisions that consisted mostly of 

additions, the book grew bit by bit, reaching a final tally of 516, 384 words by the time of its last, 

posthumously published edition in 1651, eleven years after his death. This last edition was 

augmented by Burton‟s publisher, Henry Cripps, with the aid of notes Burton left him. Cripps 
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added a note prefacing this edition reassuring the reader that all additions had been the author‟s 

own, as though Burton was making notes for revisions even on his deathbed, and that Burton had 

left them “for the Public Good:”  

Be pleased to know (Courteous Reader) that since the last Impression of this Book, the 

ingenious Author of it is deceased, leaving a copy of it exactly corrected, with several 

considerable Additions by his own hand; this Copy he committed to my care and custody, 

with directions to have those Additions inserted in the next Edition; which, in order to his 

command, and the Publicke Goode, is faithfully performed in this last Edition. (qtd. in 

Bamborough xilll) 

Cripps‟s note advertises the book by suggesting that the book‟s perpetual growth and 

augmentation is merely a function of its care for the good of its readership, with the implication 

that this “Publicke” readership is sufficiently large and diverse to warrant or even require the 

constant efforts of the author to keep up with his unwieldy readership of sufferers, a project so 

important that only death could stop it. The care and custody for his book which Cripps claims 

Burton entrusted to him is mirrored by Burton‟s own care and custody of his readers‟ well-being. 

The additions are constructed as a necessary, even urgent matter, which Cripps presents himself 

as involved in out of the double obligation to both the deceased author‟s death-bed wish, and to 

the reader whose own health relies on the prompt receipt of Burton‟s final updates on the matter 

of melancholy.  The nature of the additions and augmentations tell us much about Burton‟s 

evolving vision for his book, and the intended and actual ways it was read in its own time. 

Cripps‟s echoing of Burton‟s own claim that the book‟s purpose is for the public good 

emphasizes the book‟s curative function, using the book‟s public function to emphasize its 

apolitical, private treatment of individual ailments—like melancholy, the near-universal disease 
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which comes in an infinitude of different permutations, the book is at once both a public 

phenomenon and a private, individual experience.   

The addition of the index to the book in the second edition emphasizes to the reader that 

he or she may approach it selectively. Along with the synopses, the index helps the reader 

construct his own reading program from the large library of a book. However, in contrast with a 

reading guide like Holdsworth‟s, Burton‟s guidance is not overtly prescriptive, instead allowing 

the reader to choose his own path, and he avoids giving the impression that he deliberately 

intends different parts of the book to be read by different readers. This encouragement of 

personalized, guided reading has a double function. On one hand, it helpfully allows the serious 

reader to discover the information and sections most applicable to and curative of his or her own 

melancholy, or of particular interest to him. But on the other hand, it also encourages those 

readers who approach the book lightly, wishing only to skim off a surface of erudition, to read all 

the more selectively and lightly, side-stepping the author‟s more in-depth treatments. Some of 

these sections, notably the “Misery of Scholars” digression, are carefully ear-marked as 

subordinate to the main text, of interest only to the most serious scholar.  

The tension at the university between truly learned scholars and those seeking the gilded 

finish of learning which would aid careers outside of scholarship can be seen as a central tension 

of Burton‟s entire literary oeuvre. Burton‟s body of work consisted almost entirely of his huge 

book, but also including a number of Latin poems, and the early Latin play entitled 

Philosophaster, which I have discussed briefly in my introduction. Even in this early play, which 

Burton wrote in 1606, the year following James‟s visit, we may see nascent versions of the 

concerns that would later define both The Anatomy of Melancholy and Burton‟s life. That both 

this early play and the book which he worked on until his death are so steadily focused on the 
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university as setting or subject suggests the extent to which Burton‟s life was defined by that 

institution; the continued, frustrated focus on competition between the learned and the pseudo-

learned also shows the lack of professional or emotional progress Burton was able to discover 

during his career at Oxford. Despite its relatively playful tone, one butt of Philosophaster‟s satire 

is the pseudo-learned members of the fictional university in Spain where it is set, who are able to 

get a hold of benefices and livings while the two “true scholars” of the play are left to “pale from 

much study” (5). As I have mentioned, one of these two true scholars, Polumathes, reports that 

he has visited Oxford, where he was disturbed to find the only truly learned men dead and 

chained to their desks in the university‟s magnificent library. Polumathes reports that beyond the 

library walls at Oxford, the arts and philosophy are also dead, and only the study of law retains 

any currency (45).  

One wonders whether Burton compared this image in his mind to the theatrical speech 

King James‟s made during his visit to the Bodleian library, which was one of the most important 

appearances of the 1605 royal visit. For Burton, this visit was notable enough to warrant a 

description of it in the pages of his book, and he quotes the speech James made at the Bodleian: 

“If I were not a king, I would be a university man, and if it were so that I must be a prisoner, I 

would wish to have no other prison but this library” (2: 91). James‟s rhetorically-conjured 

alternate self is one instance of how he justified his rule through the representation of his love of 

learning. Burton too adopts a kind of surrogate self in the writing of his book—the philosopher 

chained in the library, who is constrained, but also enjoys the limitless freedom afforded by a life 

in books. This persona, as I will discuss, in its performative quality, also afforded the author the 

freedom to make claims under the protective guise of an alter ego. His vacillation between 

revelation and concealment in the book creates a text that means different things to different 
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readers. The same book that could be used as a kind of learned reference book by gentlemen, 

could also be read by scholars displaced by such gentleman at the university as a cure for the 

melancholy caused by this displacement, subtly connecting them and reconsolidating them by 

expressing their shared experience in print.  

II. “Poverty is the Muses‟ Patrimony” 

The competition bred by a surplus of scholars more than any other factor materially and 

emotionally shaped Burton‟s life. But Burton‟s conception of himself as “poor” must be 

approached carefully, and qualified as a particular and historically specific type of lack. In 

addition to being a scholar disappointed in patronage, Burton was also born a younger son in his 

family, and the laws of primogeniture meant that he would not receive an inheritance from his 

father, but instead had to make his own way in the world. Burton‟s sense of disconnection from 

his paternal line seems to overlap with his perception of his own displacement at the university in 

the pages of The Anatomy. As references accrue to sons cut off from fathers by orphaning, 

illegitimacy, or primogeniture, alongside recurrent mentions of the scholar‟s displacement and 

relegation, Burton‟s various disappointments dovetail throughout the book into an amorphous 

sense of loss. This loss is reflected by the book‟s compulsive growth which appears to come 

unmoored from any finite end. To the contemporary mind, this profound sense of loss and 

impoverishment is difficult to square with the fact that Burton was himself gentle-born; but his 

book makes clear that his strongest identification was not with the gentry, but that instead, as a 

poor clerical scholar who lived what he calls a “monastic” life, he identified most strongly with 

the university‟s lost clerical past.  

Burton‟s carefully-kept astrology books record his own nativity as February 8
th

, 1577. He 

was born under the sign of Saturn, the dark and melancholy planet, and under the auxiliary 
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influence of Mars, which seems to have done little to temper his Saturnine tendency toward “the 

scholar‟s disease.”
26

 Burton was born the fourth child and second son of his parents Dorothy and 

Ralph in Leicestershire, where his father was a squire.
27

 His older brother William later became a 

topographer of the area, and William Burton‟s Description of Leicestershire includes an 

engraving of Lindley Hall, the Burton family manor. O‟Connell describes a medieval building 

with a moat, footbridge and buildings protecting the bridge from access, a holdover from the 

days past when gentry and aristocrats needed to defend their manors. Burton writes in The 

Anatomy of Melancholy that he “was born of worshipful parents...in an ancient family...but I am 

a younger brother” (2: 142). He is consistently careful to assert that despite his gentle birth, his 

position within his family‟s birth order left him to seek his way in the world rather than 

expecting to live by inheritance. He seems anxious to remind the reader that despite his 

complaints of poverty and his profession as a cleric, he is a gentleman; but he likewise will not 

let the reader—or any potential patron—forget that his position as a younger son means he is 

dependent upon what livings are bestowed upon him.  

Burton attended grammar school at both Nuneaton in Leicestershire, and at Sutton 

Coldfield in Warwickshire. His stringent grammar school training seems to have been one early 

cause of Burton‟s melancholy, as he writes of children enduring “too much severity and ill-

usage...so that they are...weary of their own lives” (1: 333). Burton was finally freed from this 

                                                 
26

 The biographical information in this section is derived from pages 2-11 of Michael O‟Connell‟s 1986 book 

Robert Burton.  
27

 O‟Connell notes that Burton speaks fondly of his mother Dorothy, and seems to have derived some of his 

own interest in curing people from her. He writes that she was famous as a practitioner of medicine, imparting “good 

cures upon divers poor folks, that were otherwise destitute of help.” At one point he describes a visit he made to his 

parents at Lindley Hall from Oxford, during which he found himself educated enough in medicine to scoff at his 

mother‟s treatment of a fever with an amulet of a spider in a nutshell, asking himself, “what has a spider to do with a 

fever?” It was only later, he writes, when “rambling amongst authors,” he came across the same remedy, approved 

by three learned medical authorities (O‟Connell 5, Burton 2: 250).  
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grammar school “martyrdom” when he followed his brother William to Brasenose College, 

Oxford in 1593. Brasenose had always been conservatively oriented in comparison to some of 

the other colleges at Oxford, and it was still intended to train men to become clergy, though this 

was beginning to change. While he does not describe his experience at Brasenose, it is clear from 

his account in The Anatomy that Burton was proud of being named a fellow of Christ Church 

while he was still an undergraduate in 1599. Burton took longer to complete his education than 

most students, and there appear to be gaps when he was away from his studies. O‟Connell 

speculates that this may have been due to his melancholy. Burton was awarded his Bachelor of 

Arts in 1602 and his Master of Arts in 1605.  

Once he had attained his final rank of philosophus primi vicenarii in 1607, Burton would 

have become a tutor. The tutor was a central role at the seventeenth-century university, both in 

terms of the moral and intellectual supervision it provided to undergraduates, and the potential 

rewards and possible future patronage that the tutor stood to gain from the relationship. In 

Burton‟s capacity as tutor, his primary responsibility would have been helping scholars through 

their readings in both Latin and the vernacular. But he would also have advised on what to study, 

how to study, and what to read, and would also have provided moral and social guidance 

(O‟Connell 10, Curtis 79-81, 107-114). The tutor‟s role was understood as a kind of parental 

surrogate in locus at the university: Mark Curtis cites the statutes that Edward VI‟s 

commissioners gave to Clare College, Cambridge, in 1549, stating that “scholars should obey 

their tutors as they would their parents” (78).  

The tutor of the gentle- or noble-born student also realized that his responsibility was to 

form not a just a scholar, but a gentleman: in the 1620s, one tutor at St. John‟s College wrote to 

the father of his gentle-born charge, that “I know it is not your intent to have him earn his bread 
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by his books. When you left him here I tooke upon mee the charge of a gentleman, I shall blush 

to returne him to you a mere scholar” (qtd. in Porter 26). Rosemary O‟Day notes that it was the 

protective strategy of some parents to have their gentle-born sons tutored by other gentlemen, or 

even by—and among—kin (33). However, statistical probability and the availability of 

contemporary examples suggest that tutors were also often lower-born than those they tutored, 

But these tutors would still nonetheless have been responsible for the formation of gentlemen, 

rather than “mere scholars.” In the tutor‟s shaping, formative capacity he resembled a kind of 

learned father figure, chosen for the training that left him ironically better equipped to form the 

qualities of a gentleman than the natural father could, because of the tutor‟s connection with the 

university. But, also ironically, what the tutor sought in return for his tutelage was not only 

payment for his service. It was also the possibility that the tutee might later become his patron, a 

relationship itself modelled on a paternal one; Linda Levy Peck explains that the word “patron” 

itself grew out of the word for father, and originally meant “one who stood in relation to another 

as a father” (Levy Peck 16). Thus, though the tutee could come to be regarded as a father-like 

patron by the tutor, this relationship only came to be because of the tutor‟s own fatherly 

relationship to the tutee. Some historical accounts of relations between well born men and lower 

born men at the university tend to gloss over the fact that the learning possessed by lower status 

scholars like Burton inspired admiration and imitation among those superior in social status but 

inferior in terms of training.   

One example of this lopsided image of relations between boys from different social 

backgrounds at the university is the dynamic which Rosemary O‟Day posits existed between 

well-born and lower-born men; for her, this relationship is defined by admiration and emulation 

on the part of the latter for the former. She describes clergymen at the university as eager to 
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imitate their social betters, and tutors who were driven to wage insidious slander campaigns 

against one another over desirable positions tutoring young noblemen. She notes that “Edward 

Gellybrand of Magdalen College, Oxford, was even prepared to go to law in 1576 to hang on to 

his position as tutor of the martyrologist John Foxe‟s son Samuel, who he disliked and found 

intellectually unsatisfactory” (34-35). O‟Day mentions Samuel Foxe‟s unsatisfactory intellectual 

ability only to emphasize how much Gellybrand must have wished to hold on to his charge, if he 

was willing to overlook this shortcoming. But gentle and noble families also desired something 

for their sons that could only be discovered at the university. Stephen Porter gives an example of 

the gentlewoman Katherine Percival‟s wish that her untrained son would learn to imitate those he 

would meet at the university, and that he would be “bound in honoure to imitate some of them, 

[and that they would] make him ashamed of his sloth and ignorance” (qtd. in Porter 26). 

Percival‟s naming of sloth and ignorance as the qualities needing correction suggest that it was 

learning and discipline she hoped he would be exposed to, rather than the company of others like 

himself. 

O‟Day generally tends to underemphasize what university scholars had to offer well-born 

young men in return for what those young men offered them. Her account of Daniel Featley‟s 

tutelage of Sir Walter Raleigh‟s son at Oxford is a case in point. Featley, who was later famous 

as a controversialist, was the younger son of a servant at Magdalen College, and was himself 

admitted as a chorister there, after which, no doubt because of his academic excellence, he 

secured the coveted position of tutor to the young Raleigh. O‟Day emphasizes the difficulty with 

which Featley guarded this prized position against his envious rivals, in order to stress the 

admiration and envy with which tutors viewed such young nobles. But the letter which she 

quotes from, written by Featley to the elder Raleigh concerning his son‟s tutelage, implies not 
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just that the Raleighs had something that Featley wanted, but that they needed something which 

could only be gained from a learned tutor such as Featley, beyond the basic instructional duties 

of a tutor.  Though there can certainly be no doubt about the elder Raleigh‟s learning, he himself 

had been only nominally registered at the university, and left it at seventeen without taking a 

degree (Marshall 10).  

In his letter to Sir Walter, Featley shows a diplomatic sensitivity concerning his own role 

in shaping young Raleigh in the famous father‟s mould, when he promises to “keep safe this 

treasure” and “also by [his] best endeavors to brighten it by art and make the image and shapes 

of your virtues more clearly to appear in it” (qtd. in O‟Day 34). Featley pays homage to 

Raleigh‟s own nobility and learning, by flatteringly pointing out that it is the father‟s character—

“your virtues”—that he will draw forth from the son. But it is Featley who is the imagined agent 

that will bring forth those qualities, and he that ironically becomes the generator of the young 

Raleigh‟s future resemblance to his father. Walter the son will become as nobly learned as his 

own father through university tutelage, in this case performed by a man of much lower birth than 

himself, and one who, in contrast with Raleigh, derives his identity from the university. That this 

process of brightening is done “by art” reveals that Featley‟s own skills are essential in this 

process of polishing and shaping, in addition to those of Raleigh and his son. What will be 

produced are perhaps Raleigh‟s qualities in essence, but, in case such a natural resemblance 

should come slowly or inadequately, an image of these qualities will also be brought into view 

by the polishing of a learned surrogate. When O‟Day emphasizes that it was Featley who stood 

“to lose both a notable student and a reputation,” she ignores that what the Raleighs stood to gain 

from the relationship, at least in Featley‟s metaphor, was the fruitful continuation of the noble 

father‟s character in the son. In exchange for contributing to the formation of “the image and 
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shapes” of nobility, men such as Featley gained the chance to be rewarded for these efforts. But 

Burton knew only too well that such rewards from noblemen were more hypothetical and 

potential than guaranteed.    

It is certain that Burton acted as a tutor while a fellow at Christ Church, and a number of 

young noblemen have been suggested as his possible charges, based on their later patronage of 

him and their position as his slightly younger contemporaries at his college. It is thought 

probable that he tutored Robert Smith, son of the countess of Exeter, from whom he received the 

small living of Walesby in 1624 (O‟Connell 10, Bamborough xv).  Michael O‟Connell and J.B. 

Bamborough also both hypothesize that Burton may have tutored the nobleman George Harding, 

the Eighth Baron Berkeley, to whom Burton dedicated The Anatomy, and who later gave him the 

main living of his life. In contrast with Burton‟s clerical path at Brasenose and Christ Church, 

George Berkeley‟s own training was typical of a young nobleman, including the Grand Tour on 

the continent. He went on to become an MP (Warmington). He is now remembered primarily for 

his patronage of literature, though his name‟s presence on the dedication pages of numerous 

books from the period does not necessarily mean that his supplicants received the patronage they 

sought from him.   

Burton dedicated The Anatomy of Melancholy to Berkeley from its first edition in 1621, 

but received no reward for it at all following its first appearance in print. As I will discuss below, 

even when that reward finally came after the second edition was published, it came only in the 

form of a promise of a living. Burton‟s comments added in the second edition about “liberal 

promises” and having been “fed by false hopes” suggest that Berkeley may have led him to 

expect patronage when the first edition appeared in print, but did not deliver on that promise. In 

any case, Burton‟s expression of disappointment in not being preferred for his enormous literary 
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effort is resounding—and not unwarranted. Burton‟s profuse complaints certainly enter the realm 

of self-pity, but it really was very strange that he received nothing for the arduous work 

demonstrated by his book or by his success as a scholar. Burton was forty-four by the time his 

book was printed for the first time, and to this point the only living he had ever received was the 

very modest vicarage of St. Thomas. As O‟Connell notes, after Burton‟s twenty-seven years at 

the university, “clearly the vicarage of St. Thomas was insufficient to compensate for his merit 

and toil” (26). Burton‟s experience at the university was overwhelmingly defined by what must 

have seemed an almost absurdly endless deferment, a perpetual state of waiting like something 

experienced by characters in Beckett‟s plays. This deferment is reflected almost comically by 

Burton‟s compulsive inability to come to the end of his book, and by a philosophical 

indeterminacy bred by endless accretion, but it was also rooted in an entirely real problem of 

employment.  

As I have mentioned, Berkeley did bestow preferment on Burton in a sense after the 

second edition of the book came out, but the living which he gave him was not vacant at the time 

that Berkeley bestowed it. Burton thus spent his whole life waiting for the current occupant of 

the living of Seagrave to die, and did not actually take up the living until he was fifty-five, less 

than eight years before he died himself. The fact that he never removed complaints from his 

book about having been abandoned by patrons even after Berkeley made this promise indicates 

Burton‟s understandable disappointment with this virtual rather than actual living. And 

O‟Connell shows that he also took legal precautions to guard against the possibility of the 

promise itself being more virtual than real. Once Berkeley promised him the living, Burton had 

the legal right to assign someone other than himself to it; he thus assigned it to two of his 

brothers and a cousin, who he could depend on to make him the rector when the living finally 
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became vacant: in this way, O‟Connell observes, Burton avoided having to “depend on anything 

so fragile as a lord‟s promise of preferment” (22).  

I have suggested that the hypothetical rather than real living Berkeley gave Burton had 

existential as well as material effects on Burton. As he waited for a living that never seemed to 

come he replaced that deferred living with the imaginative and literary life and calling of his 

book. His repeated comments about his displacement to the mental world of “Minerva‟s tower” 

by a lack of preferment show how his professional disappointment exempted him not only from 

the benefits that came with a church living, but also from the obligations that would have been 

attached to it: “All my treasure is in Minerva‟s Tower. Greater preferment as I could never get, 

so I am never in debt for it” (Preface 4). When he writes, “I am not poor, I am not rich, nihil est, 

nihil deest, I have little, I want nothing” the Latin adage that lack makes loss impossible, by 

leaving nothing left to lose, is the negative center of a chiastic sentence which uses its own 

symmetry to equate lack with freedom. The Latin tag‟s juxtaposition of the terms “nihil est” and 

“nihil deest,” in which the word meaning “is not” (“deest”) is the linguistic opposite of the word 

“is” (est), visually negates existence or being itself with the subtractive prefix “de-”. To be 

neither poor nor rich in this statement is not to fall somewhere in between the two, but is instead 

not “to be” at all, effectively to be displaced from an actual “life” or “living” and buried in a 

virtual, literary one. This displacement nonetheless comes with the freedom of being sequestered 

“from the tumults and troubles of the world...in some high place above you all,” “a mere 

spectator of other men‟s fortunes and adventures, and how they act their parts” (4). While in 

Burton‟s own time the fortunes and adventures of a man like Berkeley, with his influence, noble 

name, and political life, may have seemed more successful than that of the melancholy scholar, 

Berkeley‟s name lived on past his death almost entirely because of his patronage of literature. 
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And his reputation as a patron survives primarily because he was the dedicatee of Burton‟s 

famous book.  

To this irony—that Burton‟s book gave posthumous life to the name of the man who kept 

Burton waiting for his living all his life—should be added the irony that Berkeley‟s failure to 

produce a tenable living for Burton until too late may have also significantly contributed to the 

life of Burton‟s book. In spite of the degree of immortality ensured by the mere mention of his 

name as a patron on the cover page of Burton‟s best-selling tome, it remains unclear whether 

George Berkeley‟s patronage was bestowed anywhere near as frequently as it was sought; the 

wording of Webster‟s dedication to Berkeley in the Duchess of Malfi shows that his was a 

position of supplication rather than thanks. It is difficult to trust the comments of early modern 

authors themselves on the subject of patronage, because complaints about patrons‟ stinginess are 

as common in early modern literature as dedications themselves; but in Burton‟s case, this 

resentment is carried to unusual formal and thematic lengths, due to the extent to which he was 

isolated and disenfranchised by his lack of preferment. It may actually have been Berkeley‟s 

failure to bestow adequate patronage upon Burton which ensured the book‟s endless growth, 

since disappointment, solitude and melancholy comprised the affective engine which drove the 

book through its perpetual evolutions during the author‟s life, and its life in print during and after 

Burton died. Berkeley‟s name lives on in the book‟s title page because Burton‟s lack of any 

substantial ecclesiastical living meant that the author would continuously turn to print as his 

primary calling. 

III. “Noble friends‟ acquaintance” 

Much of the sense of frustrated progress that permeates The Anatomy‟s very structure 

seems to derive from Burton‟s growing feeling that he would never be preferred for his work. 
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The second edition of the book bore the most substantial augmentations and additions Burton 

ever made to any edition, and many aspects of these additions and changes reflect his evolving 

sense of the book‟s manifold purpose and structure. It is in this edition more than any other that 

Burton stages an exaggerated authorial performance, playing with what the reader knows or does 

not know about the half-concealed identity of the author. This equivocation about authorial 

identity contributes to a sense that the book itself is a performance of half-mad scholarly 

melancholy. The text of the second edition is marked by small- and large-scale acts of 

equivocation that yield pockets of striking freedom to say what he likes, because any one 

statement‟s life seems contingent and temporary, waiting for reappraisal, correction, or 

contradiction.  

Along with the second edition‟s resounding sense of disappointment and anger comes a 

more complex formal effort to conceal these feelings. By seeming to display in an exaggerated 

and antic form the same scholarly melancholy he describes, Burton cultivates an authorial cloak 

around himself which protects him from censure. The most substantial and important change to 

the second edition was the expansion and reworking of the book‟s “satirical preface,” expanding 

it to eighty pages, an addition which significantly reframes the book‟s tone and complicates the 

first edition‟s more straightforward generic identification with medical treatises on melancholy. 

It is in this preface that Burton elaborates the persona behind which he hides his identity—

Democritus Junior, a fictional heir to the historical Greek philosopher Democritus, the “laughing 

philosopher” of Abdera. Burton paints a fanciful portrait of his ancient namesake as confined to 

his garden, cutting up animals in search of the cause of melancholy, with a book on his knee. 

What Democritus Junior inherits from this Greek namesake, in addition to a penchant for 

anatomy and books, is his slightly maddened view of humankind as universally mad. With this 
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mad persona comes the protection afforded not only by the penname but also by the antic 

disposition that attends it. Much of the book‟s front matter, including emblematic drawings and 

poems, plays on the reader‟s curiosity to know the true identity of the book‟s author. The preface 

opens dramatically with this theme:  

Gentle Reader, I presume thou wilt be very inquisitive to know what antic or personate 

actor this is, that so insolently intrudes upon this common theater to the world‟s view, 

arrogating another man‟s name; whence he is, why he doth it, and what he hath to say. 

Although, as he said, Primum si noluero, non respondebo, quis coacterus est? I am a free 

man born, and may choose whether I will tell; who can compel me? If I be urged, I will 

as readily reply as that Egyptian in Plutarch, when a curious fellow would needs know 

what he had in his basket, Quem vides velatum, quid inquiris in rem absconditam? It was 

therefore covered, because he should not know what was in it. (Preface 15) 

Just as Hamlet throws Polonius off with his antic distraction by “words, words, words,” so does 

the profusion of words and the variety of contradictory claims in Burton frustrate the attempt to 

isolate any one clear cause of his malady. Brigit Gellert Lyons has noted that Burton‟s protest 

that his satire is general rather than aimed at any particular person uses the same proverbial tag in 

a similar context as Hamlet‟s ironic statement about Claudius‟s viewing of the Mousetrap: “let 

the galled jade wince, our withers are unwrung.” Burton quotes the tag more faithfully to the 

original: “Prov. Xii. 1. If he be not guilty, it concerns him not; it is not my freeness of speech, 

but a guilty conscience, a galled back of his own that makes him winch” (Gellert Lyons 115, 

Burton Preface 121). But as with Hamlet‟s caveat, Burton‟s claim that he has no particular guilty 

party in mind as the cause of his own or his society‟s melancholy is unreliable. Particularly in the 

famous digression “The Misery of Scholars,” corners of Burton‟s antic palimpsest are folded 
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back to reveal anger at specific, contemporary ills underneath the surface impression of a 

distracted scholar dismayed at anything and everything.  

Significantly, as J.B. Bamborough has noted, the second edition is also the only one that 

is entirely anonymous. While Burton included his name and college at the end of the first edition, 

he left these details out of the second. Though it is clear that Burton could not have hoped that 

anyone would have any serious doubts about who wrote the popular tome, he may have wished 

to emphasize his satirical persona rather than himself as author “because it afforded him some 

protection; if he gave offense, he could always claim that he was not speaking as himself, but as 

„Democritus Junior‟” (xxxi). In Democritus Junior Burton cultivates a persona that shifts 

between self-concealment and self-revelation, and this persona extended into Burton‟s life 

outside his book, at least after his death. Because of the extent to which for Burton life was his 

book, it was his penname rather than his real name that was inscribed on Burton‟s tomb at Christ 

Church under a bust of the scholar. This monument, erected by Burton‟s brother William, bears a 

Latin inscription that Burton himself had written before he died: “Known to few, unknown to 

fewer,/ here lies/ Democritus Junior,/ to whom Melancholy gave life and death.”  To a modern 

beholder of the monument, the juxtaposition of the sober bust and the playful inscription seems 

to tease the viewer with the continued less-than-mysterious mystery of the author‟s identity. The 

author was “known to few” as the solitary scholar Robert Burton, but “unknown to fewer” as 

Democritus Junior, the generating persona behind the widely selling book. Nicholas Dewey has 

persuasively argued that the life- and death-giving “Melancholy” of the inscription refers not to 

the ailment of melancholy, but to the book—“Burton‟s Melancholy,” which is how the book‟s 

title was shortened in the seventeenth century (293). Dewey emphasizes how the inscription 

equivocates with the viewer, giving and withholding information at the same time, appealing to 
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those viewers who are “in the know” and leaving out those who are not (293). It is this equivocal 

quality which Burton employs in his book to be both “known” and “unknown” at once, to 

communicate certain things to certain readers that will be skimmed over or not understood by 

others. One important example of this equivocation is his recurring mention of abandonment by 

“noble friends” who promised patronage but failed to deliver it, which is partially concealed 

from view by potential patrons, either in Latin or within sections less likely to be read except by 

scholars like him.  

Burton seems to conceal some of his more critical positions on persons or things close to 

him because he continued to hope for preferment despite the grave disappointment that had 

followed the publication of the book‟s first edition. In the second edition, Burton made 

adjustments to his dedication page to Berkeley, adding Berkeley‟s knighthood, which he had 

forgotten in the first edition‟s dedication (Faulkner et al xxxvii). But even as he makes this 

further obsequious nod to Berkeley, he also adds a note in Latin to his first-edition comment that 

he was “once mad to bustle abroad, and seek about for preferment”:  

But I gained nothing from all my labour. Some of my friends died, others would no 

longer know me, others even hated me; some made liberal promises and even pretended 

to intercede actively on my behalf and fed me with false hopes; so while I paid court to 

some and won over others and made myself known, I began to get on in years, time 

flowed on, my friends grew tired and I was constantly put off, until weary of the world 

and sick of the faithlessness of men, I gave up the struggle. (2: 188) 

As I have discussed above, it was also in the second edition that Burton added his eccentric and 

highly readable index, which provides an interesting shortcut into the author‟s mental world—or 

at least what he wants to show of it. In this index he includes an entry for himself, (which was in 
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turn augmented later to reflect Berkeley‟s promise of the living of Seagrave), but nonetheless 

bears signs of his disappointment: 

Burton, Robert (Democritus Junior), silent, sedentary, solitary, i. 17; no traveler, 18; bold 

to imitate, 20; offended with M. [melancholy], 21, 22, 35; would willingly retract much, 

31; noble friends‟ acquaintance of, 313; thought school a slavery, 333; bachelor, 417; 

friend who took hellebore, ii. 20; incumbent of Segrave, 63; grammar scholar at Sutton 

Coldfield, ib.; places known to, ib., 68; where born, 68; patrimony in Staffordshire, ib., 

kindness received at Walesby, ib.; lover of the country, 79; studies delighted in, 90; 

Gunter, his fellow-collegiate, 97; younger brother of an ancient family, 142; well pleased 

with fortune, 188; grateful to patrons, 189; well persuaded of physic, 211; drinks no wine, 

246; his mother skilled in chirurgery, 250; a novice, but not inexpert in love, iii. 184. See 

Geniture; Libraries. (Burton 3: 524)  

Phrases like “well-pleased by fortune,” and “grateful to patrons” strain against accumulating 

complaints about the university and his lack of preferment. In fact, the entry listed here for 

“Burton, Robert, noble friends‟ acquaintance of” leads the reader to a blunt comment in the 

middle of the “Misery of Scholars” digression concerning his abandonment by those “noble 

friends”:  

I have had some such noble friends‟ acquaintance, and scholars‟, but most part (common 

courtesies and ordinary respects excepted), they and I parted as we met, they gave me as 

much as I requested, and that was-----” (1: 313) 

The long dash that fills the place where the reader expects to see the word “nothing” is the 

typographical representation of silence, but it also stands in for the lack of reward, and shows the 

reader one aspect of the predicament which that lack has created. In trailing off from the brink of 
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naming this lack, Burton displaces even the word “nothing” itself from language, by conforming 

to the circumspect linguistic logic of patronage. Linda Levy Peck has shown that two very 

different types of discourse surrounded patronage at the same time. On one hand, there was the 

direct naming of plans and desires for specific objects of patronage expressed among 

contemporaries; and then on the other hand there was the abstruse, flattering and nonspecific 

language spoken by the hopeful client to the patron (19-20). Peck argues that patronage was 

actually dependent for its symbolic power on the separation of these two forms of discourse. It 

would have been clear to Burton‟s audience, then, that it was not, as he disingenuously claims 

here, actually his fault that he did not receive patronage because he did not ask for it directly. 

Instead, the implication is that it is the patron who is at fault for putting him in the position of 

having to describe his lack without being able directly to address it.  

This circumspect commentary on his patron‟s failure to fulfil a promise leads the reader 

to the emptiness of that promise in the form of a lacuna in the text itself, the dash representing 

both the nothing that the once-hopeful client has received, and the failure of language that results 

from the breaking of this tacit agreement. Peck shows that the system of patronage relied on a 

performance conducted between patron and client which made the material gift seem secondary 

to the main event of mutual regard and service, and that the import of the gift was rarely made 

explicit, but instead concealed by abstract and often metaphorical language. She suggests that to 

make this system explicit, as it was under James when titles began to be bought and sold rather 

than received as gifts, is to deflate the symbolic power of the entire system. Peck argues that the 

Stuart court, with its over-pressurized resources and limited places for too many men, responded 

to the surplus of supplicants by making the terms of patronage explicit, but that this 

transformation of the symbolic gift into monetary value spelled the system‟s collapse (20). The 
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performance involved in patronage required that both parties, patron and client, act as though the 

exchange is willing, but this can only continue if both sides diligently uphold the unspoken terms 

of the exchange, thus avoiding the need to discuss what is owed explicitly.   

In the same way Burton has been misled by “liberal promises,” he coyly misleads the 

reader into taking the seemingly innocent reference in the index to “noble friends” as a positive 

reference, only to direct them to the site of a failure, not just of the patronage system but also of 

language. The long dash, followed up by no punctuation, is an abandoned sentence; just as 

Burton‟s repeated “etceteras” suggest an impossibility of resolution, this sentence, which is 

disappointed of its final word or its end stop, suggests that there may be no fixing the dilemma of 

the author‟s own disappointment by noble friends, or of the overloaded and strained patronage 

system. The use of the dash in this sentence is a form of equivocation which allows the author to 

say something and not say it at the same time. Equivocation, as a verbal construction founded 

upon a combination of giving and withholding, answers the nobleman‟s empty promise, or the 

giving of a living which may not actually be held with its linguistic mirror image. As the author 

controls what he reveals and conceals from his noble reader through the use of Latin, self-

contradiction, and other equivocal forms, the power dynamic established by the “noble friends‟” 

empty promises is subverted. Even as the melancholy scholar seems to bury himself in words, 

making himself appear passive and distracted by melancholy, he achieves a position which is 

guarded, superior and active.  

As Douglas Trevor and Michael O‟Connell both discuss, some of Burton‟s most direct 

and personal references to his disappointment are shrouded in Latin, thus allowing him to say 

two things at once, and to cushion himself from a further loss of patronage that may be the 

consequence of such comments. The use of Latin is one of his most biting forms of concealment, 
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as it puts his charges against pseudo-learned scholars into action: if they claim to have read his 

book, and miss the insults against them, they have proved that their learning is inferior to 

Burton‟s. In fact, one of his most sustained segments of complaint was actually a part of the 

book from the first edition. Present from the first edition to the last, the concluding pages of the 

“Digression on the Misery of Scholars” are veiled in a stream of italicized Latin that looks 

almost like a scholarly note on some obscure topic not intended for the casual reader. By 

appending what appears to be a Latin digression to the end of a digression which already seems 

intended for the eyes of serious scholarly readers, Burton may have been trying to shake off any 

non-scholarly readers who have managed to hang on this far. He switches from English 

interlarded with the occasional Latin tag to three solid pages of Latin which close out the section. 

One of the final passages from this Latin section describes the sense of burial in the university 

that the buried invective itself resembles:   

Meanwhile learned men, graced with all the distinctions of a holy life, and who bear the 

heat of the day, are condemned by a hard fate to serve these men, content perhaps with a 

scanty salary, without any titles to their names, humble and obscure, though eminently 

worthy, and so, needy and unhonoured, they lead a retired life, buried in some poor 

benefice or imprisoned forever in their college chambers, where they languish in 

obscurity. (1: 330) 

Subtly concealing and distracting from his more pointed comments, Burton enacts his burial 

even as he expresses his anger at it. The burial which Burton experienced at the university, over 

which he felt no control, is converted within The Anatomy into a form of burial which he controls 

to his own ends. As a literary representation shared with a readership, Burton‟s act of apparent 

self-burial in words is actually a form of resistance to that burial, subverting his situation of 
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forced privacy at the university into the publicity of print, and then in turn creating a new kind of 

privacy which he controls within that public form, a privacy which excludes the unlearned 

gentlemen who have displaced him. The form of the book reflects his experience of frustration 

and relegation at the university in its unending exploration of the disease caused by these 

conditions. But by converting his melancholy into “Burton‟s Melancholy,” Burton was also able 

to escape the melancholy solitude caused by the solitary act of writing, and to discover a 

meaningful calling which he could not find at the university. The poor scholar‟s sense of burial 

and servitude is undone as Burton seems to serve the casual gentle- or noble-born reader even as 

he retracts part of the book back from them, withholding parts of it for those poor scholars like 

himself who have been displaced by their presence at the university.  

IV. The well-qualified gentleman 

A protracted and idiosyncratic example of how Burton gains a license to say things that 

might otherwise be self-sabotaging can be found in an elaborate, almost comical passage of self-

contradiction on the subject of “baseness of birth” that he includes within his cures for 

melancholy. This passage occurs in a subsection considering melancholy brought about by such 

causes as “Deformity of Body, Sickness, Baseness of Birth, [or] Peculiar Discontents.” 

Beginning the section by making the broad but nonetheless accurate statement that “particular 

discontents are either of body, mind or fortune,” he follows this by saying that these discontents, 

“as they wound the soul of man,” may be “eased or expelled” by the “antidote of good counsel 

and persuasion” (2: 133).  He then seems to go on to attempt to ease or expel the base-born 

reader‟s melancholy through counsel, assuring this particular reader that being base-born is no 

reason to feel melancholy. But the “antidote of persuasion” which Burton offers operates through 

a methodical and complete confusion, rather than by straightforward advice or argumentation. 
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The only clear “counsel” that may be derived from his nine-page-long treatment of base birth is 

the insight that virtually every intellectual and moral position on the worth and legitimacy of 

either the noble- or base-born may be made convincingly, or at least feelingly. This may be 

intended to show that none of these positions are inherently true, but are instead all constructed, 

and that therefore to be melancholy because of one‟s birth is foolish. But in the course of 

presenting these manifold, contradictory positions on birth, Burton also gains particular license 

to make some strong statements about how the nobility and gentry construct their social 

identities, given that he is performing a penetrating examination of social categories from which 

no one is safe.  

Throughout this passage, Burton maintains the pretence that he is presenting a 

straightforward, logical argument, and puts it together with rhetorical hardware befitting a 

persuasive exposition. He begins by presenting the problem that he will treat: base birth “is a 

great disparagement to some men, especially if they be wealthy, bear office, and come to 

promotion in a commonwealth,” and that “abashed and ashamed,” such men may be led to 

“scorn their own father and mother, deny brothers and sisters, with the rest of their kindred and 

friends, and will not suffer them to come near them when they are in their pomp, accounting it a 

scandal to their greatness to have such beggarly beginnings” (2: 136). Burton points out how this 

fear and loathing of base birth has saturated everyday language:  “In our ordinary talk and falling 

out, the most opprobrious and scurrile name we can fasten upon a man, or first give, is to call 

him base rogue, beggarly rascal, and the like.” But, as he sets out to argue, “in my judgement, 

this ought of all other grievances to trouble men least” (2: 137). He suggests that what men 

should be ashamed of is to boast of their gentility: “Of all vanities and fopperies, to brag of 

gentility is the greatest; for what is it they crack so much of, and challenge such superiority, as if 
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they were demi-gods? Birth?” (2: 137). This question solicits a stream of charges against the 

behaviour of the gentry, calling the notion of high birth “a mere flash, a ceremony, a toy, a thing 

of naught” (2:137). Collapsing the entire ancestral cycle into a single sentence, he reduces 

greatness of birth to the naught he claims it is: “Consider the beginning, present estate, progress, 

ending of gentry, and then tell me what it is.” He provides a characteristically long list of vices 

which generate gentle or noble lines: “Oppression, fraud, cozening, usury, knavery, murder and 

tyranny, are the beginning of many ancient families.” He goes on to call the founding members 

of such clans “blood-suckers” and “parasites,” who “made many an orphan and poor widow, and 

for that he is made a lord or an earl, and his posterity gentlemen for ever after” (2: 137). What 

has begun as a reassurance offered to base-born men has quickly shifted into a condemnation of 

well-born men, and of the violent means by which some men rise to greatness above others. 

Beginning with the most violent acts of self-empowerment, he also enumerates more insidious, 

sycophantic tactics:  

One makes a fool of himself to make his lord merry, another dandles my young master, 

bestows a little nag on him....Now may it please your good worship, your lordship, who 

was the first founder of your family? The poet answers, Aut pastor fuit, aut illud quod 

dicere nolo [he was either a shepherd or something that I prefer not to mention.] Are he 

or you the better gentlemen? If he, then we have traced him to his form. If you, what is it 

of which thou boastest so much? (2: 138).   

The shifting voice of this passage is animated by the multivocal style which makes Burton‟s 

authorial voice so immediate. Within the first sentence, he shifts from the third person—“his 

lord”—to first—“my young master,” sarcastically entering into the position of the obsequious 

hopeful, only to use this voice to ask in a wheedling tone the author‟s own question about the 
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suspect origins of the lord‟s family. He concludes with an ad hominem question which is 

addressed to the lord, but also to the reader, presenting the chicken-or-egg dilemma of where 

base birth ends and gentility begins—with the gentleman who would prefer not to mention the 

first founder‟s identity, or with that first founder himself? Burton‟s exhaustive style brings to the 

fore what is suppressed or left out of the story of nobility‟s creation:  

and yet indeed a priest or a serving man may be the true father of him; but we will not 

controvert that now.... Thy great-great-great-great-grandfather was a rich citizen, and 

then in all likelihood a usurer, a lawyer, and then a -----, a courtier, and then a -----, a 

country gentleman, and then he scraped it out of sheep, etc.” (2: 138).  

His copious, encyclopaedic style that tries to take account of everything makes room for that 

which tends to go “uncontroverted” in the finished self-display of the nobleman—the fact that 

his own father may be a servingman or priest, and the descent he claims from a rich citizen six 

generations back involves a substantial act of selective artifice. Burton reveals even the artifice 

and effort that went into that ancestral rich citizen‟s self-creation; by cycling this citizen through 

all his (sometimes unmentionable) efforts to rise, only to return him to his ovine roots as a wool-

merchant, he answers his own rhetorical question, “what maintains our gentry but wealth?” That 

the dash stands in for some of the less savoury instalments of the family career suggests the haste 

with which the ambitious man must rush to construct his name and fortune, and the concealment 

of the unscrupulousness or even violence that is involved in constructing either.  

 This account of nobility‟s omissions in any narrative of how the “finished” or “complete” 

gentleman is constructed continues for four pages. Burton finally lapses into strings of listed 

words that foreground the role selective self-display plays in creating an air of completeness. His 
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unruly, paratactic prose undoes the gentleman‟s finished image by reducing his qualities to 

objects haphazardly strung together:  

Wherein lies their worth and sufficiency? In a few coats of arms, eagles, lions, serpents, 

bears, tigers, dogs, crosses, bends, fesses, etc. and such like baubles which they 

commonly set up in their galleries, porches, windows, on bowls, platters, coaches, in 

tombs, churches, men‟s sleeves, etc.... If he can hawk and hunt, ride a horse, play at cards 

and dice, swagger, drink, swear...take tobacco with a grace, sing, dance, wear his clothes 

in fashion, court and please his mistress, talk big fustian, insult, scorn, strut, contemn 

others, and use a little mimical and apish complement above the rest, he is a complete 

(Egregium vero laudem) [a truly noble compliment], a well-qualified gentleman. (2: 142)  

By showing the strenuously contrived lists of qualities that must be accrued like so many goods 

to constitute the winning combination comprising the “complete, well-qualified gentleman,” 

Burton fills in the gaps in the language used to construct such an identity. In disassembling the 

“complete” end-product of the gentleman, he lays out the striving actions that qualify a 

gentlemen with exaggerated parataxis, so that these lists of verbs lead nowhere, “completing” 

nothing.  

 This listing of the baubles that are strung together to create the flashing appearance of the 

complete gentleman halts at its peak, to lapse into a list of other cultures such as the Turkish and 

the Chinese, which he (questionably) claims ascribe greatness based on nobility of character 

rather than birth. He follows this with a long list of famous and successful illegitimate sons: “I 

could recite a great catalogue of them, every kingdom, every province will yield innumerable 

examples” (2: 141). Then, in a sudden, direct address to the base-born reader who he first set out 

to console, he concludes, “Art thou virtuous, honest, learned, well-qualified, religious, are thy 
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conditions good? Thou art a true nobleman, perfectly noble...noble κατ΄ έξοχήν [in the truest 

sense of the word]” (2: 142). By using the word “well-qualified” to describe the possession of 

intangible inner virtues rather than externally displayed noble insignia he redefines the word 

“noble” itself.  While Burton frequently writes in Latin, he tends to avoid Greek; to include it 

would have been to alienate all but the most rigorously trained scholars. Refining nobility to its 

“truest sense” by distilling it into the learned language of Greek, he proves his point that the poor 

men trained in the grammar schools may indeed be better “qualified” than their noble fellows. 

But this pointed statement is concealed not only by the use of Greek, but also by his sudden shift 

to a point which contradicts it.  

 In case he has gone too far with his attack on nobility, Burton suddenly seems to correct 

himself, saying, “let no worthy gentleman take offense. I speak it not to detract from such as are 

well deserving, truly virtuous and noble: I do much respect and honour true gentility and 

nobility,” acknowledging that he himself was born “in an ancient family” (2: 142). He then 

proceeds to make a point almost diametrically opposed to that which he has just made—that 

ancestral nobility, in its true, ancient form, is essential rather than constructed. He argues that if a 

“gentleman be well-descended, of worshipful or noble parentage,” he will possess more truly 

noble qualities in essence than the virtuous, well-qualified base-born man (2: 143). Although he 

stills grants that “the nobility of our times be much like our coins, more in number and value, but 

less in weight and goodness,” he also suggests that  

yet if he retain those ancient characters of true gentry, he will be more affable, courteous, 

gently disposed, of fairer carriage, better temper, or a more magnanimous, heroical and 

generous spirit, than that vulgus hominum, those ordinary boors and peasants...a rude, 
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brutish, uncivil, wild, a currish generation, cruel and malicious, uncapable of discipline, 

and such as have scarce common sense. (2: 143) 

He notes that if by some accident such a vulgus hominum is given preferment at the university in 

place of the gentleman, he will reveal his true colours through his behaviour: “(as the cat in the 

fable, when she was turned to a fair maid, would play with mice) a cur will be a cur, a clown will 

be a clown, he will likely savour of the stock whence he came” (2: 143). When he describes the 

tell-tale signs by which a base-born man walking among gentlemen may be recognized, they 

sound oddly like those qualities he has just ascribed to the deplorable gentleman himself, such as 

an “affected phantastical carriage, a tailor-like spruceness, a peculiar garb in all their 

proceedings, choicer than ordinary in his diet....he forgets what he was, he domineers, etc. and 

many such other symptoms he hath, by which you may know him from a true gentleman” (2: 

144). However, though he returns to the safe position of praising the powerful and condemning 

the poor, the process of deessentializing and then reessentializing class status tends to affirm the 

first position rather than the latter, by showing how either position can only be constructed 

through language and artifice. Burton grinds both categories down with his contradictory 

argumentation until the reader has a difficult time telling the difference between the false 

gentleman who is from base stock and the gentleman whose family has wormed its way up by 

violence or deceit.  

Having reached a point of indeterminacy, Burton finally concludes ambivalently, 

summing up somewhat lamely by offering both of the opposite claims he has made, collapsing 

them into the single statement that despite all his complaints, most men are actually good: “Many 

errors and obliquities are on both sides, noble, ignoble, factis, natus [made or born so]; yet still in 

all callings, some are well deserving, and most worthy of their honours” (2: 144). But Burton 
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seems to have difficulty letting the final word on the subject stand without qualification. He 

follows this statement with the seemingly conclusive remark that “noblemen... ought to be 

preferred (if capable) before others.... For learning and virtue in a nobleman is more eminent, 

and, as a jewel set in gold is more precious, and much to be respected; such a man deserves 

better than others” (2: 144). But the equivocation represented by the bracketed condition “if 

capable” suggests that it will be a rare nobleman who will qualify for this distinction. Attempting 

once again to sum up, he adds, “In a word, many nobleman are an ornament to their order: many 

poor men‟s sons are singularly well endowed, most eminent, and well deserving for their worth, 

wisdom, learning, virtue, valour, integrity; excellent members and pillars of a commonwealth” 

(2: 144). His actual last word on the subject, which follows this further contradiction, is comical 

in its application of summary rhetoric to the passage, as though he has made a clear and effective 

argument. Restating his original topic, that base birth is a “disparagement to some men,” which 

he presented nine pages earlier, he concludes as though the intervening array of contradictory 

positions has never happened, saying, “And therefore, to conclude that which I first intended, to 

be base by birth, meanly born, is no such disparagement. Et sic demonstrateur, quod erat 

demonstrandum [and so what was to be proved has been proved] (2: 144).   

While Burton suggests in the opening sentence of this passage that discontents that 

wound the soul of man may be eased or expelled by good counsel or persuasion, what his type of 

persuasion expels is linearity of thinking at all, relieving the base-born reader of the sense that 

his birth is a disparagement, by replacing that sense with dizzying uncertainty. This creates a text 

which may be read selectively to yield meanings necessary to a personalized cure, and 

statements which the author may make freely because he seems to be saying everything and 

nothing in particular. Burton‟s self-contradictions and movements from subject to subject must 
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have been deliberately cultivated with what he calls his “antic” persona in mind, to persuade the 

reader that Democritus Junior, like the original Democritus, is almost maddened by his universal, 

relativizing perspective. Mary Ann Lund, who has examined seventeenth-century copies of The 

Anatomy, shows that one of these copies of the book bears evidence that the persona seemed mad 

to at least one contemporary reader. In a similarly changeable discourse on the subject of 

tobacco, in which Burton first calls the substance “divine, rare, superexcellent” and then 

“damned...the ruine and overthrow of body and soule,” one reader wrote the marginal note, “now 

you are mad” (Lund 201).  The intellectual compulsion to investigate his subject to its last 

corner, and to see it from every possible perspective, appears to be a symptom of the author‟s 

own scholarly melancholy; but this seemingly pathological compulsion also supplies him with an 

antic persona from behind which he can resist the relegation and displacement that cause his 

melancholy in the first place.  

V. The Misery of Scholars  

The Anatomy of Melancholy‟s concealment of some of its own statements against the 

pseudo-learned creates a kind of privacy within a performance of scholarly service which 

attempts to present different kinds of scholars with discourses personalized to their particular 

needs. One example of Burton‟s construction of this kind of privacy within a book directed to 

“the common good” is the way the “Misery of Scholars” digression is incorporated into the book. 

The book‟s digressions have survived as some of the its most celebrated sections; the 

“Digression of the Ayre,” which oddly interrupts a section called “Exercise Rectified” with an 

exercise in intellectual indeterminacy is one of its most commonly anthologized parts. This may 

be because when the author veers from his primary course of treating melancholy to comment on 

a tangential subject at any length, he does so because he has particularly strong views on it. This 
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appears to be particularly the case with the digression on “The Misery of Scholars.” Unlike the 

other digressions, such as “The Consolatory Digression,” which are placed in their own 

subsection, the “Misery of Scholars” digression begins surreptitiously a few pages into a section 

entitled “Love of Learning or Overmuch Study. With a Digression on the Misery of Scholars or 

Why the Muses are Melancholy.” The “Overmuch Study” section begins in a fittingly studious 

style by enumerating quotations from learned authorities on connections between melancholy 

and study. But as he becomes wrapped up in his account of scholar‟s melancholy, Burton seems 

to lapse into the distracted madness he describes. After listing examples of famous scholars who 

spent feverish lives bent over the perfection of a single book, he exclaims,  

How many poor scholars have lost their wits, or become dizzards, neglecting all worldly 

affairs and their own health, esse and bene esse [being and well-being], to gain 

knowledge for which, after all their pains, in this world‟s esteem, they are accounted 

ridiculous and silly fools, idiots, asses, and (as oft as they are) rejected, contemned, 

derided, doting and mad! (1: 303) 

Listing scholarly sources the reader can consult for evidence of this phenomenon of scholars 

dismissed as mad, he also simply refers the reader to the madhouse as a source—“Go to Bedlam 

and ask” (1:303). At the same time that he complains of scholars being rejected as doting and 

mad, he also plays up this persona in preparation for the direct statements he will make in the 

ensuing digression. He provides a topical anecdote that illustrates how a scholar may be 

transported by his scholarly melancholy, making him say or do things he does not intend:  one 

evening, Burton relates, Thomas Aquinas was dining with King Louis of France when “upon a 

sudden he [Aquinas] knocked his fist upon the table and cried, Conclusam est contra Manichæos 

[This proves the Manichæans were wrong]” (1: 304). Commenting on the learned father‟s 
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embarrassing outburst, Burton sympathetically observes that Aquinas‟s “wits were a-

woolgathering, as they say, and his head busied about other matters; when he perceived his error, 

he was much abashed” (1: 304). The humour of this example suggests to the reader that we are 

entering a catalogue of entertainingly silly examples of scholarly abstraction. But his quaint 

account of scholars maddened by scholarly preoccupations begins to shift when he comes to the 

subject of patronage and reward: “Now because they are commonly subject to such hazards and 

inconveniences as dotage, madness, simplicity, etc., Jo. Voschius would have good scholars to 

be highly rewarded” (305). But, he continues, rewards for bearing the fardels of scholarly 

melancholy are no longer bestowed: 

our patrons of learning are so far nowadays from respecting the Muses…that after all 

their pains taken in the universities, cost and charge, expenses, irksome hours, laborious 

tasks, wearisome days, dangers, hazards (barred interim from all pleasures which other 

men have, mewed up like hawks all their lives), if they chance to wade through them, 

they shall in the end be rejected, contemned, and, which is their greatest misery, driven to 

their shifts, exposed to want, poverty and beggary (1: 305).  

The shift from the word “melancholy” to the word “misery” is notable, and at this point the 

digression seems to begin without clearly demarcating that it has begun within the text itself. As 

a “digression” from the main text, this section is tacitly presented as subordinate to it, a symptom 

of the scholarly distraction that Burton has just been describing, but it actually contains some of 

the book‟s most pointed and feeling statements. The digression on “The Misery of Scholars” is 

tucked away four pages into a section which may be easily dismissed by someone who begins 

skimming it as the musings of a melancholy scholar too long at his books. But the short 

“Overmuch Study” section is actually a mere covering page for the digression. It is the 
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preliminary subject of melancholy madness caused by too much study that is actually less 

important to the author than ensuing “digression” on scholarly misery caused by the use and 

abuse of poor scholars by rich men. It is up to the reader to determine where the passage on 

“Overmuch Study” ends, and where the digression begins, thus making the digression more 

difficult to locate for those who will not recognize its symptoms through personal experience. 

For those experienced in the Misery of the poor, underemployed scholar, the shift from an 

entertaining account of the doting scholar to an angry and focused digression which is anything 

but distracted must have been notable for its currency and specificity. 

Within the “The Misery of Scholars” digression, the titular “misery” bears the 

etymological connotations of poverty along with its more obvious affective meanings. But part 

of the particular misery Burton describes in this section is characterized not only by lack, but by 

what truly learned scholars possess and give. This giving makes that lack unjust—the result of a 

non-payment on an exchange that further enriches the already rich. It is not only what men of 

means withhold from their poor brethren that angers Burton, but also what they take from them, 

unacknowledged except in empty pantomimes of admiration which are in fact part of their own 

gentlemanly self-construction: the opportunity to come into contact with and publicly 

“commend” a “worthy scholar” (1: 322). Burton offers his own translation of a verse from 

Juvenal‟s seventh satire as a kind of epigraph for what he describes as an all-too-common scene:  

Your rich men have now learn‟d of latter days 

T‟admire, commend, and come together 

 To hear and see a worthy scholar speak,  

 As children do a peacock‟s feather. (1:322) 
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That the rich men of Juvenal‟s verse gaze upon the scholars‟ learning as a glistening and jewel-

toned peacock‟s feather suggests a dimension of the dynamic between poor scholars and wealthy 

commoners that may too easily be overshadowed by accounts of the former‟s desire for 

patronage from the latter. Unlike the Oxford tutor Daniel Featley, whose letter to Sir Walter 

Raleigh about Raleigh‟s son obsequiously imagines part of his duty as the generative task of 

shaping the son in the father‟s image, Burton less flatteringly figures what he sees as a lop-sided 

exchange between rich men and poor scholars as a kind of prostitution: poor scholars “prostitute 

themselves…to serve great men‟s turns for a small reward” (1: 308). He imagines them in their 

servitude as effeminized, infantilized, or even colonized; he urges them to realize they have 

something which the powerful desire: “They are like Indians,” he writes, “they have a store of 

gold, but know not the worth of it” (1: 308). Scholars must starve, he writes, “except they will 

submit so many good parts, so many ensigns of arts, virtues”—learning is broken up into parts 

and signs to be more easily traded (308). And intellectual abilities are conflated with physical 

attractions in another image of the scholar on display before an audience of admirers, where the 

admiration benefits the viewer rather than the viewed:  

If he be a man of extraordinary parts, they will flock afar off to hear him, as they did in 

Apulius, to see Psyche...many mortal men came to see fair Psyche, the glory of her age, 

they did admire her, commend, desire her for her divine beauty, and gaze upon her; but as 

on a picture; none would marry her, quod indotata [because she had no dowry]; fair 

Psyche had no money. So they do by learning. (1: 321) 

For the viewers of such beauty, the benefit lies in the admiration itself, and the spectacle of 

admiration, freed from the economic burden of actual communion with Psyche. The product of 

this elevated, abstract scene, however, is the more quotidian future left to the poor cleric without 
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any professional options left—to become a schoolmaster: Burton speaks of the cleric displaced 

from any ecclesiastic living and left wearing the schoolmaster‟s “old torn gown...the ensign of 

his infelicity,” an image that captures the degradation of a synecdoche of learning—the gown—

into a mark of shame, leaving the scholar turned out of the university into the company of 

children, back to the “martyrdom” of the grammar school. But by making the printed book a kind 

of alternative to this penury, Burton constructs a kind of third location between university and 

court within which the scholarly author frees himself from servitude to those intending to take 

their learning away from the university into a career in service to the crown.  

Burton‟s representation of the “picture” of learning on display before a crowd reflects 

Burton‟s anger not only at the way men view and treat poor scholars, but also about how learning 

itself is being used outside of the university as a sign of status and power. Having submitted their 

“good parts,” and the signs of learning, scholars must even then continue their submission in the 

form of praise, in hope of patronage. Once these men who perform an admiration of learning 

become great, they change positions with the men whom they once admired and commended. 

The powerful “have their best education, good institution, sole qualification from us, and when 

they have done well, their honour and immortality from us; we are the living tombs, registers, 

and as so many trumpeters of their fames” (308). Learning for poor scholars who stay at the 

university now bears only the patrimony of poverty; for the well-born sons who attend the 

university and benefit from scholars‟ learning, they may leave bearing the “image and shapes” of 

nobility that yield further status and power in the world outside of the university.   

In Burton‟s account, however, this regrettable dynamic between “drones” and “true 

scholars” is only a symptom; the cause of the muses‟ melancholy is the fact that it is the crown 

itself that makes an empty display of learning, fostering not wisdom and counsel, but flattery and 
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obedience, the admiration of the monarch‟s own display of the “picture” of learning. It is this 

unsustainable, forced performance that contributes to Burton‟s larger sense of doom. Though he 

may be a younger brother, left without a fortune, he tempers the significance of this worldly loss 

by putting it in the context of transience and history‟s cyclical patterns of triumph and 

destruction that he has gained from his reading. In the contradictory section offering cures for 

melancholy caused by base birth, he follows up his statement “I am a younger brother” by 

putting it in the larger perspective of history‟s gains and losses:   

it concerns me not: or had I been some great heir, richly endowed, so minded as I am, I 

should not have been elevated at all, but so esteemed of it, as of all other human 

happiness, honours, &c., they have their period, are brittle and inconstant. As he said of 

that great river Danube, it riseth from a small fountain, a little brook at first, sometimes 

broad, sometimes narrow, now slow, then swift, increased at last to an incredible 

greatness by the confluence of sixty navigable rivers, it vanisheth in conclusion, loseth 

his name, and is suddenly swallowed up of the Euxine sea: I may say of our greatest 

families, they were mean at first, augmented by rich marriages, purchases, offices, they 

continue for some ages, with some little alteration of circumstances, fortunes, places, &c., 

by some prodigal son, for some default, or for want of issue they are defaced in an 

instant, and their memory blotted out. (2: 142-3) 

The description of fortune‟s river-like swelling and narrowing, its augmentation and dissipation, 

resembles the effect of Burton‟s prose and the process by which the book itself was formed. And 

this formal quality sometimes serves to underline the transience of the great and powerful even 

as Burton appears to praise them. The “Misery of Scholars” digression contains a segment of 

praise for the Stuart leaders that is oddly fused with elegy, as he augmented the 1628 edition to 
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mark the death of James, and the accession of his son. Though he never comments on the strife 

of Charles‟s later reign in this section, the fifth edition in 1638 was published at the end of 

Charles‟s Personal Rule, and the last edition, completed posthumously by Burton‟s editor with 

Burton‟s notes, was probably written with a more or less clear sense that the Stuart monarchy‟s 

future was uncertain at best. The reader of the final edition when it first came out might have 

been struck that the book had survived both its author and the king under whom it had been 

written.  

Burton‟s praise of the Stuart kings is undermined not only by context, but also by its 

inordinate brevity, its sense of having been eroded from both sides. Burton claims that he keeps 

his praise brief because of his view that “excessive praise brings envy rather than fame,” but he 

adds in Latin, “Your glory will be enshrined in solemn epics and immortal histories, not in this 

fleeting and worthless oration” (1: 320). One implication of this, taken in the context of the 

larger digression, is that if the book is to be “fleeting,” and lost to history, it will be because of 

the pseudo-learned culture in which it was written, which was not wise or good enough to 

recognize its worth. This is emphasized by Burton‟s own feeling laments that the age has past 

when kings cherished philosophers—“how beloved of old, and how much respected was Plato to 

Dionysius! How dear to Alexander was Aristotle, Demaratus to Philip, Solon to Craeses, 

Anaxarchus and Trebatius to Augustus, Cassius to Vespasian, Plutarch to Trajan, Seneca to 

Nero! How honoured!” Burton follows this exclamatory list with a Latin verse from Catullus 

which means, “But all this was in the past, now it is gone and forgotten.” He repeats in English, 

“those days are gone” (1: 320). Lest this lament sound like too direct a comment on the crown, 

he follows it with a Latin verse from Juvenal meaning, “Nor hope we have, or any cause to 
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study,/ Save in great Ceasar,” and proceeds to flatter James by presenting him with James‟s own 

cultivated self-representation:  

as he said of old, we may truly say now; he is our amulet, our sun, our sole comfort and 

refuge, our Ptolemy, our common Maecenas, Jacobus munificus, Jacobus pacificus, 

mysta Musarum, rex Platonicus [James the munificent, James the pacific, the votary of 

the muses, the Platonic king], Grand decus, columenque nostrum [our great and crowning 

glory], a famous scholar himself, and the sole patron, pillar and sustainer of learning, but 

his worth in this kind is so well known, that as Paterculus of Cato,...[praise itself would 

be impiety] (1: 319-320) 

Burton augmented this praise in the edition of 1628 by noting James‟s death, and Charles‟s 

ascension: “But he is now gone, the sun of ours is set, and yet no night follows...we have another 

in his room.... [when the first is plucked, another bough appears likewise of gold], and long may 

he reign, and flourish amongst us” (1: 320). The metaphor comparing the death of the king to the 

plucking of a golden bough that replaces itself oddly reflects the formal grafting of sentences 

onto the section as new praise is necessary. But the effect of this mode of composition, with a 

single final text revealing its augmentations and cuts like a tree‟s rings also provides an 

encompassing irony for all praise Burton gives, showing how fleeting and futile such moments 

of hope are. The cyclical metaphor of the sun‟s rising and setting suggests that Charles‟s reign 

too will be fleeting.  

For the reader of the final edition, after Burton‟s death, it was the book itself that outlived the 

Stuart kings, growing around it and past it. That the book outlived the kings it praises is an ironic 

inversion of Burton‟s metaphor of scholars as the “living tombs” of the great: James and Charles 

the “suns” have both gone the way of diurnal time, undermining both the regenerative power 
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which Burton obsequiously assigns the learned Stuart imperium and the flattery that sustained it.  

However, it is also important to consider that as always with the radically ambivalent Burton, 

many possible intentions coexist. One of the most basic reasons for his praise of the kings is that 

as long as he lived and wrote, he still hoped to receive some reward. In this shaming of patrons 

for their neglect of the truly learned, he must have held out some hope, however small, that he 

would at last be honoured by them, and find a place in the admiring gaze of the powerful, which 

he scorns partly because he is excluded from it. Barring that unlikely turn of events, Burton‟s 

book constructs its own form of perpetual life in print, providing a kind of communal “living” 

for the forlorn order of “true scholars” through the living medium of print.  

As I will discuss further below, Burton‟s book was a public phenomenon because it was 

circulated among a wide readership and was written with that wide readership in mind. But it 

also guards its privacy by continuing a performance of scholarly melancholy which makes it 

seem distracted and harmless, and by emphasizing its curative effect as medical or consolatory, 

and thus politically disengaged. By constructing this privacy within a public forum, Burton 

constructs the kind of publicity in private from authority that Habermas argues did not occur 

until the eighteenth century. It also represents a more complex, dialectical relationship between 

privacy and publicity than that which Habermas posits. As I will discuss, the book had a number 

of different lives in print, including its use by readers anxious to imitate Burton‟s learning and to 

ornament their own discourse with his “many good parts.” But it also had a life resistant to use 

by this segment of its readership, concealed within its copiousness. “Fair Psyche,” the learning 

offered up by Burton in his book, stands on display before admiring gentlemen who desire her 

beauty, but she does not need a dowry, because she partakes of the self-sufficiency which the 
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author gains by turning away from those admiring gentlemen and towards his readership for a 

“living,” if only a metaphorical one.  

VI. Read your cure 

Unlike the monastic ghost of Oxford past with which Burton seems to align himself, 

Burton found his own calling not in the privacy of the university, but in print. Burton‟s 

patterning of himself upon the cleric of the medieval university, then, is itself ironic, as this 

identification is created within the pages of a book extending outside of the university, breaking 

the walls erected by the clergy‟s past monopoly on books and learning. Through this breakage, 

Burton opens his own rigorous, clerical education up to a reading public. This move seems to 

serve gentlemen and nobles wishing to add Latin tags or learned allusions to their store of 

discourse, it also shares his learning with a general reading public. A frequently-quoted passage 

finds him protesting that he only published the book in English because the stationers would not 

publish it in Latin—that it had not been his “intent to prostitute [his] muse in English.” This half-

hearted claim that he would prefer to keep his learning pure and accessible only to an elite, 

highly trained audience is in opposition both to his numerous statements that he writes for the 

common good of his readership, and to his highly colloquial style which everywhere betrays his 

love of the vulgar tongue. And even as he makes this claim he skips over as a given the fact that 

he opts to publish at all, ignoring the possibility that he could simply circulate his manuscript 

among those he deems learned enough to receive it. The very fact that the book is not entirely in 

English, nor entirely in Latin, is symptomatic of the dialectic Burton constructs between 

scholarly privacy and literary publicity, with one needed to anchor and even create the other even 

as they oppose and consume each other, and his equivocal comment about having to “prostitute 
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[his] muse in English” because of the stationers‟ vulgar tyranny allows him to seem to resist this 

opening-up of his book even as he actively pursues it.    

This equivocation about publishing—a stated disdain for publicity which masks the 

desire for it—is of course a commonplace among early modern writers eager to make excuses for 

despoiling their work by circulating it in print. For Burton, in the push and pull between privacy 

and publicity, it is overwhelmingly the public impulse that wins. In a book defined and even 

shaped by its ambivalence, Burton seems to laugh at his own contradictory relationship with 

publicity when he pretends to reject the reader, only to beg him to come back. Catching himself 

at one point in the preface in an undignified position of supplication to the reader, he suddenly 

proclaims his independence in mock indignation: “I owe thee nothing (reader),” he writes, “I 

look not for favour at thy hands, I am independent, I fear not” (1:122). But, as though afraid that 

his book will actually be tossed aside and he will be left alone, he instantly corrects himself: 

“No, I recant, I will not, I care, I fear, I confess my fault, acknowledge a great offense...I have 

overshot myself, I have spoken foolishly, rashly, unadvisedly, absurdly, I have anatomized my 

own folly” (1: 122). Burton‟s recurring impulses toward privacy are subsumed by an almost 

compulsive desire, even a need, for a public life in print for the book. The pathological sense of 

loss which haunts the book‟s pages seems to generate an equally pathological drive to publish, 

leaving the author unable to rest despite his apparent occasional wishes to be done with the 

consuming project.  It was paradoxically this desire for publicity that kept him locked up “in 

Minerva‟s tower,” “penned up most part in [his] study,” “mewed up like a hawk,” and “confined 

to his college like Diogenes to his tub” or like Democritus to his garden (1: 305, Faulkner et al 

xiv). When he signed the book, “from my study at Christ Church,” he extended his private 

experience at the university into a public, in a way that is reflected by the book‟s own fixation on 
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withdrawal even as it insistently seeks to engage “all men” for the sake of “the commodity or 

common good” that the book will bring them. Within the book‟s public life in print, this common 

good is imparted through a cultivated sense of privacy—the conversational, personalized, even 

domestic, homeopathy that he offers, redolent of the treatment his mother, the “skilled 

chirurgeon,” administered to the people of Leicestershire.  

Stanley Fish has famously argued that Burton‟s book is “self-consuming,” entangling any 

reader who attempts to follow any single argumentative thread (303-344). As suggested by 

Burton‟s tomb‟s inscription—“here lies/ Democritus Junior,/ to whom Melancholy gave life and 

death”—the book gave life not only to its readers, but also to the author itself, even as it 

consumed him. The fact that Burton never finished writing his book is one of the most 

extraordinary facts about the life of either it or its author. Burton seems not to have anticipated 

either how popular the book would be, or how much the writing of it had come to define his life, 

but at any rate he was unable or unwilling to stop writing it. His own claim in the third edition 

that he is finished writing the book—“I will not hereafter add, alter or retract: I have done”—is 

another false turn away from publication and print. Just as he playfully begs the spurned reader‟s 

forgiveness, he disregarded his statement of completion with three further editions, adding an 

additional 39, 529 more words by the sixth edition. Samuel Beckett‟s late novel Company 

depicts a man lying on his back in a pitch black dome, superimposing a world of memories onto 

the darkness around him, but repeatedly remembering that he is “making it all up for company.” 

The reader of The Anatomy may be struck by a sad sense that Burton‟s words serve a similar 

purpose. In the end, Burton sums up with the basic advice, “be not solitary, be not idle,” a phrase 

that seems a sufficient expression of everything else he has said. But unlike Beckett‟s imaginary 

company, the virtual company of ideas and words in Burton‟s book becomes real, the basis for a 
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kind of community, when taken up by the reader.  This book‟s simulation of a colloquy of ideas 

and voices is intended to keep not just the author, but also the reader company, and this effect 

seems to have been one reason for its success.  Most critics agree that it is Burton‟s voice—

colloquial, warm, surprising, immediate—that has ensured that the book is still read, and it must 

have been this voice that made it more popular than any other treatise on melancholy in its day.     

“Burton‟s Melancholy,” as the book was commonly called in the seventeenth century, 

was published by Henry Cripps at the University of Oxford Press, and printed by John Lichfield 

and James Short. The book sold very widely, and Anthony Wood noted that Cripps “got an 

estate” through the sales of the first, second and third editions. Louis B. Wright‟s 1935 study of 

middle-class reading practices in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries suggests that because of 

its subject matter, the book was very popular with “the ordinary man”  (588-589). He notes that 

other precedent treatises on melancholy, such as Timothy Bright‟s Treatise of Melancholy or 

Thomas Wright‟s Passions of the Mind, all went through several editions very quickly, though 

none so quickly as Burton‟s Anatomy. Burton himself acknowledges in his preface that “the first, 

second and third edition were suddenly gone, eagerly read” (Preface 29). Thomas Fuller, who 

recorded the first brief biography of Burton, notes that “Scarce any book of philology in our land 

hath in so short a time passed through so many impressions” (134). The most obvious reason for 

the book‟s popularity was the perceived commonness of the ailment which it treats. Another 

reason was the fact that the book “treats” this ailment not just in the sense of providing a treatise 

on it, but also in the sense that it makes an exhaustive effort to treat and cure each reader‟s 

personal case of the illness. That diverse readers could each find a treatment applicable to their 

own particular experience of the condition must have given the book an edge in competition with 

treatises such as Bright‟s or Wright‟s. In aiming to treat potentially infinite permutations of 
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melancholy, Burton finds occasion to talk about an infinite variety of things and ideas, and 

illustrates them with an exhaustive catalogue of paraphrased authorities.  

Anthony Wood observed that the book is “so full of variety,” and this variety of content 

seems to have been matched by a variety of readers (Wood 652). Protesting pre-emptively 

against critical readers, Burton cites the breadth of his audience, and those readers‟ differing 

levels of knowledge, as a particular challenge: “How shall I hope to express myself to each 

man‟s humour and conceit, or to give satisfaction to all? Some understand too little, some too 

much” (Preface 28). His answer to this challenge seems to be the creation of many books in one, 

which may be selected based on the reader‟s education, interests and experience. Mary Ann 

Lund‟s examination of seventeenth-century copies of the book has yielded evidence of “the 

breadth of responses to and uses of the work in the seventeenth century” (202). Louis B. Wright 

has shown that however daunting and odd the book may seem to us now, the large number of 

seventeenth century copies of the book that survive in British and American libraries suggest its 

wide circulation, primarily among an audience of “ordinary” people who remain, for the most 

part, unknown. Lund notes that “nearly all of the signatures [in seventeenth century copies] 

belong to people whose lives and families remain obscure.” Interestingly, despite the entirely 

male milieu in which the author lived and wrote, one of these was signed by a woman, bearing 

the inscription, “Margaret St Quentin, hir Book” (200-201).  

Less obscure than the lives and identities of Burton‟s readership are the purposes for 

which the book was read in its own time. “Burton‟s Melancholy” was read in the seventeenth 

century for two main reasons: as a cure for melancholy on one hand, and as a storehouse of 

knowledge and learned references and quotations on the other. The first of these was the most 

common, and was the purpose named by Burton as the reason he wrote it. Lund has discovered 
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striking evidence of the literalness with which some readers approached the book in search of a 

cure, showing that annotations in some of the copies include notes about medicines Burton 

recommends or his other practical tips for warding off melancholy (199). Nicholas Dewey has 

pointed out that to refer to the book by its traditional appellation, “Burton‟s Melancholy,” is to 

emphasize the book‟s subject rather than its form, and thus to capture the way it was read in its 

day: 

It more accurately reflects the convention within which Burton himself was writing:  the 

medical and quasi-medical literature „de melancholia.‟ „Of melancholy‟ or „upon 

melancholy‟ drew attention, furthermore, not to the method by which the topic was 

treated, but to the topic itself: Burton‟s Melancholy. (292) 

Though the book‟s structure and synopses now arrest our attention because they seem archaic 

and unfamiliar, drawing our attention to form and construction, this structure is actually there to 

help the reader to find his or her way into the book‟s content—specifically, to locate the subtopic 

of melancholy for which he or she seeks a remedy.  J.B. Bamborough has suggested that the 

book was not intended to be read from cover to cover but instead consulted as a kind of 

therapeutic compendium or consolatory reference book. As I have suggested, the presence of the 

detailed synopses at the beginning of each partition supports this theory, as the synopses allow 

readers to determine their own experience of the book, by following a kind of map to the subjects 

which most pertain or appeal.  That the synopses helped the reader decide on his or her own 

course through the book is attested to by a tag of Latin one reader wrote on the synopsis page of 

the first partition in his copy of the book, a phrase which means “every man abounds in his own 

sense.” Consulting the synopsis for the first partition, for example, knowing that one is plagued 

by a cause of melancholy that is caused by a situational matter rather than an internal condition, a 
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cause “evident, outward, remote, adventitious” rather than “contingent, inward, antecedent, 

nearest,” one may find a list of these possible outward causes, including “Nurses,” “Education,” 

“Scoffs, calumnies, bitter jests,” “Loss of liberty, servitude, imprisonment,” “Poverty and want” 

or “A heap of other accidents, death of friends, loss etc.”  The reader is directed by each of these 

subheadings to the subsection of the book where this subject is treated. The synopses are a serve 

as a diagrammatic map of both melancholy as a concept, and of the book, showing that for all its 

seeming unruliness the book is literally constructed upon melancholy‟s anatomy.  

But because Burton treats the subject of melancholy copiously and encyclopaedically, 

The Anatomy is not only a therapeutic book in which the reader may look up a cure or 

consolation for his or her own variety of the affliction; it is also a storehouse of scholarly 

knowledge on an exhaustive variety of subjects. In addition to its use as a kind of homeopathic 

compendium, it was also commonly employed by men seeking to ornament their own writing or 

conversation. In 1668, the royalist biographer David Lloyd remarked that “Gentlemen, that have 

lost time, and are put to an aftergame of learning, pick many choice things to furnish them for 

discourse or writing” (428). Anthony Wood notes that this usage lent itself all too readily to 

plagiarism and that several writers “have stolen unmercifully matter from the said book without 

any acknowledgement” (35). This theft became particularly unmerciful with time because 

Burton‟s book fell into obscurity in the eighteenth century; after its printing in 1676, it was not 

printed again until 1800, and this made unacknowledged borrowings less risky and more 

common. In a letter written by Archbishop Thomas Herring to the writer William Duncombe, he 

urges Duncombe to consult Burton on a point he is making. Herring advises Duncombe, “if you 

never saw Burton upon melancholy, printed 1676, I pray look into it... I mention the author to 

you as the pleasantest, the most learned, and the most full of sterling sense. The wits of Queen 
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Anne‟s reign, and the beginning of George I‟s, were not a little beholden to him” (148-150). That 

Holdsworth includes him in his 1642 list of “Studia Levoria” shows that borrowings from 

Burton‟s learning began while he was still alive. Thomas Hearne, who was an antiquary and 

librarian at the Bodleian library at the end of the seventeenth century, records in his remarks that 

Burton was popular at the university because of his ability to “mix a great deal of Latin in his 

discoursing” (Doble 299).The fact that Holdsworth‟s “Studia Levoria” lists books primarily in 

English implies that its intended audience of gentlemen would have very little Latin and 

probably no Greek. The book‟s capacity to be used as a kind of Latin-English phrasebook, 

because of Burton‟s habit of paraphrasing his Latin tags in English, must have made it 

particularly popular as a means of ornamenting discourse without subjecting oneself to the pains 

of  “overmuch study.”    

The author created a single book copious enough to contain material sought out by 

gentlemen scholars, at the same time that it contains buried among this a subtle but sustained 

authorial resistance to this kind of learning and the effect it had on the university, which he 

seems to intend for a readership of scholars like himself. The dichotomy Burton repeatedly 

points out between “true scholars” and “drones,” which he offers like a kind of index to the 

university‟s fraught social composition, subtly subverts the domination of the former by the 

latter, even as it seems to reinforce scholarly servitude and burial in its potential use by 

gentlemen as a source of ornamental learning. His “burial” of passages such as “The Misery of 

Scholars” digression may seem to be subordinated to the larger text, thus passively reflecting the 

subordination of true scholars to gentlemen at the university, but instead, because the two 

possible experiences of the book are made possible by the difference in learning between the two 
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sets of scholars, the poor scholar is thus placed in a position superior to the gentlemen who rakes 

the book‟s index looking for quotations in an aftergame of learning.   

As I have discussed, certain sections of the book are clearly addressed to a highly learned 

scholarly audience afflicted with problems similar to Burton‟s. And there is some evidence that 

the book was read with particular interest by fellow scholars who were in a position to 

sympathize with his opinions on the state of learning. Mary Ann Lund shows that two of the 

copies of The Anatomy currently held at Oxford, which were presented by Burton to Oxford‟s 

libraries in 1628, contain evidence that the book was appreciated by his fellows at Oxford. Lund 

describes how in one of these copies there is a “cluster of cross-marks” beside the “Misery of 

Scholars” section (201). In another there is a note beside Burton‟s description of himself as “a 

collegiate student, as Democritus in his Garden” and another beside Burton‟s account of “Why 

Students and Lovers are so often Melancholy” (201). To Lund‟s textual evidence may be added 

the fact that the first recorded reference to Burton‟s book by a reader of it was made by a 

contemporary of Burton‟s at Christ Church, the poet Henry King, who was also a clerical 

scholar. This reference is in the form of a poem King wrote between 1624 and 1628 entitled “To 

a Lady on Mr. Burton‟s Melancholy.” It was in 1624 that Henry King received his first 

preferment after waiting for fifteen years, when he was made canon of Christ Church by proxy. 

In the poem, King shows that his sense of the book‟s purpose was the cure it offered through the 

particular experience of reading it promotes. King directs a lady to look into Burton‟s book to 

“read” her “cure:” 

If in this Glass of Humours you do find 

The Passions or diseases of your mind, 

Here without pain, you safely may endure, 

Though not to suffer, yet to read your cure. 

But if you nothing meet you can apply, 
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Then ere you need, you have a remedy. 

And I do wish you never may have cause 

To be adjudg‟d by these fantastick Laws; 

But that this book‟s example may be known, 

By others‟ Melancholy, not your own. (1-10, 4) 

 

The lightness of King‟s treatment of The Anatomy suggests his bemusement by Burton‟s 

“fantastic laws,” but any laughter is clearly affectionate, and does not detract from what he 

sincerely describes as the safe haven the book offers the reader, allowing him or her to “safely 

endure” the pains of melancholy without themselves suffering, and to gain a cure through the 

process of reading. The shared experience of the book between poet and lady becomes one point 

in a network of readerly intimacy, inspiring this communication about the experience of reading 

it. King describes a hypothetical act of reading on the lady‟s part that allows her to achieve a 

unique kind of empathy and insight into things of which she may have little or no personal 

experience. The act of reading itself becomes a cure, because it transforms suffering into artifice 

and the pleasures that attend it, a transduction which allows sense to be made of dislocating and 

isolating melancholy. The book must be “known by melancholy,” the poet says, though it may be 

known by others‟ rather than one‟s own; but to know the book is fundamentally an act of 

knowing the experience of others, and deriving solace from the connections created by this 

knowledge.  

While the lady to whom the verse is addressed may have little reason to relate personally 

to some of the examples of melancholy Burton provides, King himself may have responded more 

personally to “the book‟s example,” given that his biography indicates that disappointment at the 

university was not just “others‟ Melancholy,” but also his own. A scholar himself, he clearly 

identifies his own sense of the book‟s function as a curative one. If The Anatomy was read in its 

century as a learned source book on one hand and as a cure for melancholy on the other, the 
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example of King‟s response suggests one irony about which readers read it for which purposes. 

While gentlemen looking to furnish their discourse turned to it for purposes of learning, more 

truly learned scholars, such as himself, may have turned to it not just for scholarly but for 

therapeutic reasons, to find relief from the misery of scholars in the form of that thing which 

misery loves most—company. The isolating, solitary experience of melancholy experienced by a 

displaced, underemployed scholar like Burton is transformed into a book that can create shared 

knowledge among a diverse community of readers, curing melancholy by producing a kind of 

group interiority among people from a diversity of experiences.  

VI. Conclusion 

In his literary performance of melancholy, Burton constructs an image of a man who 

finds greater intimacy with the authors in his library than with real people; but crucially, in his 

sharing of his life of reading, and the intimacy it generates, with his own readership, his privacy 

becomes a kind of publicity. As this example shows, representative publicity, rather than 

eventually succumbing to the pressures of privacy, had instead long co-existed at the same time 

as collectives of individuals that possessed a sense of group interiority and identity—such as the 

clerics of the university. The monarchy and nobility began to infiltrate and wrest away the 

privacy within the university by making the very sign of that group‟s identity—the book—a sign 

of its own representative publicity. But the sense of loss that was engendered among clerical 

scholars by this intervention and appropriation did not eradicate but instead reconsolidated the 

community of poor clerics who newly understood themselves through their shared sense of 

displacement. As Burton‟s melancholy shows, scholarly melancholy as it evolved in Early Stuart 

England was a register and expression of this loss which also came with the benefit of concealing 

resistance to absorption by representative publicity; active dissent was disguised as illness, 
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sadness or madness, and thus melancholy itself became a means by which the group continued to 

maintain itself. As the university became an increasingly volatile location for this privacy to 

persist, print became an important organ of this collective‟s identity and allowed for its growth 

by engaging the audience for printed books.  

The turn I now make to George Herbert from Burton is invited by the striking 

commonalities between these two men, not least in terms of the books they each produced. The 

intimacy with which both Burton and Herbert consolidate their reading audience is consolatory 

and therapeutic in its function, but both books also maintain a threatened form of privacy into the 

future. While Burton‟s seems to belong nowhere but in his library or his book because he is part 

of a group for whom there is increasingly little room, Herbert began his career at Cambridge as 

the kind of scholar that Burton complains is displacing his ilk. As an aristocrat with court-hopes, 

his career seemed to promise all the benefits of the combination of nobility and learning applied 

to public service. But Herbert abandoned this career, perhaps due to his own disappointment in 

patronage, but also because of his disillusionment with the university and the public life it 

offered, to adopt a path that resembled that of the poor cleric. His book represents the inversion 

of the combination of nobility, clergy and learning which had been his calling, in its poems‟ 

representations of the taking apart of a composite self, and his use of the affective condition 

produced by frustration and displacement at the university as a constructive spiritual pattern for 

devotion to God, with whom communion is desired but deferred.  
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Chapter Five 

“Crosse Actions:” George Herbert and the Undoing of the Self 

 

Robert Burton and George Herbert had many things in common, aside from being 

historical contemporaries. Both were highly learned university men who took orders, younger 

brothers in their families who were disappointed in patronage, and writers who created large 

books with a spiritually therapeutic function; however, their lives were set apart by the trajectory 

of their careers. While, as I have discussed, Burton defined himself in terms of his dispossession 

and displacement, as his life at the university resembled a medieval clerical one, the aristocratic 

Herbert started down a path at the university resembling those taken by the aspirant courtiers 

Burton complains of. Herbert used his learning in public service before he even left the 

university, in a bid for preferment to courtly office. As I have shown, Burton‟s life was unusually 

static in its course, disrupted only affectively and intellectually by the dull impact of 

disappointment. In contrast, the noble-born Herbert, poised on the brink of a career in public 

service, after a lengthy period of deferred advancement and displacement from the courtly career 

he had expected, remarkably turned away from that path, and took up in its stead a life modelled 

on that of the poor, clerical scholar.  

Herbert‟s royalist biographer Barnabas Oley reports on the change of path: “I have heard 

sober men censure him as a man that did not manage his brave parts to his best advantage and 

preferment, but lost himself in an humble way” (11). Seemingly in a wish to restore the “lost” 

author to the public service which he thought him destined for, Oley wrote a biography which 

was frequently bound with The Temple in the seventeenth century, subtitled, Herbert’s Remains 
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or Sundry Pieces of that sweet Singer of the Temple, Mr. George Herbert, Sometime Orator of 

the University of Cambridge. Now exposed to publick light. Oley‟s efforts to rejoin Herbert‟s 

devotional “pieces” with his secular career at Cambridge is an undoing of Herbert‟s own 

separation in his poems of the “parts” of his earlier, worldly self from those of his clerical self.  

The Temple was begun either during or just after Herbert‟s vocational change of course, and its 

central, protective portion entitled “The Church” becomes a place where the conflicts presented 

by employment and vocation can be laid open and treated. But, importantly, as Michael 

Schoenfeldt and Cristina Malcolmson have shown, the clerical, holy self, is not other to the 

former self, but is instead in a variety of surprising ways patterned on the worldly, aspirant self. I 

will argue that the affective condition of displacement and deferment produced by frustration and 

lack of preferment is transumed into a holy version of that displacement and deferment before 

God.  

It will be recalled that an important dimension of the recombination of the principles of 

domination which Pierre Bourdieu describes in The State Nobility is the nobility‟s “devotion to 

public service” (378). In sixteenth century France, he argues, the principle of book learning, long 

the domain of the clergy, was combined with the principles of heredity and devotion to public 

service, the legitimating principles of the nobility‟s power. The career of George Herbert in early 

seventeenth century England represents a fascinating and vexed conflict with a combination 

resembling the one which Bourdieu describes between clerical and noble principles. The young 

aristocrat himself seems to have been presented as an example of the natural combination of 

nobility and learning by the University of Cambridge, and, in turn, by the king he was presented 

to. This image, constructed by the university and Herbert as they wrote and staged his part as 

official liason between university and crown as Cambridge‟s public orator, was then reflected 
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back to the university community by the crown as an example of the natural joining of nobility 

and scholarship, crown and university. But Herbert‟s letters show that this fusion was anything 

but natural, and that it was instead the product of his own careful artifice. However, despite his 

calculations, it appears that the young Herbert attempted his own idealistic calibration of the 

principles legitimizing nobility‟s rule, to design a plan for a career devoted to public service 

which would not corrupt the piety of his clerical calling, rationalizing his own entry into public 

service with the moral value of pious political counsel. The advancement of churchmen in public 

service under James may have bolstered his hope that this combined calling would be possible. 

But Herbert seems to have become disillusioned with this vision, and to have turned away from a 

public life that demanded a fusion of his roles as scholar, noble, and cleric; the focus of The 

Temple is on a self in the process of being painfully and artfully taken apart, not only from the 

object of its aspirations and desires, but also from itself.  

I will show that the image of the cross, which recurs throughout the collection in a 

surprising variety of ways, is central to this process: the word “cross” is used to mean many 

things, including the crucifix, but to be “crossed” or “cross” also signifies a condition of 

blockage, impasse, entanglement or frustration. The cross‟s bisecting lines appear visually, in the 

form of Herbert‟s characteristic juxtaposition of an expansive line and a suddenly constricted 

one, which on the page creates the shape of the cross in the verse itself. The lines of the cross are 

also tacitly present in the poet‟s self-reflexive allusions to his poetic “lines,” which alternately 

seem to divide the speaker either from his goal or from himself, or to put him in an impossible 

position of impasse, where he is prevented from moving either upwards or laterally. While 

Herbert forsook his combined outward identity as noble scholar and courtier for a clerical one, he 

retained the affective pattern yielded by the experience of supplication, frustration, deferral and 
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displacement at the university, thus subverting this very experience of disappointment in 

preferment into a pattern for spiritual health. The implications of this are many: most 

importantly, it suggests that the affective condition of disappointment at the university, in its 

retention of subjects close to authority even as it alienated them, unintentionally engendered a 

uniquely critical level of self-awareness in relation to authority; it also suggests that the affective 

position of deferment and disappointment in the pursuit of court hopes is itself more valuable 

than overcoming frustration and achieving the goal from which the self has been kept, because of 

the experiential knowledge it can produce about the self in relation to both the worldly and the 

heavenly king.   

I.  “Jewel of the University” 

One of the most discussed lines in all of Herbert‟s poetry is the simple statement “my 

friends die” found at the center of “Affliction (I)” (l. 32). This has been read as the most 

autobiographical of all the poems Herbert wrote, and the comment on the death of friends has 

long been seen as an elusive key to the crucial conflict at the center of Herbert‟s life, which 

prompted his quitting of Cambridge and public life to take up orders and embrace the life of a 

country parson in Bemerton. A tradition of reading the poem as a personal expression of grief at 

the loss of several close relatives has given way to the general view that the word “friend” must 

be read in the sense of the early modern synonym for “patron.” Even Izaak Walton, always eager 

to mythologize his subject, acknowledges in his Life of Herbert that Herbert hopes were 

frustrated by the successive deaths in 1624 and 1625 of his patrons, the duke of Richmond, the 

marquis of Hamilton, and King James, upon which “all Mr. Herbert‟s Court-hopes” died as well 

(Walton 30). Cristina Malcolmson‟s biography of Herbert shows that it was just after these 
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deaths that he seems to have stopped hoping for or contemplating a life of public service, and 

took up orders. 

Walton writes that despite Herbert‟s later humbleness, which his biography helped to 

construct into the tenacious myth it still is, the young Herbert had a tendency to put “too great a 

value on his parts and parentage” (32). It seems that at school and university Herbert was often 

perceived as embodying a fusion of nobility and learning which made the union of the two seem 

natural--a perception which he participated in forming. Walton‟s apocryphal Life of Herbert 

contributes to making this coincidence of qualities seem natural, as when he records that King 

James himself called Herbert “the Jewel of that University” (34). David Novarr has shown that 

the bias of Walton‟s Life stems from its author‟s desire to illustrate his view that the Church was 

a career fitting well-born young men perhaps even more suitably than poor men‟s sons (313-

333). In pursuit of a High Church Herbert, Walton goes so far as to describe a reluctant Herbert 

finally agreeing to take up orders at the urging of the persuasive circle of King Charles, the earl 

of Pembroke, and Archbishop Laud, a tableau which has long since been disproven (Walton 59, 

Hutchinson xxxiv).  

But despite his interest in the formation of a new kind of religious elite, Walton‟s Life 

offers some valuable glimpses into the conflicts, both moral and professional, which marked 

Herbert‟s life and poetry more indelibly than did his mythical saintly goodness.  Stanley Stewart 

has shown that Walton‟s account of Herbert‟s delivery of The Temple‟s manuscript into the 

trusted hands of his friend Nicholas Ferrar to be published after his death is the first critical 

attempt to impose a narrative taken from Herbert‟s life onto The Temple‟s sequence of 

devotional verse (Stewart 83). In placing words directly into the mouth of his subject, as he often 

does with remarkable boldness, Walton has Herbert explain directly to the reader, by way of a 
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statement to a friend, the story of his poems. Speaking to Edward Duncon, mutual friend of 

Herbert and Nicholas Ferrar, the fictional Herbert says: “Sir, I pray deliver this little Book to my 

dear brother Ferrar, and tell him, he shall find in it a picture of the many spiritual Conflicts that 

have passed between God and my Soul, before I can subject mine to the will of Jesus my 

Master.”  Walton‟s account has long been deemed unreliable in both its general tone and its 

specific information. His description of The Temple as a picture of conflict is itself poetically 

accurate, but the particular conflict it pictures is at odds with Walton‟s own efforts to use 

biography to recombine Herbert‟s “brave parts” into service as a kind of holy courtier in the 

court of a High Church King of Heaven who shared his glory and power with the King of 

England. As I will argue in this chapter, Herbert‟s own ironic use of spiritual autobiography in 

The Temple is an attempt to undo rather than combine the parts of the self into a coherent whole.  

 

As of around 1617, the letters Herbert wrote to his family and friends from Trinity 

College, Cambridge begin to show his excitement as Herbert found himself swept up in a 

university career that seemed more brilliant and hopeful with each passing day. In 1618 he wrote 

to his younger brother Henry who was then in Paris, learning French and acting as a diplomat for 

the English court, to offer learned advice to his courtier brother on the acquisition and exhibition 

of wit: 

You live in a brave nation, where, except you wink, you cannot but see many brave 

examples. Bee covetous then, of all good which you see in Frenchmen, whether it be in 

knowledge, or in fashion, or in words; for I would have you, even in speeches, to observe 

so much, as when you meet with a witty French speech, try to speak the like in English: 

so shall you play a good marchant, by transporting French commodities to your own 
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country. Let there be no kind of excellency which it is possible for you to attain to, which 

you seek not; and have a good conceit of your wit, mark what I say, have a good conceit 

of your wit; that is, be proud, not with a foolish vanting of yourself when there is no 

cause, but by setting a just price of your qualities: and it is the part of a poor spirit to 

undervalue himself and blush. (Works 366) 

Herbert deems his advice to “have a good conceit of your wit” important enough to say it twice; 

and indeed, a witty phrase itself, his advice has two meanings. It implies both that it is important 

to incorporate witty conceits into speech, but also that the witty speaker should show a controlled 

conception of his own wit—that is, that he should show that he values his wit exactly at its 

worth. By setting such a “just price” on his qualities, the young gentleman may increase the 

worth of these qualities in the market where words are exchanged for status and esteem. 

Herbert‟s advice is clearly derived from experience, and his oratorical skills were such that he 

was soon poised to offer them in exchange them for the greatest “excellency which it [was] 

possible for [him] to attain to,” the position of public orator to the university. This position 

would cast Herbert as its representative in its own bids to gain the favour of the crown.  

While in his letter to his brother, Herbert figures words as commodities in a market, a 

letter to his stepfather deals more literally than metaphorically with the value of the oratorship, 

even as it clearly acknowledges that this position‟s worth lies in its symbolic and intangible 

value rather than its monetary revenue:  

The Orator‟s place (that you may understand what it is) is the finest place in the 

University, though not the gainfullest; yet that will be about 30 l per an. but the 

commodiousness is beyond the Revenue; for the Orator writes all the University Letters, 

makes all the Orations, be it to King, Prince, or whatever comes to the University; to 
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requite these pains, he takes place next the Doctors, is at all their Assemblies and 

Meetings, and sits above the Proctors, is Regent or Non-regent at his pleasure, and such 

like Gaynesses which will please a young men well. (Works 369-370)  

As Herbert describes, the orator‟s position was the most important office a student could assume. 

The orator‟s responsibility was to address letters and speeches in Latin to the king and other 

people of influence on the university‟s behalf, and, although Herbert describes its rewards as 

youthful “gaynesses,”  the pleasures of sitting at the top of the university‟s hierarchy sprang from 

the hope of preferment such a place offered.  Herbert would have been well aware that the 

position frequently led to advancement through the opportunities it provided for meeting and 

flattering the great; both men who served as orator before him had gone on to become secretary 

of state (Hutchinson xxviii). As Walton describes, “In this place of Orator our George Herbert 

continued eight years; and managed it with as becoming and grave a gaiety as any had ever 

before or since his time” for “he had acquired great learning, and was blessed with a high fancy, 

a civil and sharp wit; and with a natural elegance, both in his behaviour, his tongue, and his pen” 

(Hutchinson xxviii). Walton‟s odd description of the “grave gaiety” with which Herbert bore 

himself as orator implies that Herbert‟s air of ease made this grave liasing between crown and 

university appear natural and amicable rather than calculated; while he tries to frame it as a 

natural fit between the young man and the office, he actually shows the effort involved in 

making the relationship less forced than it was. The “natural elegance” which Walton ascribes to 

Herbert‟s manner and command of language proves the efficacy of the artful design Herbert lays 

out in his letter to his brother for producing the delicate display of wit balanced with modesty.   

But the product of this design, put to use in his role as university orator, was the seemingly 

“natural” combination of nobility and learning. It was not only Walton who valued Herbert for 
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his graceful combination; James, too, is said to have lauded Herbert for his excellence as a 

speaker and scholar most vociferously after learning of Herbert‟s aristocratic origins (Hutchinson 

xxix). But James‟s own artful attempts to graft Herbert‟s performance onto his own constructed 

relationship with Cambridge suggests that, unlike Walton, James recognized that this affinity 

between learning and power was cultivated rather than natural, and as potentially beneficial to 

the crown as it was for the aspiring Herbert. 

Herbert was born a younger son to an aristocratic family that traced its lineage on his 

mother‟s side to a Welsh prince. His father Richard died when George was three, and his mother 

Magdalene Herbert was the most influential figure in his life. She was an intelligent, educated 

woman who sought the best education for her sons, and who herself kept up a correspondence 

with John Donne, who wrote her funeral elegy. When her son was at school, Herbert‟s mother 

remarried a man much younger than she named John Danvers. It was to his mother and his 

young step-father that Herbert addressed many of the letters he wrote on the subject of his 

vocation while he was at Cambridge. Herbert attended Westminster School, where he was taught 

by Lancelot Andrews among others, and was one of only three boys in his class who were 

selected to go up to Cambridge. When Herbert went up to Trinity College from Westminster 

School, along with his fellow-pupil John Hacket, who later became a bishop, the Westminster 

headmaster Richard Ireland expressed his high hopes for the two boys. Bishop John Hacket later 

recorded that Ireland  “expected to have credit by them two at the University, or would never 

hope for it afterwards by any while he lived” and cites Ireland‟s conviction that “they would not 

fail to arrive at the top of learning in any Art or Science. (Hutchinson xxv) 

As Headmaster Ireland had predicted, when Herbert went up to Trinity, he did arrive at 

the “top of learning,” but his letters reveal that this was not without anxiety or effort. Herbert 
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earned placements in a series of official university roles, making his involvement with 

Cambridge an unusually intimate one. In addition to this involvement in official university life, 

by the time he went up to Cambridge, he was also already thinking of himself as a poet. In his 

first year at university, Herbert wrote to his mother complaining of an “Ague” and also of “the 

vanity of the many Love poems” being written, telling her he would dedicate his own “poor 

abilities in Poetry” to “God‟s glory” (Stewart 3). But during his time at Cambridge, God was not 

to be the only recipient of Herbert‟s dedication.  

By 1618 Herbert took his first university office as Praelector or Reader in Rhetoric. In 

this capacity, Herbert lectured four or five days a week to an audience made up mostly of first 

year students, on classical authors like Cicero and Quintillian (Hutchinson xxvii). Bishop 

Hacket, Herbert‟s fellow student at Westminster and Trinity, later wrote sarcastically of his 

memories of Herbert‟s tactical choice to lecture at one point on a contemporary rather than a 

classical orator—an orator who also happened to be king, and a potential patron to Herbert:  

Mr. George Herbert, being Praelector in the Rhetorique School in Cambridge anno 1618 

Pass‟d by those fluent Orators, that Domineered in the Pulpits of Athens and Rome, and 

insisted to Read upon an Oration of King James, which he Analyzed, shew‟d the 

concinnity of the Parts, the propriety of the Phrase, the height and Power of it to move 

Affections, the style utterly unknown to the Ancients, who could not conceive what 

Kingly Eloquence was, in respect of which, those noted Demogogi were but Hirelings, 

and Triobulary Rhetoricians. (Hutchninson xxvii, Hacket 175) 

Hacket‟s bowing of the ancients before the rhetorical might of King James, his mock casting of 

them as mere “Hirelings” at the feet of “Kingly eloquence,” smacks of resentment over Herbert‟s 

own flattery of the king. But it also, perhaps, indicates resentment over Cambridge‟s official 
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attitude toward James, which Herbert helped weave with his rhetorical gifts, and which, as I have 

shown, was not consistent with the feelings of many scholars. Clearly this choice of subject 

matter in Herbert‟s lectures on rhetoric was made with an eye on the office Herbert would fill 

next.  

There is no reason to assume that Herbert‟s public admiration of James was entirely self-

serving or vain; it is clear from his speeches and letters to the king that his admiration was at 

least partly based on his appreciation for James‟s aversion to war. But it is also clear from his 

hopeful letters to his step-father that he relished the prospect of advancement. Critics such as 

Cristina Malcolmson have wisely warned us to be attentive to the residual effects of Walton‟s 

hagiographical and royalist version of Herbert, which presents him as an uncomplicated and 

saintly lover of peace who only admired James because of their felicitous mutual regard for this 

principle. But it also appears that the young Herbert nurtured a belief that the role of orator could 

be one that would not run athwart of his religious or moral principles, a hope which later seems 

to have been dashed. In a letter to his step father, Herbert wrote of his expectation that the pursuit 

of the office of orator, and the political career to which it could lead, could be combined with his 

religious vocation. Francis Nethersole, the orator before Herbert who became Secretary of State, 

had warned Herbert that his religious life and his civil ambitions may not be compatible, but 

Herbert challenged this warning: 

I understand by Sir Francis Nethersoles Letter that he fears I have not fully resolved of 

the matter, since this place being civil may divert me too much from Divinity, at which, 

not without cause, he thinks, I aim; but, I have wrote him back, that this dignity, hath no 

such earthiness in it, but it may very well be joined with Heaven; or if it had to others, yet 

to me it should not, for ought I yet knew.... (Works 370) 
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Diana Benet has argued that Herbert‟s aim was to forge an identity that would combine his 

education and his religious calling with a life of civil service, in the hopes that a position of 

power would let his moral convictions find the greatest scope of influence (14). But it appears 

that as he progressed in the role of orator, it gradually became clear that this combined identity 

was not possible at his particular political moment. Mark Curtis has shown that beginning before 

Herbert‟s time virtually all servants to the crown who came from the universities had a purely 

secular role that did not include ecclesiastic duties or titles (62-76). However, as Curtis puts it, 

during reactionary periods under the Stuarts this blended role was occasionally permitted (77). 

The Stuart variation on this rule perhaps lead Herbert to hope that his multifaceted calling might 

be possible, but in fact this blended identity, as Curtis points out, was reserved for ecclesiastical 

statesmen who pushed the royalist High Church agenda, “like Bishop Williams, Archbishop 

Laud, and Bishop Juxon [who] became so prominent as to give offence to Puritan clergymen” 

(77). The young Herbert, with his more moderate religious leanings, seems to have hoped in the 

idealism of his youth to fulfill the humanist vision of the learned, pious counsellor which the 

Stuarts did not favour. The system of patronage that overlaid the official function of the orator, 

as a liaison between the university and eminent persons, offered temptations that could stand in 

the way of substantial rather than flattering communication. 

Walton records that one of the first ways Herbert distinguished himself in the office of 

orator was on the occasion of James‟s presentation to Cambridge of a volume of his own 

complete Latin works, the Opera Latina. Herbert responded to James with a letter thanking the 

king for his donation on the university‟s behalf. As I have suggested in my second chapter, the 

Stuart crown tended to favour royalist Oxford with more visitations and more benefactions than 

it did Calvinist Cambridge. This presentation of the King‟s complete works, then, had the 
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potential to touch on a somewhat sensitive matter that required delicacy and grace on Herbert‟s 

part. It was likely particular resentment concerning the Bodleian which George Herbert wittily 

parried in the verse epigram attached to his letter to James. This epigram can be translated to say, 

in effect, that while the Vatican might have its great library, and Oxford might have the 

Bodleian, in receiving James‟s works, Cambridge had acquired the only library the university 

could possibly need. This hyperbolical compliment, which appeared to deflate tensions felt over 

the crown‟s preference for Oxford over Cambridge, according to F.E. Hutchinson, impressed 

James as a boldly witty handling of the moment, and led James to inquire into Herbert‟s identity. 

Once he was told of Herbert‟s well-connected family and intellectual accomplishments, Walton 

writes that the king called Herbert “the jewel of the university” (Hutchinson xxix). 

This metaphorical dynamic of replacement at work in Herbert‟s epigram, with the small 

object of James‟s book growing in symbolic worth to replace the need for the large structure of 

the library, echoes the mechanics of the letter he appended it to, which is a full-blown exercise in 

hyperbolical flattery.  As Michael Schoenfeldt and Cristina Malcolmson both discuss, the letter‟s 

conceit imagines James‟s own reputation for learnedness as expanding across the globe to 

achieve a kind of conquest (29, 41). Just as in his metaphor of replacement in the epigram 

whereby the king‟s works are made an ample substitute for a fine Cambridge library, so in his 

letter can James‟s book substitute for the sword: “By this [book] thou dost command the whole 

world, and dost taste the glory of victory without the cruelty of bloodshed” (qtd. in Malcolmson 

42). He also makes James‟s book a miraculous engine for imperial expansion, when he describes 

how first Scotland and then the British Isles had proved “too narrow for thee to be able to unfold 

thy wings from the nest,” but that “now this book of yours enlarges the bounds, removes the 

encircling ocean; so that they who are not subject to your power acknowledge your learning” 
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(41). Herbert‟s praise of James hinges here on learning as a generator of power. The replacement 

of the sword by the book in Herbert‟s analogy rationalizes and legitimizes the king‟s power by 

emphasizing that learning is peaceful; but this rhetoric of peace is undermined by the fact that in 

this conceit, the book is actually a more efficient, and thus a more empowering and desirable, 

means of conquest and domination than the sword. As Schoenfeldt points out, Herbert‟s appeal 

to James‟s power in God-like terms was meeting him on his own absolutist terms (29). This is 

difficult to square with Herbert‟s plain statement in his poem “Praise (I)” from The Temple that 

“man is all weakness; there is no such thing/ As Prince or King” (10-11).  

In his capacity as orator, Herbert addressed a variety of powerful men: King James, 

James‟s and Charles‟s favourite, Buckingham, Francis Bacon, Lionel Cranfield, Lancelot 

Andrewes and Fulke Greville, among others. Many of the letters he wrote to them congratulate 

them on promotion to higher office. Malcolmson suggests that his position allowed him an 

intimate observation of how royal favours were distributed, and that he “may have been led to 

hope for his own” (40). In any case, in his official role Herbert sometimes showed a greater 

sensitivity toward the king than toward his fellow scholars. James seems to have welcomed this 

obedience from such a talented and generally impressive example of Cambridge‟s student body, 

and sought to enlist Herbert‟s rhetorical talents in his manufactured displays of accord between 

that university and the crown. This was made evident when James encouraged the university to 

publish its own commemorative volume attesting to this forced relationship, with Herbert‟s 

writings occupying a central role in it (Malcolmson 41).  

This publication was entitled True Copies of all the Latine Orations, made at Cambridge 

on the 25 and 27 of Februarie last past, and was published in 1623 to commemorate 

Cambridge‟s hosting of the ambassadors of the Catholic Spain and Austria. On this occasion, 
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Malcolmson writes, James “perhaps leaned on Calvinist Cambridge to declare its support for the 

king‟s foreign policy,” and “ordered that the proceedings of the event be published „by 

command‟” (42). The book includes a copy of Herbert‟s oration to the ambassadors and a Latin 

epigram written for the king‟s visit. Malcolmson suggests that the volume ends with Herbert‟s 

epigram for the king “as if it had been chosen as a fit summary of the deference shown by 

Cambridge to the King‟s plans for the Spanish marriage” (42).  Malcolmson also cites accounts 

by fellow Cambridge scholars that show resentment and distaste for the university‟s official 

display of submission to James. She cites scholar Joseph Mede as commenting sarcastically, “I 

shall not need to tell you...how our Orators fathered the foundation of our University upon the 

Spanyards out of the old legend of Cantaber, how happie we were not only to see them here, but 

should be to have the Spanish blood come hither” (qtd. in Malcolmson 43). This comment refers 

to Herbert‟s oration in which he welcomed the Hapsburgs ambassadors, along with the marriage 

between Charles and the Spanish Infanta. It seems, however, that as Charles became more 

powerful, Herbert became increasingly uneasy with the flattery involved in the position as orator.  

There is debate over why Herbert chose to take the position of orator, how conscious he 

was of the position as a politically savvy step towards a placement in court, and whether he 

intended to take this step if the opportunity arose. However, it is clear that even at this stage 

Herbert was already conflicted about the direction he should take: as Walton mentions, at 

university, Herbert wrote to his mother that he was like “a penknife too big for its sheath” (27) 

This penknife metaphor, anticipating metaphors of the heart as a case of knives in his poems in 

The Temple, also may bespeak to some degree Herbert‟s growing disinclination towards the 

secular controversies of the age and the political scene he was entering into. Herbert‟s term as a 

Member of Parliament during this time, for example, was marked by strife such as contention 
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over conflict with Spain and the Virginia Company. And crucially, in 1625, James, who openly 

embraced peace and who was considered his main chance at preferment to court, died, leaving 

the more warlike and even more absolutist Charles in power.  

Despite Herbert‟s early flattery of James, as he proceeded in his position, his statements 

as orator became more substantial than witty: Wilcox notes that his third speech as orator, given 

in 1623 to Prince Charles, “carefully but bravely upheld the principle of peace despite the 

prince‟s known warlike intentions.” As Diana Benet writes, 

his speech to the prince attributed a praiseworthy peaceful attitude to him at a time when 

Charles clearly wanted war; Herbert probably realized that it would destroy an essential 

bridge to any future favour at court. This experience must have made him keenly aware 

of the problems that public life poses for a man of conscience. (13) 

Even Malcolmson, who generally argues for a consistently aspirant Herbert, acknowledges that if 

he was still attempting to gain advancement, he seriously misjudged the tone of this speech by 

counselling Charles like a younger brother (45). Lynette Muir has considered Herbert‟s 

withdrawal as a reaction against Charles‟s more warlike version of absolutism (29). Anne-Marie 

Miller Blaise, responding to the biography by Cristina Malcolmson, considers Malcolmson‟s 

description of Herbert‟s frustration at his lack of preferment, but does not consider this 

frustration in the context of the universities‟ relationship with the crown (59-82). By the time 

Herbert was preparing to quit the office of orator, he had apparently become much more cynical 

than the young man who had written to his step-father about his hopes of combining the life the 

oratorship would set into motion with a life of pious political influence. In any case, by 1626, 

Herbert was spending a great deal of time away from the university, in part because of illness; 

during this period, he stayed with his step-father‟s brother, the Earl of Danby, and it is thought 
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that during this stay Herbert was writing and rewriting many of the poems that would become the 

revised version of The Temple, some of which had been written in an embryonic form some 

years earlier. Also during this period, Herbert wrote a letter to his deputy orator at Cambridge 

informing him that he was virtually abdicating from the position of orator (Stewart 3). He 

warned his successor that he should not expect to select the men he would flatter, but to flatter 

the men the university selects.  

Diana Benet sums up the scope of Herbert‟s manifold disappointments before leaving 

Cambridge:  

A combination of circumstances must have persuaded Herbert that his opportunity to 

serve was not to be [like his predecessors as orator] in civil affairs: the fact that after a 

promising beginning his career was at a standstill; his awareness that the oration made to 

Prince Charles (October 1623) was impolitic; and his experience as a Member of 

Parliament. Herbert had also not advanced as much as his early career had probably led 

him to expect. In the four years from 15 March 1616 to 21 January 1620, Herbert was 

elected to or was given five appointments at Cambridge. But after that steady succession, 

other appointments did not follow. That must have been a growing disappointment as 

time passed. When he faced the consequences of speaking from personal conviction on 

official occasions, that was another discouragement. (13)  

Benet suggests the chronology of Herbert‟s career in a nutshell: “initially, he intended to go into 

orders, but he came to aspire to an eminent position as a religious statesman. When attainment of 

that goal seemed improbable and unpalatable, he reverted to his original plan” (14).  Malcolmson 

counters this with a less ideal version of Herbert, suggesting that he was motivated by 

expansionist protestant values compatible with the Stuart prerogative. Wilcox suggests along 
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with a number of other critics that it was not due to the death of patrons that Herbert abandoned a 

secular career, but because he rejected the contention and vanity of the political sphere. But I 

would suggest that it is not necessary to view frustration at lack of preferment and 

disillusionment as mutually exclusive, opposed possibilities for explaining Herbert‟s retirement. 

While some biographers contemporary to Herbert, like Walton, seem unable to believe that 

anyone would have chosen to reject a courtly career if it was available, and suggest that Herbert 

left the secular sphere for the church only because his patrons died, recent criticism has 

considered Herbert‟s retirement from public life as a political choice. But could it not be that this 

very frustration with preferment enabled a unique perspective on the problems with the 

relationship between university and court, along with a more profound affective position that 

helped produce Herbert‟s spiritual turn? As with the example of Burton, displacement and 

disappointment at the university is a paradoxical fusing of inclusion and exclusion, with both 

actions occurring simultaneously: the aspirant, cut off from further advancement, is stuck in the 

place which has produced the denial and displacement, because there is nowhere else to go. Like 

the spiritual calling, disappointment or displacement from preferment was paradoxically at once 

a driving, expulsive force, and an immobilizing one. The displaced self thus gains a heightened 

sense of himself in relation to the containing forum which both rejects and retains him. In The 

Temple, this affective pattern is used to conceive of the relationship between the self and God. 

Despite the pain of the always-deferred communion with God, the frustrating enclosure within 

God‟s “court” is still desired, as the pain this frustration produces is itself spiritually productive. 

This dynamic can be seen in the poem “The Temper,” in which the scriptural metaphor of the 

temple in the human heart is imagined as a royal court:  

 O fix thy chair of grace, that all my powers 
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    May also fix their reverence: 

    For when thou dost depart from hence,  

 They grow unruly, and sit in thy bowers.  

  

Scatter, or binde them all to bend to thee:  

    Though elements change, and heaven move, 

    Let not thy higher Court remove,  

 But keep a standing Majestie in me. (9-16) 

 

In this wished-for dynamic, the heart contains the heavenly court so that the court can contain the 

heart in the sense of keeping it from becoming “unruly” (12) The fixity that will produce 

spiritual discipline here is not a matter of intimacy, but a fixed distance between God and the 

speaker, which will enforce the painful position of reverence from just below. This courtly 

distance is reflected by the speaker‟s focus on the chair, which leaves the speaker at a revering, 

synecdochic remove from the power the chair represents. The fixed space between chair and 

speaker will serve as a trellis upon which the speaker‟s powers will grow within a limited frame, 

only toward God, rather than waywardly in his “bowers” (12).  The desire expressed by the final 

line‟s plea to God to “keep a standing Majestie in me” is the hope that God‟s court will remain 

standing in the speaker‟s heart, but also the hope that this occupation by the “standing Majestie” 

will keep the speaker standing, transfixed before God in reverence, in a painfully constant act of 

supplication (16). This internal enforcement of discipline is an affective state that binds and 

determines, providing a rigid framework for growing the self toward God alone. The spatial 

metaphor of courtly supplication becomes a trellis upon which a disciplined self can be trained to 

grow away from the bowers of worldly vanity. However, even as the poem wills self-discipline, 

this effort is undergirded and undermined by the irony of the poem‟s artful act of self-creation. 

 

I.  “Re-edification” 
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While Walton‟s Life of Herbert became the most famous one, one of Walton‟s most 

important source texts was Barnabas Oley‟s “A Prefatory View of the Life of Mr. Geo. Herbert” 

which was included in his edition of some of Hebert‟s works that I have alluded to--Herbert’s 

Remains, the long full title of which claimed to restore Herbert “to public light.” Oley makes his 

biographical preface to this volume a platform for his strong views on the universities‟ 

disobedience during the civil war. Both Oley and Walton were primarily interested in Herbert the 

learned, aristocratic clergyman, whose biography could be used to suggest the natural 

convergence of learning, nobility, and the church, in an effort to legitimate a vision of a newly 

empowered elite. Oley interrupts his own biography of Herbert to discuss what he sees as a topic 

directly relevant to that life; he follows his highly laudatory description of Herbert‟s career as 

orator with a diatribe on Cambridge scholars‟ participation in causing the revolution:  

If we shall confesse, that we neither understood nor valued our High and Holy calling as 

Christians, much lesse as Ministers of Christ; That we did not thrive kindly, when 

Providence had planted and watered us in those Horns of Oyl, the two Universities…we 

did not fructifie (as this Book will shew) in any proportion to his encouragements, & 

therefore are justly cashiered out of his service, and stript of his Rewards: God is faithful 

and just to forgive us: For, Job 33.27. He looks upon men; if any say, I have sinned, I 

have perverted that which was right, and it profited me not; he will deliver his soul from 

the pit, his life shall see the light. (5) 

Oley claims that it is Herbert‟s book rather than his own preface that illustrates that university 

men, by rebelling, did not “fructify” at the two universities. His parabolic reference to the Horns 

of Oyl consecrates the “two Universities,” amending Herbert‟s censuring of worldly things to 

include a condemnation of the ungrateful behaviour of Cambridge men before the revolution. 
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Oley exploits the fact that there does appear to float on the surface of Herbert‟s poems a subtle 

criticism of the universities to make the book a platform for denouncing disobedience there. 

However, Herbert‟s ironic, metaphorical treatment of the university subtly criticizes it for being 

part of a courtly sphere that encouraged the fusing of learning, religion and nobility into an 

inauthentic whole—the same kind of combination into which writers like Oley or Walton 

assemble Herbert‟s biographical parts. Oley‟s restoration of Herbert “to publick light” in his 

edition ironically joins Herbert‟s life in the Church with a public political function in a 

combination that Herbert was never able to achieve in a morally satisfactory way during his own 

life.  

Izaak Walton‟s biography, which borrowed much from Oley‟s, frames Herbert‟s career 

shift as a reapplication of knowledge from the courtly to the ecclesiastical sphere. By showing 

Herbert confronted by a “court-friend” who challenges him on his choice to take orders, he sets 

up an opportunity for Herbert to respond with a defence of his choice to serve God. The fictional 

Herbert‟s response essentially endorses a holy version of the combination of nobility and ability 

he employed before King James, this time not in service to King and court as at the university, 

but to the King of Heaven:   

He did, at his return to London, acquaint a court-friend with his resolution to enter into 

sacred orders, who persuaded him to alter it, as too mean an employment, and too much 

below his birth, and the excellent abilities and endowments of his mind. To whom he 

replied, „It hath been formerly judged that the domestic servants of the King of Heaven 

should be of the noblest families on earth. And though the iniquity of the late times have 

made clergymen meanly valued, and the sacred name of priest contemptible; yet I will 

labour to make it honourable, by consecrating all my learning, and all my poor abilities to 
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advance the glory of that God that gave them; knowing that I can never do too much for 

him, that hath done so much for me as to make me a Christian. And I will labour to be 

like my Saviour, by making humility lovely in the eyes of all men, and by following the 

merciful and meek example of my dear Jesus.‟ (Walton 69) 

This saintly speech which Walton puts in Herbert‟s mouth seems to confirm David Novarr „s 

argument that Walton wrote his biography of Herbert to advance his agenda of proving the 

Church to be a profession suitable for men of education and high birth just as much or more than 

it was for sons of poor men (313-333). At this point in Walton‟s Life it becomes clear that his 

representation of Herbert‟s combination of his nobility and ability in service to the Crown has 

been carefully fashioned to set up to this next level of noble servitude. The hazy past to which 

Walton has Herbert allude—that former time when it was “judged” that God‟s servants should 

come from the “noblest families on earth”—becomes a pattern for a glorious, High Church 

future. Walton imagines Herbert‟s process of restoring the Church at Bemerton as a process that 

symbolically re-establishes “the noblest families” as God‟s proper servants:  

[Herbert‟s mother] presently subscribed to be one of his benefactors; and undertook to 

solicit William Earl of Pembroke to become another, who subscribed for fifty pounds; 

and not long after, by a witty and persuasive letter from Mr. Herbert, made it fifty pounds 

more. And in this nomination of some of his benefactors, James Duke of Lenox, and his 

brother, Sir Henry Herbert, ought to be remembered; as also the bounty of Mr. Nicholas 

Farrer, and Mr. Arthur Woodnot: the one a gentleman in the neighbourhood of Layton, 

and the other a goldsmith in Foster Lane, London, ought not to be forgotten: for the 

memory of such men ought to outlive their lives. (Walton 70) 
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Walton figures Herbert‟s turn to holy service not as a turn away from king to King, but instead, 

as a joining of earthly and divine power which is legitimized by Herbert‟s name, nobility, and 

learning, along with his connections and courtly skill. Herbert‟s well-rounded goodness, framed 

as a natural extension of his nobility, is used to make it seem natural to collapse the line between 

worldly and divine power, bringing king and King closer together by elevating the former. God, 

a magnificent King, is naturally best served by nobles, just as nobles, who have the most natural 

graces and abilities, naturally make the best university scholars and courtiers, and as such are 

best suited to serve the worldly king. Walton extends the combination of nobility, learning and 

service from the court to the Church to legitimate a power that is itself a close combination of 

Church and State.  

But Nicholas Ferrar, Herbert‟s own friend, fellow Cambridge alumnus, and literary 

executor, whom Walton mentions here as a benefactor of the Church at Bemerton, framed 

Herbert‟s turn from king to King not as an extension of his courtly service into the holy realm, 

but as a retraction of the former in favour of the latter. Ferrar‟s note entitled “The Printers to the 

Reader” prefaced The Temple in all printed editions of the collection from 1633 to 1695.  There 

is a delicate suggestion in this preface of a mutual exclusivity between courtly and religious 

devotion that Ferrar attempts to defuse by framing one as public and the other as private. 

Throughout this note, Ferrar carefully treads around the potentially seditious implications of 

Herbert‟s turn away from the worldly king by addressing Herbert‟s decision between holy and 

worldly employment in the slippery terms of what he calls inward and outward “enforcements,” 

in a way that unwittingly reveals the spiritually productive function of courtly disappointment as 

displayed in the poems of The Temple: 
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Quitting both his deserts and all the opportunities that he had for worldly preferment, he 

betook himself to the Sanctuarie and Temple of God, choosing rather to serve at God‟s 

Altar, then to seek the honour of State-employments. As for those inward enforcements 

to this course (for outward there was none) which many of these ensuing verses bear 

witness of, they detract not from the freedome, but adde to the honour of this resolution 

in him. As God had enabled him, so he accounted him meet not onely to be called, but to 

be compelled to this service: Wherein his faithfull discharge was such, as may make him 

justly a companion to the primitive Saints, and a pattern or more for the age he lived in. 

(3)    

In calling the “enforcements” that made Herbert turn from State-employments to God‟s Altar 

“inward,” Ferrar seems to suggest that this was a spiritual calling, thus defensively positing it as 

a private matter between Herbert and God that does not touch on Herbert‟s relationship with 

worldly power. One unstated implication is that Herbert could not inwardly abide the 

inauthenticity of his courtly role. But another matter Ferrar picks his way around carefully here, 

more in an effort to preserve his image of Herbert than to protect against charges of sedition, is 

the fact that Herbert‟s decision was not based on spiritual calling alone, but that he was also 

disappointed in preferment, and the turn may have been necessary as well as desired. But despite 

Ferrar‟s seeming reluctance to name the factor of disappointment in patronage, it is an important 

and complex element of the affective state he describes. The interiority wrought by this 

displacement, willing or unwilling, from the Stuart-controlled university while Herbert was still 

there, created a private structure of feeling in him while he was still at the university, within 

which Herbert could contemplate leaving the university for what Ferrar calls the “Sanctuarie” of 

the Church; the physical retreat is preceded and enabled by an emotional one. Ferrar‟s claim that 
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there were no outward enforcements to this course shows how the alienating effect of 

disappointment could create a kind of interior space reinforced by the articulation of the subject‟s 

difference from his surroundings. This affective space has all the potential to effect change as an 

external “enforcement,” and the understanding it produces, at least in this case, compels the 

subject to reject the courtly milieu.  

It is significant that while Walton connects Herbert with a time past when men from the 

“noblest families on earth” served God, Ferrar aligns him with a religious past marked by 

humble withdrawal, making him more suited to the company of “the primitive Saints” than to 

that of holy courtiers in the service of a kingly God.  Ferrar‟s alignment of Herbert with the 

“primitive Saints” fits with a strain of religious autonomy running through his preface, as when 

he claims that Herbert, “to testifie his independencie upon all others,” followed any mention of 

“the blessed name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ” with the words “My Master” (3). This 

subtle retraction of allegiance to worldly power in favour of divine power is also seen in Ferrar‟s 

almost defensive opening to the preface: “The dedication of this work having been made by the 

Author to the Divine Majestie onely, how should we now presume to interest any mortall man in 

the patronage of it?” (3). Since Ferrar‟s note also mentions Herbert‟s “fellowship of Trinity 

College in Cambridge, and his Oratorship in the Universitie, together with that knowledge which 

the Kings Court had taken of him,” the dedication that is conspicuous by its absence here is any 

obeisance to royal rather than divine “Majestie” (3).  

The “internal enforcements” which Ferrar claims caused Herbert to quit his court-hopes 

resemble Herbert‟s conceit in “The Temper” of the divine court displacing worldly desires in the 

heart. Ferrar subtly makes Herbert finally “independent” from that worldly authority which kept 

him in thrall at the university, waiting for preferment which never came, and his preface 
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announces that The Temple is entirely separate from that experience. But this separation is not so 

straightforwardly borne out within Herbert‟s poems. Instead, there is a continued, painful process 

of undoing the inauthentic combination of the speaker‟s parts which is, crucially, always in 

process rather than resolved. Ferrar uses the strong words “calling” and “compulsion” to 

represent the force that separated Herbert from the court; but in the poems, the contradictory 

impulses inherent in both these words are used to imagine service to God which undoes the 

outward combination of the self‟s parts which Herbert was led to make at court.     

II. “Crosse Actions” 

The opposed pressures created by the paradoxical actions of “compelling” and “calling” 

comprise a central, painful dynamic running throughout the poems of The Temple. These terms 

are in tension with each other, as worldly and spiritual versions of each other, but also 

independently each refer to different opposed actions. The OED reveals a contradictory set of 

meanings for the word “compel,” including “to drive out,” but also “to constrain” or “to 

compress” (“Compel” 3 a, b). Both of these meanings evoke a metaphoric violence, though one 

forces expulsive movement and the other inhibits it. The “calling” also connotes opposed forces: 

it draws the eyes up and the knees down to form a vertical line of devotion, but, in Herbert‟s 

poems, the always-deferred moment of communion with God also makes the speaker almost 

frantically aware of the horizontal plane of the earth which holds him down. Both compulsion 

and calling involve a kind of impasse created by crossed vertical and horizontal lines. This 

impasse, as I have suggested and will show below, is reproduced throughout the poems of The 

Temple in the image of the cross, which is both a potentially restoring symbol of wholeness in 

service to God, and the dissecting lines that take the self apart before God. The impasse created 

by what Herbert calls God‟s “crosse actions” shows the supplicant before God in a state of 
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deferral, frustration and disappointment which uses a courtly experience to understand a 

devotional one.  

 A number of Herbert‟s poems are spoken from the physical position of praying, with the 

speaker on his knee with his eyes turned upward. In “Deniall” for instance, the endlessly 

deferred communion with God is conveyed through the image of a person on their knee in prayer 

“all day long,” to no avail:  

O that thou shouldst give dust a tongue 

                                To cry to thee, 

And then not hear it crying! All day long 

           My heart was in my knee, 

                                But no hearing. (16-20) 

 

The expansion and sudden constrictions of these lines are one of the most characteristic patterns 

within Herbert‟s poems; the constricted, shorter lines form a vertical pillar which runs up and 

down the page, through the poem, and this line is intersected by the horizontal line formed by the 

longer lines, thus visually enacting the speaker‟s experience of being crossed. The sudden 

constrictions are frequently a result of enjambment, adding to the sense of impasse, as the poetic 

line is cut away from itself, stopped from reaching its full length. The poetic “line” is also used 

repeatedly as a metaphor for the line of the speaker‟s life, or his vocational “way;” this is made 

explicit in the desperate opening of “The Collar,” which finds the speaker making a doomed 

statement of freedom from his position as God‟s unanswered supplicant:  

 I Struck the board, and cry‟d, No more. 

                                              I will abroad. 

         What? shall I ever sigh and pine? 

 My lines and life are free; free as the rode, 

         Loose as the winde, as large as store. (1-5) 

The speaker‟s extravagant, redundant similes try to capture his hypothetical departure in those 

most clichéd images of freedom—the road, the wind and the bounty of the harvest—showing 
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that he is far from free. Even as he tries to proclaim his freedom, he can only cycle through 

vague similes which lead him nowhere in their abstraction. He calls his “lines” free, and they are 

indeed free of each other—each is unenjambed, finishing with its own impatient, argumentative 

punctuation. The poem is also primarily in free rhyme. However, what appears to be free rhyme 

spoken by a free speaker is wound through with internal rhymes which entangle him as he 

attempts to walk away in his mind. In the stanza above, for instance, the word “pine,” 

representing the supplication which he hopes to escape, is insidiously followed below by the 

word “lines,” which connects the statement of freedom indelibly with the sound of the “pining” it 

attempts to elude.  Even the poem‟s first line, which breaks off suddenly into the declarative, 

independent sentence, “I will abroad,” is appended to the line it tries to break away from by the 

visual similarity of the words “board” and “abroad.” The short sentence is positioned just after 

and under the center of the first line, so that that the hypothetical act of leaving is riveted 

chiastically to the “board” at which the speaker sits. Even as he imagines going “abroad,” it is 

the “board” which remains the only real setting for any of the speaker‟s utterances, anchoring the 

seemingly free words to a constant point of stillness, which the speaker can only strike in 

frustration. The stasis gained from bids for progress here recalls the similar dynamic in the poem 

“Hope”: “I Gave to Hope a watch of mine: but he/ An anchor gave to me” (1-2). In these lines, 

the hope for progress, represented by the watch, is exhanged for the weight of the anchor that 

limits movement to a prescribed space. This repeated expulsive force answered with stasis and 

containment resembles the affective condition of the frustrated courtier, turning the space 

between frustrated supplicant and authority into a space that is spiritually productive because of 

the deferral that produces it.  
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 The claim to freedom made in the first stanza of “The Collar” is finally cancelled by 

the poem‟s ultimate correction of its own free rhyme scheme in the final stanza, when the 

speaker‟s “wilde” voice with its many “rav‟d” words is suppressed by a single placating word 

from God: 

 But as I rav‟d and grew more fierce and wilde 

                                            At every word, 

         Me thoughts I heard one calling, Childe! 

                      And I reply‟d, My Lord. (33-36) 

The “calling” which silences the speaker into obedient devotion is so faint that it is only possibly 

real, rather than certain: the speaker thinks he hears it, but is not sure. Even the possibility is 

enough to command him to attention and cut off his “ravings.” However, while the closing 

rhyme may seem to provide closure to the poem, in fact the hypothetical, distant nature of the 

called word “Childe” merely provides the scant, deferred promise of a union to come which is 

enough to reabsorb the speaker back into the cycle of rebellion and placation, all conducted in 

the virtual space of words spoken only in the mind. The repetition of this cyclical drama of 

deferral within poem after poem imparts the painful rhythm of rising and crushed hopes of ourtly 

supplication, giving the reader closure only in the form of artfully rendered irresolution. As I will 

suggest, even the temptation to yield to the pleasures of this “design” are set up as a means of 

inflicting unmaking spiritual impasse.  

“The Crosse” most explicitly engages with the desire to combine the noble self‟s parts in 

a “design” only to take this combination apart, recalling my suggestion that Bourdieu‟s concept 

of the recombination of the principles of domination in the seventeenth century may shed light 

on Herbert‟s vocational redirection. The poem opens with the speaker‟s self disintegrating as a 

result of the deferral and frustration involved in serving God. Though he wishes to combine his 
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attributes of family and wealth into a “design,” he is prevented from doing so, and is instead left 

only with endless searching which takes him apart:  

  What is this strange and uncouth thing? 

 To make me sigh, and seek, and faint, and die,  

 Until I had some place, where I might sing  

  And serve thee; and not only I,  

 But all my wealth and familie might combine 

 To set thy honour up, as our design. (1-6) 

The “design” the speaker seeks to make is both a plan or vocation for him to follow, and, 

metaphorically, a family crest or insignia (6). But, rather than setting up the family‟s nobility, 

this insignia‟s function is to set up God‟s honour. The combination he seeks to make would 

produce a new purpose for him and for his familial line, a complete reapplication of the worldly 

self to the service of God. Because the purpose of this combination is the “setting up” of God‟s 

honour, and not the King‟s, this version of the combination would simultaneously efface the self 

and make it whole again through devotion. But even this wholeness is allowed only fleetingly, as 

though only to heighten frustration.   

The subtly dramatized situation of this stanza, and of the poem, is the speaker‟s pursuit of 

a cross that is only just discernable in the distance, which, despite his exhausting progress toward 

it, never comes fully into view. Unmentioned by name until the final stanza, the “crosse” hangs 

above the poem literally, in the form of the poem‟s title. In the first stanza, even when the word 

is just overhead, the word eludes the speaker, leaving him to call it only a “strange and uncouth 

thing” and to ask what it is (1). The situation in its irresolution is the opposite of the combined, 

resolved design which the speaker seeks. In this first stanza, the speaker can only express his 

identity as four monosyllabic verbs, panted out between commas that separate them like 

exhausted breaths: “sigh, and seek, and faint, and die” (2). The image of the cross is the holy 
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double of the insignia or design the speaker wishes to create, both of them present only as 

absence, but it is the cross, authentic but invisible, which inflicts impossibility on the creation of 

the “design” with which the speaker hopes to represent his service to God.   

The symbol of the cross, which opposes and frustrates the “design” at the end of the 

stanza, is, in its horizontal and vertical lines, a physical manifestation of the impasse which 

makes the wished-for combination impossible. The second stanza sees the combination 

momentarily gained through force, as though the speaker has finally twisted himself into the 

position he desires, only to be taken apart once again: 

  And then when after much delay,  

 Much wrestling, many a combate, this deare end,  

 So much desired, is giv‟n, to take away 

  My power to serve thee; to unbend 

 All my abilities, my designes confound,  

 And lay all my threatenings bleeding on the ground. (7-12) 

 

The “deare end” of the combination of the parts of the self into holy service, achieved only 

fleetingly, through a moment of extreme exertion, is effortlessly undone, leaving the speaker‟s 

“abilities,” “designes,” and “threatenings” pluralized in their bloody fragmentation (11-12). This 

fleeting moment of control is also dramatized by the form of the poem itself. As with “Deniall” 

and so many other poems, the contraction and indentation of the first and fourth lines in each 

stanza forms the vertical line of a cross lying across the horizontal line formed by the longer 

second and third lines. The heroic couplet which concludes each stanza is a moment of false 

strength, seeming to undo the poem‟s cross shape and its power to block the speaker from 

achieving final communion with God, by providing a solid base from which he can supplicate. 

But after each brief achievement of solidity, the first short line of the following stanza is set in 

opposition to the long lines of the couplet, connecting it with the constricted vertical line of the 
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following stanza, drawing it into the dizzying and endlessly repeating motif of the cross which 

continues throughout the poem. As in the stanza above, the wholeness with which the couplet 

allows the speaker to express his brokenness is an illusion; the use of the “heroic” couplet is 

itself a poetic joke, since each couplet expresses the speaker‟s failed heroism and leaves him 

vanquished.  The affective space of the poem is created by endless deferral, the pattern of hope 

answered only with frustration. The repeating horizontal and vertical lines of the poem enforce 

this pattern, mocking the speaker by enclosing him in the very shape of the cross which he is 

unable to see:   

  To have my aim and yet to be 

 Further from it then when I bent my bow 

 To make my hopes my torture, and the fee 

Of all my woes another wo,  

 Is in the midst of delicates to need,  

 And ev‟n in Paradise to be a weed. (25-30) 

 

The enjambment that results from the constricted lines separates the speaker from linearity of 

purpose, or achievement of his end. In the first line of this stanza he has “his aim” but the 

stretched-back “Further from it” of the following line turns the very shape of a drawn bow into 

the means by which he is poetically removed from his target (25-6). Briefly, the vertical line of 

the poem is formed by the body of the speaker standing and preparing to shoot, the horizontal 

line by one arm outstretched in front and the other behind, pulling back the bow. But the archery 

metaphor is set up only to be left unshot, as the following lines briefly drop comparative 

language, to simply name the cycle of hopes begetting torture, and woes woe, before grasping at 

more similes—need in the midst of delicates and the weed in Paradise—as the speaker searches 

in vain for adequate expression for his woe. Like the self-perpetuating woe which earns only the 

payment of more woe, each analogy seems only to open into a further analogy, with little 
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progress toward understanding. The “uncouth thing” hanging above the speaker produces only 

language of comparison rather than exactitude, thus engendering a state of linguistic deferment 

that matches the affective one (1).  

It is only in the final stanza that the speaker ever actually utters the word “crosse” and he 

can do so initially only punningly, to describe God‟s effect on him:  

  Ah my deare Father, ease my smart! 

 These contrarieties crush me: these crosse actions 

 Do winde a rope about, and cut my heart: (31-33). 

The “crosse actions” which wind around the speaker are reflected by the winding action created 

by the enjambment that causes the second and third line to appear to wrap around the body of the 

poem, constricting it. The “crosse actions” are the essential paradox of the position God has put 

the speaker in—having been called to service by an unanswerable calling (32). But these 

contradictions, he finally realizes, are not to be expunged or resolved, but are an intrinsic part of 

the cross: the irresolvable paradox of Christ‟s sacrifice, that eternal life is only possible through 

death. Finally, in the couplet concluding the last stanza, the speaker is able to come to terms with 

this unknowable, irresolvable contradiction of the cross, and is finally able to speak the word in 

its literal sense:  

  And yet since these thy contradictions 

 Are properly a crosse felt by thy Sonne,  

 With but four words, my words, Thy will be done. (34-36) 

The four breathless actions which constitute the “I” of the poem‟s first stanza—“sigh,” “seek,” 

“faint,” and “die”—are replaced in the final line by the four words, “Thy will be done,” which 

slant forward to yield the personal will entirely to God‟s (2, 36). Even the words which he calls 

“my words,” are not his words, but ones from scripture, given by God. The cross, whose “crosse 

actions” block the speaker from making the combination he seeks, finally allows him to find a 
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modicum of resolution through the paradoxical realization of the state of deferral and frustration 

as necessary, good, and the only authentic spiritual condition (32). But the pervasive irony here 

is that he is expressing his own brokenness before God in the form of an intricately constructed 

poem which is itself a “combination” of carefully chosen parts, like the “design” which God 

prevents the speaker of “The Crosse” from constructing (6). It is perhaps this insistent design 

behind the rejection of design that ultimately bars the speaker from communion with God--the 

inescapable vanity of displaying the fashioned self for the purpose of advancement that inheres 

fundamentally in all these poems. But this irony also allows for the representation of a self that is 

perpetually making and unmaking itself, to reproduce for the reader the cyclic experience of 

courtly self-display, disappointment, and disillusionment as a spiritually constructive process.     

 In “The Crosse,” the combination of personal attributes into a performance of the 

“complete” courtly self, forming the “design” which yokes family and wealth and abilities to 

royal service, is ironically applied to the servant of God‟s own efforts to present himself before 

the heavenly monarch (6). By showing that even before God such a combination is inauthentic 

and that the only authentic “design” is the contradictory, irresolvable one of the cross, rather than 

the design of the self, Herbert reflects on both holy supplication and the courtly experience 

which he uses metaphorically to imagine it. The application of a courtly experience to a holy one 

reflects not only upon the tenor but also upon the vehicle of this metaphorical pattern. It shows 

the spiritual value in the experience of frustrated desire for God, but it also shows the 

constructive potential of the affective state created by disappointment at university or court. Just 

as the paradoxically yoked hope and hopelessness of the holy supplicant produces understanding 

of the self in relation to divine power, so does the same contradictory emotion facilitate 

understanding of the self in relation to authority in the courtly sphere. The very fact that the 
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metaphor of courtly disappointment and scholarly frustration becomes in Herbert‟s devotional 

verse a means for understanding God shows its subversive potential, since in Herbert‟s case 

devotion was transferred from earthly to divine authority. Despite the efforts of biographers and 

editors to make this metaphorical expression of holy-service-as-courtly-service mean that 

Herbert served God and King equally, in a High Church combination of earthly and divine 

power, there is an undeniable strain of separatism inherent in taking the “ways” of the court 

away from the court to be used in service to God rather than king.  Herbert‟s royalist biographers 

use biography to try to combine Herbert‟s various parts into the whole of a learned, noble servant 

to the crown, and then into a learned, noble priest. In contrast with this impulse, Herbert uses an 

ironic form of poetic autobiography within The Temple to critique and expose the self‟s 

persistent tendency to selectively combine its parts into an inauthentic whole before an audience, 

whether that audience is king, God, or reader.  

III. A place for grief and fear: “Affliction (I) 

 Ann Pasternak Slater calls “Affliction (I)” Herbert‟s “fullest and most  

autobiographical poem,” but I would suggest that this uncharacteristically full, autobiographical 

quality which Slater finds in it may in fact be an ironic representation of fullness, spoken by a 

self that is still vainly clinging to wholeness even as it claims to be broken (Slater 411). The 

poem opens with the speaker describing a past when he wrote out a part for himself in what he 

then approached as the play of holy service:  

 When first thou didst entice to thee my heart;  

   I thought the service brave: 

 So many joyes I writ down for my part, 

   Besides what I might have 

Out of my stock of natural delights, 

Augmented with thy gracious benefits. (1-6) 
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What appears to be autobiography here, a confession of a youthful vanity in the excitement of a 

career in the church, is actually autobiography used as a layered metaphor. The word “service” 

and the combination of “natural delights” and “gracious benefits” as a part of this service subtly 

recruit the language of courtliness and patronage to criticize the way the speaker‟s former self 

vainly approached service to God (2, 5-6). But even as the speaker critically describes his past 

self expectantly writing down “joyes” in anticipation of the part he will play, the poem‟s own 

assembly reflects a different but equally artificial “part” for the self in the form of the poem itself 

(3). A series of seeming resolutions are offered, represented by what the reader thinks is a final 

present tense where all in the past is understood and rejected; but this “now” actually continues 

the same self-assembling impulse to write his part, if not in the form of many “joyes,” then in the 

form of many sorrows (3). In the third stanza, the speaker, through his choice of language, shows 

that he knows now that in the past, his courtly approach to his part as God‟s servant meant that 

he was not actually serving God but worldly pleasure:  

 What pleasures could I want, whose King I served,  

    Where joyes my fellows were?  

 Thus argu‟d into hopes, my thoughts reserved 

    No place for grief or fear.  

 Therefore my sudden soul caught at the place,  

 And made her youth and fierceness seek thy face. (13-18) 

 

In this moment in the past, the speaker has persuaded himself that since God is the king of 

pleasures, to serve this king is to partake of these pleasures alongside fellows who are human 

embodiments of joy. In this way he has talked himself into the decision to seek advancement in 

what is figured, through a perspective focalized to the speaker‟s vain past self, as a kind of divine 

court. The suddenness with which the soul seeks a daringly lofty place in this court is enabled by 

the fact that there is “no place” for grief or fear within the speaker‟s mental world. The “place” 
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which would normally be occupied by “grief and fear” is subsumed by desire for the courtly 

“place” serving God; an interior emptiness allows the speaker to fill and be filled by worldly 

“place,” without reflecting on his approach or relationship to it (16-17). In his youthful 

“fierceness,” the speaker is unaware that his approach to the “place” as a servant to God is 

patterned on a courtly one, an irony exposed by the backward-looking position from which the 

poem is spoken (18). In this act of spiritual autobiography, the creation of a poetic “life,” the 

speaker merely writes a subtler version of the “part” that his younger self wrote, but looking 

backward rather than forward. 

The stanzas following the speaker‟s decision to seek God‟s face at the outset of the poem 

list events in his evolving spiritual, emotional and physical life: “At first thou gav‟st me milk and 

sweetnesses;/ I had my wish and way...”; “But with my yeares sorrow did twist and grow,/ And 

made me a partie unawares for wo”; “Sorrow was all my soul; I scarce beleeved,/ Till grief did 

tell me roundly, that I lived” (19-20, 23-24, 29-30). The autobiographical account of illness 

intervening in a life of happiness details the opening up of the “place for grief and fear” within 

the speaker‟s inner life which was once missing (16). The “sudden soul” that had sought to fill a 

place as God‟s courtier is now, in turn, filled and re-placed by sorrow: “sorrow was all my soul.” 

The “thoughts” which reserved “no place” for grief and fear, are now subsumed by pure affect, 

which begins to reintroduce knowledge to the speaker from the point of zero; while at first he 

does not even know if he lives or not, his grief tells him that he does, and the process of self-

reconstruction begins. But what appears to be a learning experience about the vanity of 

approaching service to God like a courtly pursuit of place, turns out not to have been. The 

replacement of the soul‟s “suddenness” by sorrow is itself replaced, as the concern shifts from 

the sorrows of sickness to the loss of friends or patrons: “When I got health, thou took‟st away 
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my life,/ And more, for my friends die” (31-32). “My life”, in the context of this stanzaic chapter 

about the death of patrons, means both the affective life of hope, and a viable future or “living.” 

This abject disappointment is a subtraction into the negative; the enjambed line which seems to 

end at the taking away of life, is itself broken off into the impossible space of less than a life—

“And more.”  

Once he has entered the affective negative space of disappointment through the loss of 

patrons, God placates him for the denial of advancement with the life of a scholar: “Thou didst 

betray me to a lingering book/ and wrap me in a gown” (39-40). It is the remembrance of this 

role, as a scholar kept in the position of belonging at the university, but who has simultaneously 

been disappointed of hopes for advancement within that forum, that causes the speaker to reach 

the climax of his frustration. But this climax takes him nowhere except to a paradoxical point of 

impasse:  

Yet, for I threatened oft the siege to raise,  

   Not simpring all mine age, 

Thou often didst with Academic praise,  

   Melt and dissolve my rage.  

I took thy sweetened pill, till I came where,  

I could not go away, nor persevere. (43-48)       

The linear line of spiritual autobiography reaches a cross-roads here, cutting off the progress of 

the narrative itself with the impossibility of advancement. Even at this point, when the speaker 

seems to have come to a total understanding of himself and to have risen above his past mistaken 

thinking, he continues to approach his spiritual situation through an analogy of worldly 

advancement. The poem‟s affective climax, the position of the disappointed and displaced 

scholar who is deprived of hope and left in the paradoxical, impossible position of being unable 

either to “go away” or to “persevere,” becomes a pattern for describing the speaker‟s own 
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frustration with God: “Thus doth thy power cross-bias me, not making/ Thine own gift good, yet 

me from my ways taking” (53-54). The impasse created by God‟s forcible removal of the 

speaker from his ways, leaves the “me” separated syntactically not only from his “ways” but also 

from the act of “taking,” which was once done by him (when he took his ways) but is now done 

to him. The verb “taking” is poised at the end of the line in the continuous present, reflecting the 

perpetuity of the loss which leads him to emptiness. This “cross-biased” position becomes the 

“now” of the poem, which necessarily switches from the narrative to the lyric mode, in its 

temporal and physical stasis. The shift to the lyric mode, which holds the speaker in the present 

in a state of reflection, provokes a wish to be released from the useless tortures of his mind into 

pure use value, in the form of a tree, which is fixed but can at least grow to produce fruit, shade 

and a home for birds:   

 Now I am here, what thou wilt do with me 

    None of my books will show:  

 I reade, and sigh, and wish I were a tree;  

    For sure then I should grow 

 To fruit and shade: at least some bird would trust  

 Her household to me, and I should be just. (55-60) 

 

By wandering from his frustration into the fanciful wish to become a tree, the speaker is 

temporarily able to find imaginative relief from his position of fruitless waiting; we get the sense 

that he ponders the conceit partly to pass time, as he waits to receive a direction that does not 

come. In turning to his books to look for a “way,” the speaker is led to imaginative self-creation 

which seems to be an act of willed self-effacement but is actually is a new, subtler version of the 

written “part” of the self (3). Even this escape is temporary, and the poem returns him to his 

paradoxical, impossible position:  

 Yet, though thou troublest me, I must be meek;  

    In meekness must be stout. 
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 Well, I will change the service, and go seek 

    Some other master out.  

 Ah my deare God! Though I am clean forgot,  

 Let me not love thee, if I love thee not. (61-65)  

 

The speaker‟s struggle to remain humble despite his frustration, and strong in his meek 

humbleness, represents a kind of Gordian knot which binds him to his own pained state of 

waiting. In a mock echoing of a frustrated courtier denied place too long, or a scholar frustrated 

in preferment, he announces that he quits, to “go seek/ Some other master out” (62). But even as 

he claims he will leave, it is not because God has failed him, but because he has failed God, in 

his intolerance of the nearly intolerable pain of deferred communion with his master: “Let me 

not love thee, if I love thee not” (65). Though the poem seems to distance its present self from its 

past self, by ironically reflecting on the folly of his former writing of the “many joyes” that 

would come with his part as God‟s servant, fashioning himself as God‟s courtier through the 

combination of his “natural delights” with God‟s own “gracious benefits,” the poem strains 

within its own existence as a highly-crafted presentation of the self for the part of service to a 

holy master (3, 5-6). The ultimate impasse the speaker faces is the inauthenticity of claiming to 

be meek while doing so through the medium of highly-constructed poetic artifice which 

necessarily involves the same careful self-construction that he seeks to undo. This pervasive 

irony ensnares speaker and reader, ensuring the impasse between self and God. While in “The 

Crosse” God will not allow the speaker to combine his parts into a coherent identity with which 

to serve him, throughout the poems, the constructed identity for serving God inherent in 

devotional verse is itself the blockage that stands between the speaker and his efforts to reach 

God, since (as the poems show) God will not accept any inauthentic, vain self-constructions. 

Rather than simply taking the constructed self apart, the self is put together and taken apart 
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indefinitely in a way that enforces a creative consideration of the self and its relationship to 

divine and earthly authority through the torture of deferral.   

IV. Conclusion 

The pain wrought to the speaker‟s self by this overarching irony is also imparted to the 

reader of The Temple as a kind of warning about the vanity of thinking oneself pure or whole. 

Preceding the main section of the collection‟s poems is a preliminary section entitled “The 

Church Porch,” a didactic series of instructive verses which prepare and cleanse the reader for 

entrance into “The Church.” The first poem in this preliminary section names the function of 

verse as baiting the reader through pleasure into making a sacrifice:  

Thou, whose sweet youth and early hopes inhance  

Thy rate and price, and mark thee for a treasure;  

Hearken unto a Verser, who may chance 

Ryme thee to good, and make a bait of pleasure.  

       A verse may finde him, who a sermon flies,  

       And turn delight into a sacrifice. (1-6) 

 

While this appears initially to be a gentle way of administering improving holy instruction to the 

reader in the pleasurable form of verse, the metaphor of “bait” suggests a more violent edge to 

the dynamic described between the “Verser” and his youthful auditor, who so resembles the 

hopeful young aspirant that comes through in Herbert‟s early letters while at Cambridge. 

Because the artful sacrifices of the poems partake of vanity even as they seem to undo it, they 

can only produce a state of perpetually straining to be pure, failing, and struggling against the 

tendency toward inauthenticity. The portal which the reader must pass through from “The 

Church Porch” to enter “The Church” is a short poem entitled “Superliminaire,” which names 

the collection‟s sanctum as dangerous to purity as well as to impurity:  

 Thou, whom the former precepts have 

 Sprinkled and taught, how to behave 
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Thyself in church; approach, and taste 

The church‟s mysticall repast.  

 

Avoid, Profaneness; come not here:  

Nothing but holy, pure and cleare,  

Or that which groneth to be so,  

May at his perill further go. (1-8) 

 

“Profaneness” is not in peril because it will “come not here;” instead, it is that which is “holy, 

pure and cleare” or that “groneth to be so” that faces peril upon entering the sanctified space of 

the collection. The trap into which the reader is baited is the consuming dialectic between purity 

and artifice: if he is holy, pure and cleare, the verse will lead him in into artificial self-

construction and he or she will be taken apart as a result, only to have this cycle repeated. This 

condition, which defers identity itself, is imagined in “Affliction (IV) as a form of constructive, 

affective torture: 

Broken in pieces all asunder,  

          Lord, hunt me not, 

          A thing forgot,  

Once a poore creature, now a wonder,  

         A wonder tortur‟d in the space 

          Betwixt this world and that of grace. (1-6) 

In the torture of irresolution, the self ceases to be a “creature” but is instead “a thing forgot,” an 

intangible “wonder” caught between making and unmaking. Like the forgottenness in the 

penultimate line of “Affliction (I)” which shares the act of “forgetting,” as adjective and verb 

simultaneously, with God and the self—“I am clean forgot”—deferral and disappointment here 

is painful but transforming. Forgotten by God, the speaker has also forgotten himself, in the 

figurative sense of having lapsed in his proper comportment, but also in the literal sense of 

having become detached from selfhood. This “forgetting”—subtly partaking of the sense of 

alienation bred by being left behind and disappointed at court—opens up an affective “space” 
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between two realms similar to the “place for grief and fear” that opens as kind of hole in the 

story of self presented in “Affliction (I).” The affective space engendered by disappointment 

becomes a metaphor for conceiving of the self critically in relation to authority, heavenly or 

divine; but while privacy from God in this space is impossible, despite his constant distance, the 

very “Church” of the collection becomes a version of that metaphoric space, the “place for grief 

and fear,” separated from the court by the ironic distance inherent in the comparison between 

God and King. The affective “space/ Betwixt” of “Affliction (IV)” is opened up repeatedly by 

the poems in the collection; within this liminal space the reader experiences a spiritual simulation 

of frustrated court hopes in a way that subtly undermines the pursuit of favour from an earthly 

king who attempts to rule with the representative omnipresence of a heavenly one.   
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Conclusion 

An underlying concern of this dissertation has been to consider the implications of the 

early modern university‟s relationship with the crown for Habermas‟s account of the rise of 

bourgeois publicity. I will conclude by elucidating how the example of the early modern 

university poses a challenge to his yoking of publicity with eighteenth-century bourgeois public 

debate and his vision of the role privacy played in the emergence of the modern public sphere.  

For Habermas, the formation of the bourgeois public sphere was a coming-together of 

private individuals into a public in which those individuals could think of themselves collectively 

in terms going beyond political subjecthood (27). He suggests that when individuals gained 

freedom from thinking of themselves in these limiting representational terms, they were able to 

come together into the publicity of civil society.  As long as representational publicity 

dominated, however, which he argues it did throughout the early modern period, this coming-

together of private people into a community that conceives of itself in relation or opposition to 

authority was impossible: individuals remained private.  Nonetheless, in his vision, privacy is an 

important, generative seed of publicity; collective interiority, for him, grew in “the soil” of the 

affective unit of the conjugal family (51). One implication of the argument I have made in this 

dissertation about the complex relationship between the university, the crown, and the medium 

of print in the early modern period is that an important lacuna in Habermas‟s account is the 

existence of groups of private individuals during and before the early modern period whose 

collective identity was more organized and complex than that of the family, and was therefore 

more resistant to being successfully subsumed by the representational power of the crown. 

Members of guilds, for instance, shared in the group self-consciousness of the family, and also 

represented their community with forms of collective self-display; however, this autonomy of 
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identity lacked the authority that came with learning, as with the medieval and early modern 

university.    

The family comes to be as a result of reproduction, necessity and/or love, and defines 

itself as a group because each member happens to belong to it; despite a shared domestic and 

affective life, each member of it is still a private individual much like other private individuals in 

other families. In the case of the clerical university, however, as Pierre Bourdieu discusses, the 

clergy at the university shared the common feature of book learning—and, indeed, as Bourdieu 

also suggests, they carefully guarded their monopoly on this form of cultural capital (398). As a 

community based on intimacy between men who thought of themselves in relation to the world 

in a very similar way, with learning as a common, collectivizing feature, within a culture where 

learning was still largely their domain alone, the intimacy among clerical university men must 

necessarily have been pronounced and deep-seated. While the conjugal family‟s own potential 

autonomy may have been readily subordinated and absorbed by an aristocracy that was in a good 

position to dominate those groups of individuals, clerical university men, joined together in the 

experience of learning which was also a form of authority, were not as easily represented or 

dominated by the aristocracy—especially as long as that aristocracy did not yet share in the 

clergy‟s domain of learning. But, as learning was appropriated by the aristocracy as one 

reflection of their aristocratic status, and the autonomy which the medieval university had 

derived from having recourse to the alternate authority of the Church of Rome began to diminish, 

the university became less obviously autonomous or separate from the authority of the crown 

(Tyacke 107).   

Nevertheless, despite the blurring line between university and the rest of society, the 

crown did not forcefully attempt to subordinate the university until James took the throne. The 
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Tudor courts did have a close relationship with the university, and both Henry and Elizabeth 

appointed university men to their councils; but they did not directly intervene into and attempt to 

govern the university as first James and then Charles did. This may have been one of James‟s 

gravest miscalculations, along with his comparable belief that it would be possible for him to 

subordinate Parliament and Church authority to the crown through absolutist insistence. One 

constantly visible horizon for the discussions of this dissertation is the looming overthrow of the 

Stuarts, and the civil war that made it apparent that Stuart power did not effectively subsume and 

suppress alternate sites of authority, even though it may have temporarily forced or prompted 

performances of self-display that made it seem that its absolutist tactics had worked. From 

Thomas Hobbes to Lawrence Stone to Nicholas Tyacke, many have considered the universities 

to have played a significant part in the large-scale disobedience of the civil war. The 

disingenuous affective display exhibited by university men is a symptom of the violence to 

come.  

Display is an important feature of Habermas‟s concept of representational publicity; in 

his conception, the aristocracy and monarchy used representational tactics to display their own 

publicity, and this performance is reflected back and reproduced by a myriad cultural sites, 

including dress, comportment, literature and language (8). I have suggested that this 

representational strategy of dominance was shadowed at the university by its undermining 

double: the representational strategy used by authority to monopolize publicity was answered by 

subjects who themselves used self-display to appear obedient, to construct a kind of affective 

mask behind which canniness and resistance could be concealed. The universities and the men 

who inhabited them—as Hobbes‟s Trojan Horse analogy for the university‟s role in the 

revolution suggests—concealed resistance behind a display of obedience. This seemingly 
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subservient reflection of representative publicity on the part of these men was canny, complex 

and critical, and it occurred as an institutional structure and as an affective structure among 

individuals at the universities. As I have suggested in my first chapter on Hamlet, the guarded 

theatrical space that Hamlet created through his performance of melancholy is a dramatic 

recreation of the separate space the university represents in that play. But this medieval 

autonomy is also overlaid with a more contemporary sense of that autonomy‟s loss. 

Importantly, if subjects simply performed obedience while privately questioning or 

rejecting it, this would still effectively constitute obedience and would not have been a threat to 

the subsuming representative power of aristocratic and royal publicity. But presenting this 

performance to authority, while at the same time subtly and deliberately exposing it to others as 

feigned, is a politically consequential act. This joining of private individuals into a kind of 

communication about power is a form of publicity in private from authority. The private 

community long fostered at the clerical university—once it was forced into public by James‟s 

efforts to make it permeable to his court—was politicized by this attempt to absorb and append it 

to the crown‟s authority. The cracks between this ancient institution and the motivations and 

values of the aristocracy which tried to absorb and represent it resulted in a visible example of 

the unnaturalness of representative publicity, and the crisis that ensues when its inadequacy is 

revealed, but it is still exerted.  

This ill-executed subsuming of one site of authority by another was also echoed by an 

uneasy affective character at the court-controlled university, marked by a combination of forced 

obedience produced by domination, and willing obedience extracted through the promise of 

advancement. The presence of aristocrats and the monarch at the university gave rise to a new 

kind of ambition: joined to the court, and populated by men who attended it with an eye on a 
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place at court, the university developed an affective culture textured by ambition, frustration and 

disappointment. The original sense of loss caused by the erosion of the university‟s autonomy 

engendered a melancholy cycle which saw men strive for reward and recognition from the 

crown, the same source of power which had undermined their autonomous identity as scholars in 

the first place, thus further degrading whatever was left of that autonomy. The painful fact that 

this degrading effort to seek recognition from the crown or court was often met with failure 

anyway added a sting of bitterness to what was already a disingenuous obeisance to authority, 

compounding the original loss of autonomy into a condition of disaffected alienation. It is this 

affective complex which I argue lay behind the phenomenon of scholarly melancholy in 

Jacobean England.  

As I have discussed in my introduction, the early Stuart era saw a shift in the designation 

of melancholy; what had become a wide-spread affliction almost as universal in its cultural 

signification as it was in the numbers of people it affected, was recoded as a medical 

phenomenon, returning it to its original conception as a disease. However, this recoding was 

established primarily through literature, much of it written by learned university men, and I 

would argue that this was not a reactionary but instead a calculated shift. Because the anger, 

disappointment and sense of alienation among university men had become so inexorable, it 

needed a new discursive front which could conceal its seditious potentials. Melancholy, then, 

became a mask used in the self-display that countered and resisted representative publicity at the 

university. But, importantly, because the phenomenon of melancholy was not only affective but 

also a matter of representation itself, as a subject treated in literature, it had the potential to 

consolidate a community of “sufferers”—private individuals who came together as a reading 

audience to share in a consideration of melancholy‟s causes. Because these causes were often 
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political, a result of the strained relationship between the crown and learning, and were expressed 

to a readership, the expression of melancholy in literature during this period represented a 

coming together of private individuals into a reading public of people who thought of 

themselves, at least during the reading process, in terms of the shared, collective identity 

provided by melancholy.  

I have suggested that the poem which Henry King, Robert Burton‟s fellow-student, wrote 

“Upon Mr. Burton‟s Melancholy” conceives of the book in terms of the intimate group 

interiority it facilitates by imparting an empathic knowledge of melancholy even to readers not 

afflicted personally by the condition. As King‟s poem expresses, it is crucially only the act of 

reading Burton‟s book by which this knowledge can be gained. It is the breadth of the network of 

readers, in his view, extending among people who do not know each other and who come from 

different experiences, that make it its own autonomous space with its own “fantastic laws” (l.8, 

4). These laws are different from the laws of the world outside the book, and return the reader to 

the real world with a new perspective gained from readerly immersion in the experience of 

melancholy.  Print, in the case of widely-selling books such as The Anatomy of Melancholy and 

The Temple, became a location to which the privacy displaced from the university by the 

presence of the court could be diverted. The lost autonomy of the university past could be 

imaginatively reproduced in the privacy of the book; but because this autonomy was expressed in 

relation to authority, and shared in by private individuals brought together by the experience of 

reading into a consideration of a shared affective condition in relation to authority, these printed 

books represented a form of politically-engaged publicity before the rise of bourgeois civil 

society.  
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